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HOURS

TO
REMEMBER
AGRICULTURAL SALES

Mon .-Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

9:00 a.m. · 5 :30 p.m.
9:00 a.m. · 1 :00 p.m.
2:00 p.m . • 5 :30 p.m.

BOOKSTORE

Mon .-Fri.

8:30 a.m. · 5:00 p.m.

INFIRMARY VISITING HOURS

Mon.-Sun.

3:00 p.m. -4:00 p.m .
6:30 p.m . · 8:00 p.m.

LAUNDRY

Mon .-Fri.

8 :00 a.m . · 5 :00 p.m.

LIBRARY

Mon.-Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

'7:45a.m . ·11:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. • 6:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. -11:00p.m.

OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

Mon .-Fri.

8:00 a.m. -4:30 p.m.

STUDENT BANK

Mon.-Fri.

8 :00 a.m. · 12:00 noon
1:00 p.m . · 2:30 p.m.

STUDENT CANTEENS

Mon.-Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

7:30 a.m. -11 :00 p.m.
7: 30 a.m. • 12:45 p.m .
4 :00 p.m . · 11 :00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY POST OFFICE

Mon.-Fri.
Sat.

8:30 a.m. · 5:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m . -12:00 noon

YMCA

Mon .-Fri.

8:30 a.m. -5:00 p.m.
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CLEMSON UNNERSITY OFFERS EQUAL EDUCATIO AL
OPPORTUNITY TO ALL PERSO S WITHOUT REGARD TO
RACE, SEX, CREED, COLOR OR ATIO AL ORIGIN.

THIS POLICY APPLIES IN ALL MATTERS, INCLUDING
• ADMISSION AND EDUCATION OF STUDENTS.
• AV AlLABILITY OF STUDENT LOANS, GRANTS,
SCHOLARSHIPS AND JOB OPPORTUNITIES.
• EMPLOYMENT AND PROMOTION OF TEACHING
AND NON-TEACHING PERSONNEL.
• STUDENT AND FACULTY HOUSING SITUATED ON
PREMISES OWNED OR OCCUPIED BY THE UNJVER·
SITY.
• OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING NOT OWNED BY THE UNI
VERSITY BUT LISTED WITH THE UNIVERSITY FOR
REFERRAL PURPOSES .
• ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED ON PREMISES OWNED OR ,
OCCUPIED BY THE UNNERSITY.
!

ALMA MATER

Where the Blue Ridg yawns its greatness.
Where the Tigers play ;
Here the sons of dear Old Clemson,
Reign supreme always.
Chorus
Dear old Clemson we will triumph
And with all our might,
That the Tiger' roar may cho
O'er the mountain height.
We will dream of gr at onqu t
For our past is grand
And her on hav fought and onquered
Every foreign land.
Where the mountain mile in grandeur
O'er the hill and dale
Here the Tiger lair is n tling
Swept by torm and gale.
We are brothers trong in manhood
For we work and trive ·
And our Alma Mater reigneth
Forever in our live .

Words by A. C. Corcoran '19
Music by Dr. Hugh McGari ty
CLEMS01~ u.rrvtF.31 Y
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Robert C. Edwards
President

WELCOME TO CLEMSON

Welcome to Clemson University. If you are a new student
you will quickly find this welcome extended by everyone in our
University community. Faculty and staff, as well as studenh
who already are a part of Clemson, are glad you are here and
you will find them genuinely interested in assisting you
whenever you need them.
If you are a returning student, you probably know alreadl
that being a part of Clemson means being a part of the spirit
that continually moves the University forward. I want to
emphasize that your ideas are valued and that what you see
from the perspective of a student can play a constructive role in
Clemson's activities today as well as in its future.
We are committed to open lines of communication between
administration, faculty, staff and students. While much routine
information about Clemson and its activities can be gleaned
from the pages of a student handbook, there are inevitably
questions which require personal contact and understanding.
Legitimate and proper requests to improve student life and
meet student needs are met whenever possible.
The University offers many resources and opportunities that
will challenge you, test you and reward you while you are at
Clemson. I sincerely hope that you will benefit greatly from the
total of these experiences.
I hope to meet many of you personally. To all , best wishe
for a successful year.

Robert C. Edwards
President

Sam F. Crews llI
>tudent Body President

FELLOW STUDE TS,
We Clem on University Students now hav more voice and
more responsibilities in the operation of Clemson than students
have ever had. In examining the enrollm nt figures and looking
at the expan ion of the phy ical fa iii tie and the reforms in the
academic and ocial area one can ee a rapidly changing
progressive Univ r ity. Student Gov rnment i now faced with
the challenge of k eping trid with th rapid progress being
made in all the area of our a ademic community.
Student Governm nt i no more effective than we students
make it. Our succe s a a voice of the tudent and in carrying
out our re pon ibilitie i d pend nt on the individual effort of
every student. I hope for ach tudent a ucces ful year, and
that each per on will end avor to make hi ontribution to his

University during the 1972-73 y ~
a..,,,,,i

~

Sam F. Crew III
Student Body Pre ident

I
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INTRODUCTION

THE UNIVERSITY

History
Clemson University, South Carolina's landgrant institution, was founded in 1889, the
result of a bequest of land to the state by
Thomas G. Clemson. Mr. Clemson was a scientist
and agriculturalist who came to South Carolina
from Pennsylvania in the 1830's and married a
daughter of John C. Calhoun, a foremost statesman in South Carolina history and Vice President of the United States from 1825-32. The
University began full-time operation in June,
1893. Originally Clemson Agricultural College,
the name was changed to Clemson University in
1964.
The Campus
Clemson's tree-lined campus provides a panoramic background accentuating ·the traditional
and contemporary features of the University's
rapidly expanding physical plant.
The main campus comprises 600 acres and
represents an investment of approximately $70
million in permanent facilities. Seventy-seven
per cent of the University's 415 main campus
buildings have been constructed since 1950.
The campus proper is surrounded by 23,000
acres of University farms and woodlands devoted to research in forestry, agriculture and
agricultural engineering. In addition, 6,804 acres
throughout the state are devoted to Agricultural
Experiment Station research and 4-H Club work,
for a total real estate of 30,404 acres.
Students
The academic growth and social and cultural
development of students are the prime reasons
for any university's existence. In achieving these
objectives, Clemson takes no exception. Since
much of thv students' time is spent outside the
classroom, the University hopes that all activities
of student life can become a part of the overall
learning process; that its 6,674 male and 2,216
female students will benefit from the social and
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1tural advantages of campus life while accu
quiring
a qua 1·1ty e d uca t·1~n.
. .
To reinforce these pnmary obJechves, many
open lines of communication are established
between students and faculty and between
students and the administration. The University
is proud of the manner in which its students
have helped promote an atmosphere in which
ideas can be exchanged freely and openly within
a framework appropriate for a true academic
community.

Academic Programs
and Faculty
The University offer 49 curriculum in nine
undergraduate college and 4 7 program in
Graduate Studies, forming a background of
training for the hundred of o upation and
professions in which CI m on graduate engage.
Fifty-five per cent of 577 tea hing faculty
members hold the terminal degree rn their
specialty.
The undergraduate academi unit ar the
Colleges of Agricultural Science Archit cture,
Education, Engineering Fore t and Re reation
Resources Industrial Manag ment and Textile
Science, Liberal Art Phy ical Mathematical
and Biological Sciences and Nursing. Students
may participate in military training through the
Army and Air Force ROTC programs.

Decade of the
Sixties
During the decade of the ixti s the campus
skyline dramatically changed with the addition
of new facilities and renovation of ome of the
older buildings at a co t in excess of $34 million.
East Campus, once a stately, quiet ection for
faculty housing, has been transformed into an
ever-increasing area of campus life. Still glistening from their newness are three high-rise residence halls, each housing 432 students; Redfern
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Stu~ent Health Center; ~chillette~ Hall (dining
service); and two low-nse donmtories which
house 144 students each.
Facilities completed in the center of the
campus include The Robert Muldrow Cooper
Library; D. W. Daniel Hall classroom building
and adjoining faculty office tower, Strode
Tower; Martin Hall classroom building and the
Kinard Laboratory of Physics; and the Rhodes
Engineering Research Center, a unique facilit}
of laboratories that is headquarters for Clemson's strong thrust in environmental and healthrelated research. Other new facilities include five
male dormitories just west of the Calhoun
Mansion and spacious J. C. Littlejohn Coliseum,
seating about 10,000 for basketball games and
12,000 for concerts or speaking engagements.
Plans for the
Future
For the future, the University is gearing its
building program to accommodate the needs of
an anticipated l 0,000 student body by 1975.
Receiving top priority on the list of proposed
new construction is a University Union and
related facilities. New buildings for forestry and
biological sciences plus an extensive addition to
Lee Hall (College of Architecture) will complement rapidly increasing student enrollments in
these academic areas.
Complete rennovation of several existing campus facilities will provide more classrooms for
the College of Education and will make available
additional office space for administrative persoDt
nel and faculty.
Service to the
State
As a land-grant university, Clemson has ma
responsibilities to the people of South Carol'
The University seeks to discharge these respon
bilities through its three divisions of Educatio
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Research, and Public Service. The University
offers main campus educational programs at
both the undergraduate and graduate levels.
Undergraduate instruction is also provided at
Clemson's two-year centers located in Greenville
and Sumter. Clem on is headquarters for and
administers the Agricultural Extension Service,
the South Carolina Experiment Station, and the
state-wide services of fertilizer inspection and
analysis, live-stock-poultry health, crop pest
control and seed certification. The Engineering
Experiment Station concentrates its efforts on
the industrial and environmental development of
the state.

Administration
and University
Government
Dr. Robert C. Edward became the eighth
President of Clemson Univer ity in 1959. The
government of the University i ve ted in a
Board of thirteen memb r , including ix elected
by the state legislature and even elf-perpetuating Life member , in accord with the will of
Thomas G. Clemson.

■
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Victor Hurst

Vice President for
Academic Affairs
and Dean of the
University

Dr. J. W. Jones
Dean, College of
Agricultural Sciences

Walter T . Cox

Melford A. Wilson

Vice President for
Vice President for
Student Affairs and Business and Finance
Dean of Students
and Comptroller

Harlan E. McClure

Harold F. Landrith

Dean, College of
Architecture

Dean, College of
Education

Stanley G. Nicholas

Vice President for
Development

Allen WRit
Vice PreSid~
Executive Aff
University ell

Linvil G. Rich
Dean, College of
Engineering

Wallace D.Tr.
Dean, Colle
lndusrn,

Managemen
TextileSri

. . ..

Headley M . Cox

Geraldine Labecki

Dean, College of
Liberal Arts

Dean, School of
Nursing

Henry E. Vogel

W. H. Davis

Dean, College of
Physical,
Mathematical and
Biological Sciences

McGregor

Dean, College of
Forest and
Recreation Resources

Claud B. Green

Kenneth N. Vickery

Samuel M. Willis

Dean of
Undergradua tc
Studies

Assistant Dean of
Student Affairs

Dean of University
Extension

Arnold E. Sct
Dean of Grai
Studies and R,
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Wff0M TO SEE AT CLEMSON

Building

ACADEMICS
Victor Hur t, Dean of th Univ rsity ..... Sikes Hall
Claud B. Green Dean of
Undergraduate Studie ........ -102 Martin Hall
ACTIVITY CARDS
Student Re id cn e Of fie ..... .. ... Student Center
ADMINISTRATION
Robert C. Edward
President of the Univer ity ........... Sike Hall
Stanley G. Nichola ,
Vice Pre id nt for D v lopm nt ...... . Sike Hall
Walter T. Cox ,
Vice Pre id nt for Stud nt Affair ..... Sike Hall
Melford A. Wil on Vi Pr id nt for
Busine and Finan
.... .. ......... Sik s Hall
A. Wood Rig by Vi Pre id n t for
Executive Affairs . ................. Sik Hall
ADMISSIONS
W.R. Mattox Und rgraduat
Admi sion Offi
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ik Hall
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES , COLLEGE OF
J. W. Jone , l nt rim Dean .......... l L Long Hall
ALUMNI AFFAIRS
Joe E. Sherman Dire tor .... . ..... Alumni Center
George M. Moor A oc. Dir ctor ... Alumni Center
Joe J. Turner Field Repr n tativ ... Alumni Cent r
John C. Mann , Alumni Editor ...... Alumni Center
ARCHITECTURE COLLEGE OF
Harlan E. McClure, D an ... .. . .. ... . 103 Lee Hall
ATHLETICS (Intercollegiate)
H. C. McLellan,
Athletic Director ...... .. .... Fike Field House
AUTO REGISTRATION AND TRAFFIC VIOLATIONS
Mrs. Frances Maw ....... . .. .. .. .. Student Center

Tel.
Ext.

3243
3022
2260
3413
2121
216 1
2420
3413
2287
3013
2345
2345
2345
2345
3081
2101
2270
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BILLS, FEES, CHARGES
Building
T. N. Hinton ......... ................ Sikes Hall
CALENDAR OF STUDENT EVENTS
Susan Delony, Dean of Women ..... Student Center
CENTRAL SERVICES
W. D. Cromer ........... Basement, Laundry Bldg.
COMPUTER CENTER
Merrill C. Palmer,
Director .............. Basement, P & AS Bldg.
COUNSELING
Counseling Center ................. Tillman Hall
DEVELOPMENT
Stewart L. Shehee, Sr.,
Director of Deferred Gifts ........... Sikes Hall
James L. Strom, Director of
Corporate Relations ................ Sikes Hall
DINING SERVICES
John N. Talantis ............ Harcombe Commons
DORMITORY HOUSING
M. N. Lomax, Director of
Residence Halls ............... Student Center
Robert W. Robinson, Manager,
Residence Halls ............... Student Center
Lee Felsburg, Manager,
Residence Halls ............... Student Center
EDUCATION, COLLEGE OF
Harold F. Landrith, Dean ............ Tillman Hall
EMPLOYMENT
Student (Summer and Placement)
D. G. Hughes ................. Student Center
Student (Part Time)
A. M. Bloss ....................... Sikes Hall
University Personnel,
John B. Gentry, Director ............ Sikes Hall
ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF
Linvil G. Rich, Dean . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109 Riggs Hall
FOREST AND RECREATION RESOURCES,
COLLEGE OF
W. H. Davis McGregor, Dean ..... 212 Godfrey Hall

T~
Eu

24

21 t
204

34&
24:\

21 2]
21 21
21 20

226u
226ij
226ij

348,

215:
228~

2421

320;

321 1
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Tel.

Building
FRATERNITIES
Ext.
, Frank Burtner, Di~ector of
·
Fraternity Affarrs • • • . • • • ...... 100 Hardin Hall 3153
'GRADUATE PLACEMENT
D. G. Hughes .... • • • . • • • • • ...... Student Center 2152
GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH
Arnold E. Schwartz , Dean ....... E-105 Martin Hall 3195
GRADUATION (Application- Information)
Mrs. Gertrude Bailey , Record er ..... ... . Sikes Hall 2284
HEALTH SERVICE
Judson Hair, Director . . ..... R dfern Health Center 2233
HOUSING (University)
John W. Young, Manager,
Family Housing ........ ....... Student Center 2011
IDENTIFICATION CARDS
Communication Center .... Ba ment P & AS Bldg. 3204
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT AND TEXTILE SCIENCE
COLLEGE OF
Wallace D. Trevillian D an ........ 129 Sirrine Hall 3178
JOB REQUEST FOR STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Mrs. Mary Morgan ................... Sikes Hall 2 I 61
LIBERAL ARTS, COLLEGE OF
Headley M. ox D an ......... 80 l trade Tower 3263
LIBRARY (Robert Muldrow Cooper)
J. W. Gordon Gourlay, Dir tor ........... Library 3026
LOANS, SCHOLARSHIPS
A. M. Blo ......................... Sike Hall 2280
LOST AND FOUND
Miss Bobbie Palmer .................... YM A 2460
Residence Hall Office . . . . . . . . . . . . tudent Center 2260
MILITARY
Army ROTC ...................... Tillman Hall 3107
Air Force ROT ................... Tillman Hall 3255
MUSIC
Bands, John Butler . ...... ..... 616 Strode Tower 3043
University Choru , Joe Jackson .. 606 Strode Tower 3430
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Tcl

MEETING ROOM SCHEDULING
Building
E\t
Miss Sherry Hawkins ............. Student Center 21\
YMCA, Miss Bobbie Palmer .............. YMCA 24~
NURSING, COLLEGE OF
Geraldine Labecki, Dean ....... 716 Strode Tower 30'j
PHOTOGRAPHS
Mrs. Mary Morgan .. . ................ Sikes Hall 216
PHYSICAL, MATHEMATICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCB
COLLEGE OF
Henry E. Vogel, Dean . . . 119 Kinard Lab. of Physics 34":
PUBLIC RELATIONS-NEWS BUREAU
Melvin Long, Director of
Public Relations ............... Trustee House 2061
John Allen, News Bureau Editor .... Trustee House 206
Ross Cornwell, Assoc.
News Bureau Editor ............ Trustee House 206
Mrs. Beulah R. Cheney,
Publications Editor ............. Trustee House 2061
REGISTRATION AND SCHEDULING
Kenneth N. Vickery,
Dean of Admissions ................ Sikes Hall 228:
R. J. Berry, Registrar ................. Sikes Hall 228J
Mrs. Eugenie Bartmess, Schedule
Coordinator ..... Computer Center, P & AS Bldg. 346f
SELECTIVE SERVICE
R. J. Berry, Registrar ................. Sikes Hall 228
SORORITIES
Miss Cathy Campbell,
Panhellenic Advisor ............ Student Center 21 5.,
TICKETS
Concert, Band Department ...... 616 Strode Tower 3041
Athletic ..................... Fike Field House 2101
TRAFFIC
John Newton, Asst. Dean of Men .... Student Center 22it
TRANSCRIPTS
Registration Office ................... Sikes Hall 2W
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
Samuel M. Willis, Dean .......... E-104 Martin Hall 31 8]

-ADMINISTRATION

VETERAN AFF A~RS

Building

R. J. Berry, Registrar . .... . ... . .... .. . Sikes Hall

Tel.
Ext.

2284

YMCA

Buford Trent, Director,
University Union and YMCA ...........
Nash Gray, Associate Director .......... . .
Otis Nelson, Associate Director ...........
Miss Bobbie Palmer, Office Secretary .......

YMCA
YMCA
YMCA
YMCA

2460
2460
2460
2460

MEMORANDUM RELATING TO
CONDUCT OF STUDENTS
In order that students newly entering Clemson University and
their parents will have the benefit of our polici s relating to
student conduct, this memorandum will contain information
that other students and parent of tud nt haver c ived.
I believe Clemson Univ rsity tud nt today are better
prepared, more dedicated to purpo e, and po
more character than any who have pre d d th m. Obviously I hav great
confidence that our tud nt ar h r to take part in an
educational experience which will nab! them to fulfill their
highest ambition .
Those closely a sociat d with tud nt r cogniz however,
the university student today i fa d with mor probl m and
pressures than ever b for
u h a academi rcquir ments
military service social and politic I involv m nt . We are
interested in and concerned with all the i ue and situation
confronting student and th ir right in th
matt r . It i our
belief that solutions can b found through careful analy i and
proper attention to prob! m . Th r fore, we in ist on an
"open-door policy" of communication at lemson. A tudent
with questions or recomm ndation affe ting him or th
University always has a dir t hann 1 to th Admini tr tion
through Student Governm nt the Offi e of Stud nt Affairs
directly with individual membe of the faculty and taff or
this office. We solicit the opinion of our tudent and place
great confidence in responsible student 1 ader hip. Academic
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freedom is assured all members of the University family willir.
to accept the responsibilities that go with such a precioi:
privilege.
Enclosed as an attachment to this letter is a statement 01
policy concerning conduct of students and employees or
Clemson University, which was adopted by our Board 01
Trustees on May 28, 1965. In carrying out the responsibilitv
placed on me by that policy, and in order that there may be no
possible misunderstanding, I want it clearly understood that am
student who, acting either singly or in concert with othe~.
obstructs or disrupts by force or violence any teaching,
research, administrative, disciplinary, public service or other
activity authorized to be held or conducted on the campus or
Clemson University will be subject to disciplinary action, which
may include expulsion. In addition to administrative action
relating to the status of the student, any persons, including
students, who violate civil or criminal laws will be turned over
to the appropriate civil authorities.
As used in this statement, the words, "force or violence,"
include but are not limited to such acts as stand-ins, sit-ins and
lie-ins. Any acts that are in fact obstructive or disruptive to any
of the authorized activities listed above are included in the
words, "force or violence."
Due process, fair play, and the exercise of our best judgment
will continue to be used in administering the affairs of tlus
University. We will not tolerate acts by persons, student or
otherwise, which interfere with the rights of students to receive
educational benefits offered by this institution.
To the inquiries of many students, their parents, facult)
members and alumni seeking assurances that Clemson will not
be stricken by demonstrations, uprisings and violence, I pledge
my total effort to provide, without interruption, educational
opportunities and public service of high quality and value.
However, the efforts of the Administration alone are not
sufficient. Also required is the understanding of the parents and
students of their responsibilities and their full cooperation to
insure that there are no disruptive acts on the campus. By the
joint cooperative efforts and full understanding of University
policies by all concerned we can answer with assurance that
there will be no incidents occurring at Clemson which will

ADMINISTRATION

mpede or interfere with the education of our students. We
cnow we can count on your full cooperation.
Sincerely,

Robert C. Edwards, President

POLICY CONCERNING CONDUCT OF STUDENTS
AND EMPLOYEES
The Board of Trustees is cognizant of the occurrences of
disorders on some campuses of colleges and universities in
which students employee and persons not affiliated with
the institution have participated. These disorders have been
manifested by acts of violence, unlawful use and misappropriation of institutional property and fa iliti s, criminal acts and
public acts which reflect adversely on the maintenance of
discipline and on the good name and reputation of the
institution, its student body and faculty. Such conduct on the
part of a small minorHy of the institutional family does
irreparable damage to the learning proce es and undermines
public confidence in the effectiveness of the institution in its
contribution to higher education. All of the e or imilar acts or
disorders are specifically interdi ed by the Board of Tru tees.
The Board of Tru tees recognizes there i a valid function
performed by faculty and student body alike in con idering and
supporting any and all issue controversial or noncontroversial
within the framework of orderly, peaceful and lawful decorum
demeanor and processes. It i not intended in any way to
discourage or trammel freedom of peech, including constructive criticism, expres ion of grievance or petition for redress of
wrongs, real or fancied, o long as that right is exercised in a
lawful and peaceful manner.
The Board of Trustees is charged by law with the responsibility of making rules and regulations for the University, and
establishing policy governing the conduct of the University, its
employees and student body. The President of the University is
elected by the Board of Trustees to serve at its pleasure. He is
the chief executive officer entrusted by the Board of Trustees
with the execution of its policies and the internal government
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and administration of the University.
The Board of Trustees orders and directs the President of th
University to administer and enforce its policies as herei
announced. In carrying out this responsibility he is vested wn
authority to take such disciplinary action as in his judgment th
circumstances warrant.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES POLICY ON
STUDENT GOVERNMENT AND STUDENT DISCIPLINE

The Board of Trustees of Clemson University on December1
1969 delegated certain disciplinary functions to the Studem
Body of the University and retained certain other disciplinan
functions and jurisdiction to the Administration.
·

UNIVERSITY DISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE

To implement the actions of the Board of Trustees there ha1 ,
been created a committee known as the University Disciplinan ·
Committee and composed as follows :
·
President of the Faculty Senate
Member of the Faculty selected by the Faculty Senate
President of the Student Body
President of the Student Senate
Two University Presidential Appointees- One to be selected
from the student body and one to be selected from th,
faculty.

POWERS DELEGATED TO THE STUDENT BODY

The Board of Trustees of Clemson University delegates the
following powers to the Student Body of Clemson Universit,
1. To establish a popular student government;
2. To establish qualifications for officers of the student
government ;
3. To establish impeachment procedure for officers of the
student government.
4 . To recommend rules which regulate, control and dictat
conduct on campus and student organizations of Clemson
University ;
5. To create courts to try cases not retained by the
Administration under the provisions of paragraph B of
alleged violations of student regulations by Clemson
University students and to interpret the student regula·
tions;

ADMINI~TRATION

6. To enact procedural rules for student judicial and governmental activities;
7. To enact rules of evidence for the courts;
8. To recommend to the Administration punishments and
sanctions for students who violate student regulations.

POWERS RESERVED TO THE ADMINISTRATION
The Board of Trustees reserves to the Administratjon the
right to retain any case from the jurisdiction of the student
court in which:
l. Clemson University property is damaged or destroyed;
2. A student or employee of Clemson University i physically
injured as a result of an alleged violation;
3. The student who allegedly violated the regulations suffers
from a mental or psychological di order·
4. Acts were committed which di rupt by use of force or
violence the orderly proce e of the Univer ity thereby
preventing official or tudent from engaging in the
pursuit of their dutie or studie ·
5. Federal law, South Carolina law or Clem on University
ordinances may have been violated.

ADMINISTRATION-FACULTY-STUDENT COUNCIL
This council con ists of nin voting member and the Vice
President for Executive Affair who is a non-voting, ex-officio
member. The nine voting members are:
1. Three admini tration r pre ntative , on each appointed
by the Vice Pre ident for Busine and Finance, the Vice
President for Stud nt Affair and the Vic Pre ident for
Development, who are appoint d annually and may be
reappointed;
2. Three faculty repre entative who hall be the Pre id nt of
the Faculty Senate, the Vice Pre ident of the Faculty
Senate, and the Chairman of the Admi sion and S holarship Committee of the Faculty Senate·
3. Three student repre entatives who are selected annually by
the Student Senate.
4. The Council elects it chairman annually and report
directly to the President of the Univer ity.
The principal responsibility of the council is the consideration of areas of common concern and mutual interest to the
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student body, the faculty > and the administration for th
benefit and improvement of the University community. A
votes shall be recorded ; If minority opinions are expressed, th
President will carefully consider all questions. He will attenw
to resolve differences by conferring with the interested admin1itra tive , faculty or student groups before making a final decisio

FOOD SERVICE POLICY

The University Dining Halls provide several food service plan.
for the students :
1. A 5-Day Board Plan (15 meals) Monday through Fridayholidays excluded. The fee for this plan is $440 per year
and may be paid in two installments, one-half at the
beginning of the first semester and the remainder at the
beginning of the second semester.
2. A 7-Day Board Plan (21 meals) Monday through Sundayholidays excluded. The fee for this plan is $550 per year
and may be paid in two installments, one-half at the
beginning of the first semester and the remainder at the
beginning of the second semester.
Both the 5-Day and 7-Day Board Plans will begin immediately following the student's obtaining a meal ticket and will end
on the day which is scheduled for graduation. (These dates are
listed in the University Calendar appearing in this Handbook.,
Individual meals may be obtained in the student dining halls
prior to the day classes begin. (Five-Day Board Plan tickets will
not be issued on Saturdays or Sundays.)
3. Students who are not on a board plan may purcha
tickets for individual meals at prevailing prices. Except on
special occasions, alacarte service will not be offered in th,
Student Dining Halls.
All students who enter the University for the first time from
high school or preparatory school and who live in Universih
residence halls are required to subscribe to either the 5-Day or
the 7-Day Board Plan. Either the 5-Day or the 7-Day Board Plar
is also recommended to upperclassmen who reside in Universit!
residence halls.
Upperclassmen and graduate students have the option at th,
time of their enrollment of selecting either the 5-Day or the
7-Day Board Plan provided they agree to pay the board-plan fee
for the period of their enrollment during the academic year.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:AD~M::,:l~N_:::IS~T~RA~T~I~O~N~•~lS

A student having selected the 5_-Day or the 7-Day Board Plan
for the academic_ year may not w1t~draw as_ long as he remains
olled except m the case of marnage or circumstances which
:~: dete;mined by the University to be beyond his control.

RESIDENCE HALL VISITATION PROGRAM
(Action of Boar~ of Trustees J~~e ~O, 1971)
_
A limited residence hall v1S1tat1on program 1s approved in
principle subject to the following conditions:
(a) The Adminstration will provide the broad guidelines for
implementation and control of the program.
(b) Limited visitation will be permitted in residence hall
units or other small unit within residence halls as
established by the Administration where a minimum of
two-thirds of the occupants of th unit approve the
program. Student under tw nty-one (21) years of age
will be required to hav writt n parental consent to
participate in the program.
(c) There may be r siden
hall where limited vi itation
privileges are not authorized a well as thos where the
program is in effect. Student a sign d to re iden e hall
whose visitation poli y i not con istent with their
individual prefer n
may b a igned to other residence halls compatible with th ir de ire , provided space
is available.
(d) Residence Hall
oun il will be e tablished by the
Student Governm nt Th Resid nc Hall Councils the
Student Senate and the judi ial bran h of Student
Government shall up rvi
th irnplern ntation and
operation of th visitation program within the framework authorized by the Adrnini tration.
(e) The Administration will t rminate th visitation program if the Student Govemm nt fails to discharge its
responsibilities in admini tering the program and / or if
the program is determined by th Admini tration not to
be in the best interest of the Univer ity.
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ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES FOR RESIDENCE
HALL VISITATION PROGRAM
1. Limited visitation will be permitted in residence hall unit\
where a minimum of two-thirds of the unit approve the
program . Students under twenty-one (21) years of age will be
required to have written parental consent to participate in
the program.
2. Only one vote per semester per residence hall unit may be
made and this to be accomplished after the room change
period.
3. Initially and subject to revision based on experience, hours
established for visitation will be approved for Friday and
Saturday between 1 :30 p.m. and 1 :00 a.m. and on Sunda,
between 1 :30 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
4. Visitors and guests must be escorted at all times by their host
or hostess. For reasons of security, all guests in women's
residence halls must sign in and out at the control desks by
entering and departing the main entrances.
5. There may be residence halls where limited visitation
privileges are not authorized as well as those where the
program is in effect. Students assigned to residence hal~
whose visitation policy is not consistent with their individual
preferences may be assigned to other halls compatible with
their desires, provided space is available.
6. Residence Hall Councils will be established by the Student
Government. The Councils, the Student Senate, and the
judicial branch of Student Government shall supervise the
implementation and operation of the visitation program
within the framework of these guidelines.
7. The Student Senate will provide for the election of Residence
Hall Councils. The elected councils under the supervision of
the Elections Board will assist in determining through secret
ballot those units desiring the limited visitation program.
8. Student Government implementing instructions, approval of
council recommendations, and plans, and control measures
adopted for the visitation program will be approved in the
same manner as any other legislative bills or constitutional
amendments.
9. The Administration will terminate the visitation program if
Student Government fails to discharge its responsibilities in
administering the program and/ or if the program is deter·
mined by the Administration not to be in the best interest of
the University.
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STATEMENT OF POLICY FOR
THE EDITOR AND STAFF OF THE CHRONICLE
THE CHRONICLE is the variety magazine published for the
Clemson University Student Body. As such it is recognized as a
legitimate student activ!ty sponsored by the University and
responsible to the President through the Vice President for
Student Affairs. THE CHRONICLE belongs to the University
.md is financed by student University f es.
The University Administration does not intend to censor
contents of THE CHRONICLE· nonetheless, the variety magazine, as an official publication will be expected to observe in its
pages ordinary rules of accuracy and canons of good taste.
Concerning accuracy, verification of data and information to be
presented as fact hould be sought and will be freely given.
Concerning good taste, the a si tan e of appropriate faculty or
administrative advi or should be ought prior to the printing of
questionable material.
The use of offen ive word and illu tration and the u e of
explicit statem nt of bodily function may be considered
appropriate for om publi ation but they have no place in a
college publication read by familie a well a student .
The Editor-in-Chi f of TH CHRONICLE i r pon ible for
the entire content of the publication. Failur to properly meet
this respon ibility may re ult in usp n ion of the publi ation.

STATEMENT OF POLICY FOR
THE EDITOR AND STAFF OF TAPS
TAPS is the yearbook publi hed for th Cl m on University
Student Body. A uch it i r ognized a a legitimate tudent
activity sponsor d by th Univ r ity and re pon ible to the
President through th Vic Pr ident for Student Affair . TAPS
belongs to the Univ r ity and i finan d in large measure by
student University fee .
The Univer ity Admini tration do
not int nd to cen or
contents of TAPS· none the!
the yearbook, a an official
publication, will be expected to observe in it page ordinary
rules of accuracy and canon of good ta te. Concerning
accuracy, verification of data and information to be presented
as fact should be sought and will be freely given. Concerning
good taste, the assistance of appropriate faculty or administra-
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tion advisors should be sought prior to the printing 0
questionable material.
The use of offensive words and illustrations and the use 0
explicit statements of bodily functions may be consideret
appropriate for some publications, but they have no place in
college publication read by families as well as students.
The Editor-in-Chief of TAPS is responsible for the entire
contents of the publication. Failure to properly meet thi:
responsibility may result in suspension of the publication.

STATEMENT OF POLICY FOR
THE EDITOR AND STAFF OF THE TIGER

THE TIGER is the newspaper published for the Clemson
University Student Body. As such it is recognized as a legitimate
student activity sponsored by the University and responsible to
the President through the Vice President for Student Affairs.
THE TIGER belongs to the University and is financed in large
measure by student University fees .
The University Administration does not intend to censor
contents of THE TIGER; nonetheless, the newspaper, as an
official publication, will be expected to observe in its page1
ordinary rules of accuracy and canons of good taste. Concerning
accuracy, verification of data and information to be presented
as fact should be sought and will be freely given. Concerning
good taste, the assistance of appropriate faculty or administra·
tive advisors should be sought prior to the printing of
questionable material.
As a publication for the Clemson University Student Body,I
THE TIGER should provide a broad forum for the full range ofi
opinion from the student body generally, and especially from
elected leaders of the student body and its various components.
In journalistic as well as academic tradition, conflicting
opinions should be given prominence so the reader can best
judge for himself the truth. Invitation should be made to
student leaders so that conflicting opinion can be published
simultaneously with the views of THE TIGER staff.
A sharp line of distinction should be made between factual
reporting and expressions of opinion. Editorials and expressions
of opinion should be clearly designated as expressions ol l
opinion to avoid any possibility of misunderstanding.

1
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The use of offensive words and illustrations and the use of
explicit statements of b~dil~ functions may be considered
appropriate for _some pubhcat1~~s, but they have no place in a
college publication read by families as well as students.
The Editor-in-Chief of THE TIGER is responsible for the
entire contents of the publication. Failure to properly meet this
responsibility may result in suspension of the publication.

STATEMENT OF POLICY FOR THE DIRECTOR
AND STAFF OF RADIO STATION WSBF
WSBF is a radio broadcasting station operated for the
Clemson University Student Body under license granted the
University by the Federal Communications Commission . As
such it is recognized as a legitimate student activity sponsored
by the University and responsible to the President through the
Vice President for Student Affair . WSBF belongs to the
University and is financed by student University fees.
The University Administration does not intend to censor
broadcasts of WSBF · nonetheless , the station will be expected
to observe on its broadcasts ordinary rules of accuracy and
canons of good taste. Concerning accuracy, verification of data
and information to be presented as fact should be sought and
will be freely given . Concerning good taste the assistance of
appropriate faculty or administrative advisors should be sought
prior to the broadcast of questionable material.
As a radio broadca ting station of the Clemson University
Student Body, WSBF should provide a broad forum for the full
range of opinion from the student body generally, and
especially from elected leaders of the student body and its
various comp on en ts.
In broadcasting a well as academic tradition , conflicting
opinions should be given prominence so the listener can best
judge for himself the truth. Invitation should be made to
student leaders so that conflicting opinion can be broadcast
simultaneously with the views of the WSBF staff.
A sharp line of distinction should be made between factual
reporting and expressions of opinion. Editorials and expressions
of opinion should be clearly designated as expressions of
opinion to avoid any possibility of misunderstanding by the
public.
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The Program Director of WSBF is responsible for the entu
contents of any broadcast. Failure to properly meet th
responsibility may result in suspension of the operation of th
station.
'
UNIVERSITY SAFETY POLICY

Safety is of vital importance in all University activitie
Although the University attempts to eliminate unsafe conditions through an active safety program, the safety of an,
individual cannot be guaranteed unless everyone becom;
concerned personally in this matter.
All students are required to abide by published directives and
oral instructions given by properly identified University officials
who are performing their duties. Any person discovering an
accident or fire on University property is urged to notify
immediately the Redfern Health Center (656-2233) in case o!
illness or injury, and the Department of Security in case offire
(656-2211) or if police (656-2222) are needed.
Also, upon discovery of a dangerous condition, notify the
University Safety coordinator at the Personnel Office.

(656-2426).
General Safety

The following safety regulations are emphasized because
numerous students have been injured in recent years from the
related causes:
1. Persons participating in informal, intramural, or varsit) I
athletic activities will wear appropriate personal protective
equipment, as recommended by the Director of Intramural
Sports, Athletic Department.
2. Persons participating in athletics will play only in area
designated for that purpose. Injury can result from activities on
unprepared areas such as lawns, parking lots, streets and publ11
areas.
3. Organization initiations will take place only on thi
University campus. The practice of forcing initiates to eat 01
drink various concoctions which could choke or poison them 1,
prohibited. Any marking of the skin will be done only by use G,
materials intended for cosmetic purposes. Physical abuse w1~
not be tolerated.
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4. Chemical experiments are

to be conducted only in

e ;upervised laboratory areas. Under no circumstances will chemin ,als be removed from laboratory areas for the purpose of
:nsupervised experimentation. Laboratory type chemicals are
prohibited in residence. hall~. Explosive materials will not be
brought on Clemson University property unless written request
c is approved by the Chief of Security and the Safety Coordinae tor.
5. In addition to items listed in Section VII Motor Vehicle
Regulations, all persons are reminded that a 15 M.P.H. speed
limit is imposed on streets in the central part of the campus.
Drivers are requested to avoid driving in areas of heavy
pedestrian traffic, e pecially during interval between class
periods. Motorcycli ts will u head protection and eye protection as prescribed by State regulation .
Fire Safety
All students attending lem on Univ r ity hall be required
to abide by regulation pre cribed by the State Fire Marshal.
Appropriate disciplinary m a ure will be admini tered in order
that per ans and prop rty are protected from fire.
1. Tampering with fir fighting equipm nt wh n no em rgency exists i damaging or de troying publi property and will
be dealt with accordingly. ny per on guilty of ending a fa! e
fire alarm will be tum d over to th appropriate judicial
authority, and will be p rman ntly in ligible to return to
Clemson Univer ity.
2. Residence hall foyer , tair landing , nd hallway will be
kept clear of unauthoriz d item
u h a furnitur , curtains,
vending machine and torag contain r . o item may be
placed in such a way that mergen y eva uation of the building
is impeded.
3. Decoration of all type , including home oming di play
shall be constructed of f1am r tard ant material. Curtains to be
used in dormitory rooms shall be treat d with f1am r tardant.
4. Christmas tree mu t not be pla d indoor any longer
than 14 days prior to the Chri tma holiday . All trees shall be
.removed from building before occupant vacate during the
holidays. Trees over 4 feet high mu t be treated with a flame
retardant.
5. No flammable liquid shall be permitted in ide residence
halls except standard containers of lighter fluid.
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PROCEDURE FOR MEETING EMERGENCY
IN UNIVERSITY RESIDENCE HALLS

Upon Discovery of Fire
1. In residence halls and other University buildings, go to the
pull box nearest the fire and activate the alarm system
Activation of the system will signal the University Department
of Security and will sound an evacuation alarm throughout the
building.
2. If practical, isolate the fire by closing doors in the
vicinity.
3. Residence hall occupants should use good judgment in
any attempt to extinguish the fire. In case of small trash fires
where there is little heat or smoke, use water type extinguishing
equipment if it is available in the area. Ask your resident
counselor specifically about the fire equipment and procedum
in your area.
In case of fires in electrical apparatus, cut off the power
supply. NEVER USE WATER ON ELECTRICAL FIRES.
If a large degree of heat and smoke has accumulated do not
attempt to fight the fire. Your personal safety is at stake
Evacuate immediately.
4. When firemen arrive, inform them about the type of fire
and its location, and also about the possibility of persons
entrapped by the fire.
Unless the firemen authorize you to assist in evacuation or
handling fire fighting equipment, go to your designated evacua·
tion area and remain there until the firemen give permission to
return to the building.

Evacuation When Alarm Is Sounded
Evacuation of residence halls is mandatory when a fire alarm
sounds. This regulation is an order of the State Fire Marshal and
will be enforced at Clemson University by the Office of Student
Affairs. Persons who fail to evacuate a building when the alarm
sounds will be in violation of this regulation.
1. When the alarm sounds, close any open windows in your
rooms. Leave your room lights on but cut off radios, fans, ana
other electrical equipment. If possible, take a damp hand towel
with you in case of smoke or heat along the evacuation route
2, If your room door is closed, do not open it until you feel
the surface. If. there is heat present, remain in your room and

ADMINISTRATION

wait for assistance. Ope~ t~e wi~d?w if breathing becomes
difficult. Your ~oom door 1s fire res~stive and will protect you as
long as it remains closed. If there 1s no heat present, open the
door slowly a_nd leave _the room, going out by way of
, ewmmended fire evacuat10n routes. When encountering smoke
~r heat, keep your head down and crawl if necessary along the
clearest evacuation route.
3. Upon leaving the building, go to your assigned area and
remain there until you are given permission to return to the
buildings.
Fire monitors and assistant fire monitors will be appointed
for each hall. Each monitor will assign a certain area to which
his hall will evacuate. This area will be located at least 50 feet
from the building. Roll call will be taken and confirmed to the
ranking fireman at the scene.
In the absence of the fire monitor and a si tant fire monitor,
the first student on a hall to di cover a fire or hear the fire
alarm, will assume the responsibility of fire monitor and order
immediate evacuation of the building.

Fire Alarms
In every complex there xi t a mall number of per ons who
send false alarms. Clemson Univer ity regret that such individuals occasionally are found on the campu . These individual
threaten the safety of all per on protect d by our fire
department and disrupt campu a tivities by causing unnece sary evacuation of building . Therefore it behooves all persons
i1 University buildings to b
on the lookout for anyone
tampering with pull boxes or other part of the alarm ystem.
Section 16-560 Code of Law - State of South Carolina,
Misdemeanor to Interfere with Fire and Police Alarm Boxes.
Any persons who shall wilfully maliciously or mi h.ievously
interfere with, cut or injure any pole wir insulator or alarm
box, give a false alarm from such box or break the gla s in uch
box of any fire or poli e sy tern in thi State or any of the
appliance or apparatus connected therewith shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and, upon conviction, shall be sentenced to hard
labor in the State Penitentiary or on the chain gang for a term
of not less than sixty days or the payment of a fine of not more
than two hundred dollars.
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STUDENT SERVICES
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Office of
Student Affairs
The Vice President for St_udent ~ffairs is a~so
the Dean of Students. In this capacity, the Vice
p esident for Student Affairs has direct superv:ion of all activities involving s~u~en~ welf~re
and discipline as well as all policies rnvolvmg
students which support the University's academic programs.
The Vice Pre. ident for Student Affair i
directly responsible to th Pre id nt of the
University for all division hown on th Office
of Student Affair organizational chart.
As~istant Deans
of Students
Two Assistant Dean of Student
ervi ng
directly under the Vice Pre id nt for Student
Affairs, administer the polici
tabli h d by
the Office of Student Affair involving the
conduct, welfare and di cipline of all men and
women student enroll d at th Univ r. ity.
The Assistant Dean of tudent , in addition
to other responsibilitie , al o rv a ad i er to
assigned areas of Student Go ernm nt.

Assistant Dean of Student , (Men)
(1) Responsibl for the di ciplinc of men
students. In thi capacity he onduct inv tigations, implem nt
nten
impo d by
student court
and maintain r ord of
disciplinary actions.
(2) Provides guidanc and a i tanc to th
executive, legislative and judicial br n h of
Student Governm n t.
(3) Administer clas attendance r gula tion
for men tudent , including c rtifying absences, maintaining necc ary r cord , and
executing punitive actions.
(4) Provides guidance and up rvi ion for th
investigation, collection or punitive actions
George E. Coakley
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resulting from student indebtedness to th
University.
e
(5) Supe~ises the_ admi;11istra~ion of parking
and traffic regulations, mcludmg registration
of vehicles, adjudication of violations, and
collection of fees and fines.
(6) Provides supervision, guidance, and assistance to student organizations (unfunded).
(7) Advises and counsels men students on
personal problems; refers as necessary.

Susan G. Delony

Assistant Dean of Students (Women)
(1) Responsible for the discipline of women
students. In this capacity she conducts investigations, implements sentences imposed by
student courts, and maintains records of
disciplinary actions.
(2) Provides guidance and assistance to the
executive, legislative, and judicial branches of
Student Government.
(3) Administers class attendance regulations
for women students, including certifying absences, maintaining necessary records, and
executing punitive actions.
( 4) Supervises women's residence halls, including staff, residence hall councils, and
programs.
(5) Supervises sorority affairs.
(6) Provides guidance and supervision to
student organizations (unfunded) relative to
social events and money-making projects.
(7) Advises and counsels women students on
personal problems; refers as necessary.
Admissions Office
The undergraduate Admissions Office for
freshmen and transfer students is located on the
first floor of Sikes Hall. The orientation of all
new undergraduate students is a function of the
Admissions Office, as are course placement and
the preparation of class schedules for new
undergraduates.

!
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Former Clemson students who are applying to
return after an absence should apply to the
Registrar for readmission.
Announcements

Requests for announcements must be turned
in to the Student Radio Station located on the
eighth level of the Student Center, Johnstone
Hall.
Counseling Services

Counseling Services are located in Tillman
Hall. These services are available free of charge
to all registered students and/or husbands and
wives of registered students. These services are
oriented to early identification of and assistance
with academic, vocational, personal and psychological problems. Through confidential interviews, students are assisted in making their own
decisions. Testing facilities of a vocational and
psychological nature are available. Students are
encouraged to take advantage of the individual
services of counseling psychologists, counselors
and psychometric services.
Locator Service

The Student Information Office maintains the
locator file and provides residential information
pertaining to all students. Students living offcampus fill out locator cards as part of the
registration process and must report all changes
of address as they occur.
Placement Services

The University is glad to assist all who ask for
help in securing summer or permanent employment. It does not assure positions for those who
complete any of the courses of study.
The Placement Office coordinates and plans
campus interview visits by representatives seeking graduates for positions with business, industry and public service. It maintains current files
D. Gregory Hughes
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of reported job opportunities and of alumni Who
wish to learn of available openings.
A Placement Bulletin is prepared periodically
for distribution on the campus and for mailing
to alumni upon request. It announces scheduled
campus interviews and lists specific openings
which may be of interest to students and
alumni.

Registration Office
The Registration Office is located on the first
floor of Sikes Hall. This office is responsible for
registration, Veterans' Affairs, certification to
Selective Service, certification to the Social
Security Administration, readmission of former
Clemson students, administration of continuing
enrollment requirements, maintenance of academic records , and issuance of grade reports and I
transcripts. The office also maintains a record of
each student's progress toward graduation.
Students who become 18 years of age while
enrolled may register in the office as required by
Selective Service regulations .
Students wishing to drop or add courses,
change majors , change addresses, or obtain
permission to take work elsewhere in the summer should contact this office.
Candidates for a degree should apply for
graduation in the semester immediately prior to
the semester in which the degree is to be
awarded.
Residence Halls Office
The Resident Halls Office, located on the
Loggia of Johnstone Hall, is a division or the
Office of Student Affairs and is staffed with a
Director of Residence Halls and two Residence
Hall Managers. This office is open from 8:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and
provides the following services:
(1) Processes room assignments and room
changes.
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(2) Administers the Men's Residence Hall

rit

Program.

en

service.

rir (3) Maintains a twenty-four hour locator

oi,

Int: tudent Affairs and

raffic Office

The Student Affairs and Traffic Office is
)cated on the Southeast corner of the Loggia in
:1e Student Center of Johnstone Hall. It is
perated by an assistant dean of students and
taffed with an assistant dean of men, a traffic
ounselor and a secretary. This office is open
rom 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. to
. -:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and provides
1
he following services:
(1) Administers student vehicle registration,
fines and appeals.
(2) Distributes student ID's, activity cards,
student directories and student handbooks.
(3) Records and collects unpaid returned
checks submitted by students to the
University.
(4) Administers disciplinary matters in cooperation with the Student Judicial System.
(5) Reviews class absences.
(6) Maintains student organization records,
including posting announcements and
publicity .
(7) Performs withdrawal interviews for men
students.
(8) Approves student use of Loggia.
(9) Performs any other personnel services
which contribute to the welfare and
development of students.

t

Student Health Service

The Student Health Service is located in the
Redfern Health Center which includes a complete outpatient department and a 34-bed infir-
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mary. The staff consists of three full-time
physicians, including the director, a full-time ;
psychiatrist, eleven full-time registered nurses, a r
full-time registered laboratory technician, and a
full-time registered X-ray technician. In addi- '
tion, a sufficient number of nurse's aides
secretarial workers, orderlies, and maids ro;
24-hour-a-day operations are employed.
The Student Health SeIVice has several impor- 1
tant functions, each of which is aimed at
keeping the student in good health so that he
may effectively pursue his school work. There
are regular office hours from 8: 30 a.m. to 11:30
a.m. and 2:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. daily. On
Saturday, office hours are from 8:30 a.m. to
11 :30 a.m. only. On Sundays, physicians'
rounds are the only seIVices provided other than
emergency treatment. Those needing the imme·
diate attention of a physician will be admitted.
The infirmary doors are locked at 8:00 p.m.
daily and only emergencies will be seen after this
time. Intercom boxes are stationed at each
entrance for use after hours. A physician is
always on call for emergencies when school is in
session.
The medical fee paid by each student covers
the seIVices of the University physicians and
health service staff for most illnesses and injuries
occurring on campus. There are certain things,
however, that it does not include, such as fees
for routine physical examinations for employment or transfer to another school and fees for
outside physicians when called in for consulta·
tion. Medical or surgical services performed
away from the University or accidents occurring
off the campus are not included. The Student
Health Service does not offer dental care but can
obtain this service locally at the student's
expense.
The Student Government, with full approval
of the administration, offers a plan of accident
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nd sickness insurance to full-time students.
1
: Each year prior to the beginning of the fall
• ::emester, complete information on this insur1 ance plan will be sent to students. This insurance
I is inexpensive and is designed to cover major
I medical expense not covered by the Student
Health Service.

Jniversity Bookstore
The University Bookstore is conveniently
located in the basement of Johnstone Hall. The
Bookstore maintains a stock of all required
textbooks and equipment as specified by the
various departments. Many sundry items are also
carried in stock such as greeting cards, records
and glassware.
The Bookstore is also the agent for the
Clemson University class ring .
1

University Canteens
The University Centeens are strategically located in Johnstone Hall and Lever Hall to
provide maximum accessibility to students in
different locations on the campus. The Canteens
maintain a snack bar serving sandwiches and
beverages and also stock many sundry and
souvenir items.
University Union
Programs
The purpose of the Clemson University Union
is to provide social, cultural and recreational
programs for members of the University community. The Union programs are designed to
serve as an integral part of the total development
of persons as they participate in a course of
study at Clemson University.
The real beginning of the Union programs on
campus will be the fall semester of 1972.
Program activities have been scheduled in the
following areas by the Union Program and
Governing Boards:
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Student Film Series- A series of popular film1
will be shown weekly at the Holtzendorff

YMCA Center.
Games and Recreation- Bowling, billiards
table tennis, football , chess, bridge, scuba and
karate will highlight recreation programs and
tounaments will be organized in these areas.
Coffeehouse- A program of entertainment
discussion and relaxation is planned in th~
popular coffeehouse, "The Gutter," on every
weekend during the school session.
Jam Session-Jamming is a popular activityal
Clemson and Jam Sessions are held at many
campus areas during the weekends when major
events are not scheduled.
Health Club Activities- A Health Club with
exercise machinery, exercise programs, steam
baths and sun room is available several hours
during the week for students on a regular
scheduled basis.

Community

Volunteer Services- Opportun-

ities for volunteer service to the communities
around Clemson as coaches, tutors, teachers and
recreation leaders are available to students who
want to spend free time helping others.
Cultural Activities- Discussions, lectures,
films, music and other cultural events are in the
planning stages.
Social Programs- Dances, parties, outings and
other activities will be included during the year
Applied Arts- The beginning of an arts and
crafts program, including ceramics, pottery making, leatherwork and other crafts, is being
planned.
In addition to these programs, the Depart·
ment of University Union Programs also has the
responsibility for Foreign Student Affairs and
Religious Affairs. Foreign student programs in·
elude the International Student Association
Chinese Student Association, and the Indian
Student Association. Programs include social
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r··activities, recreation, trips and several interna~tional suppers throughout the year. Religious
Affairs activities include lectures, films, seminars
!,and minister-in-residence programs during the
'
11 year.
The Department of University Union Pro11
grams also is responsible for the YMCA Recrea~ tion Area which has swimming facilities for
~tudents from May 15 to September 1, as well as
1
picnic facilities, a "Y" Barn and a gymnasium
for dances and five playing fields.
~ Computer Center

The University Computer Center provides
complete data processing services in support of
:esearch and instruction.
Located in the basement of the Plant and
Animal Science Building, the Center operates an
IBM System/360, Model 50 computer with
512K bytes of core storage, magnetic tape and
disk storage equipment, a digital plotting system , and appropriate unit record devices. Usable
languages include FORTRAN, COBOL, PL/I,
ALGOL and RPG.
Users requiring assitance with scientific, business, statistical, or systems programming will
find a professional staff available for consultation. Keypunching services, as well as user
keypunches, are provided.
The facilities of the center may be used by
any student who needs computing services relating to course work or research projects.

Concert Series
The purpose of the Concert Series is to bring
musical and music-related attractions ofan international statue to the University community.
The world's finest orchestras, singers, instrumentalists, bands, dancers and choruses are
booked under the auspices of the Concert Series.
Normally, six concerts are presented during
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the year, presenting a variety of the best
serious music-making. A faculty-administratiotr'.
student committee selects the events. All con
certs are presented in the Littl_ejohn Coliseum:
8:00 p.m. Although season tickets are offerto
interested faculty, staff, townspeople, studenti
and adults from nearby communities, the Concert Series exists primarily as a medium o!
presenting the world's best music to the student
body. Members of the Clemson Student Bodv
who have paid activity fees are admitted to all
presentations without charge by presentation of
Student Activity Cards.
Attractions for the 1972-73 season are as
follows:
Fall Semester:
Sept. 25, 1972: Itzhak Perlman, Violinist
Nov. 14, 1972 : The Gregg Smith Singers
Spring Semester:
Feb. 19 , 1973: Virgil Fox and Pablo's Lights
in "Heavy Organ"
March 13, 1973: The Houston Symphony Or·
chestra, Lawrence Foster, conductor, with pianist Horacio
Gutierrez
I
To be scheduled : Film

Financial Aid ,
Scholarships and
Student Employment
The Office of Student Financial Aid is located
on the first floor of Sikes Hall. In conjunction
with the University Scholarships and Awards
Committee, it is responsible for coordinating all
types of undergraduate financial assistance ad·
ministered by the University. Currently available
financial aids consist of scholarships, student I
loans, grants, and part-time employment.
Beginning in January of each year, all eligib!e 1
students may apply to the Student Financial Aid
Office for any type of financial assistance
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lesired for the next school year. All requests,
,xcept for part-time employment, must be
;upported by a Parents' Confidential Sta_tement
filed directly and renewed annually with the
:ollcgc Scholarship Service, Box 176, Princeton,
.NP.W Jersey 08540. Action on requests for aid
will be based upon scholastic and activity
records, eligibility to attend Clemson, and finan'ial resources. Prospective students must have
!received their final acceptance for enrollment
from the Admissions Office before complete
action may be taken upon their requests for aid.
The normal cutoff date for loan applications is
,June 1; scholarships should be applied for by
February l.
The Student Financial Aid Office maintains
application files of students desiring part-time
employment. This information is available to
academic departments and off-campus agencies
and industries interested in securing such help.
Applications must be filed after registration for
each semester or session during which part-time
work is desired.

Food Services
The University's main dining facilities are
Harcombe Commons located on West Campus
and Schilletter Hall on the East Campus. These
facilities are maintained and operated by ARASlater, a leading national firm which specializes
in food service programs. (See Food Service
Policy under Administration.)
Laundry and Dry
Oeaning Services
A plant with modern equipment is conveniently located on campus to service the laundry
and dry cleaning requirements of the student.
Reasonable prices are charged for individual
items on a cash-and-carry basis.

■
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The University will not be liable for lost .
0
damaged items unless reported within two d
after the delivery date, and then for not may,
1
than the actual depreciated value of such arti~ '.
which have been lost or damaged.
e\
Coin-?perat~d washing machines and dryel'are available m the laundry building and ·
several of the residence halls.
in
A student linen-rental service is also available.
Information regarding this service will be forwarded to all students who are accepted for
enrollment in the University.

The Robert Muldrow
Cooper Library
The Robert Muldrow Cooper Library, occu
pied in August of 1966, has proved to be
functional as well as beautiful. It is a constant
center of attraction to campus visitors who
admire its external structural beauty and internal decor.
The library operates under policies careful!)
formulated and recommended by the University
Library Committee. This committee representsa
broad spectrum of university activity and ib
membership includes the faculty, faculty senak
and students.
The book collections are divided into two
broad divisions- social sciences and the humani·
ties, and science technology and agriculture. The
library collections, with the exception of govern·
ment publications, are classified by the Library
of Congress System of Classification. Clemson
changed from the Dewey Classification system
to the Library of Congress system in 1928 and
was one of the pioneer libraries in the United
States to make this change.
The library has in excess of 475,000volumr:
and is increasing this number at the rate ol
30,000 volumes annually. The collections are
particularly strong in science, technology and
agriculture but are rapidly expanding to me~t
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the needs of advancing programs in social
sciences and the humanities. Approximately
5,000 reels of microfilm and 90,000 units of
microfiche and microcards are also maintained
for student and faculty use.
Perhaps not so well known is the collection of
about 500,000 manuscripts. Included in these
are letters and papers of Thomas G. Clemson,
John C. Calhoun, Benjamin R. Tillman and
James F. Byrnes. Recent acquisitions are the
papers of A. Frank Lever, the Quattlebaum
papers, and the Edgar A. Brown papers. In the
past two years alone, scholars have come from
17 states and the District of Columbia to
examine Clemson's manuscript collections.
The James F. Byrnes Room houses the papers
and mementoes of the former Justice of the
United States Supreme Court, U. S. Secretary of
State, U. S. Congressman and Senator, and
Governor of South Carolina.
The library is extremely fortunate in having a
professional staff whose members are experienced, personally qualified, and technically
competent. Without such a staff the library
could not serve its function as the center of the
University's intellectual life.

Student Depository
For the convenience of students, the University operates a student bank in the Bursar's
Office in Sikes Hall. Money can be deposited
and withdrawn as the occasion may demand.
Students are urged to deposit their money and
not to keep it in their rooms. Depository hours
are 8 a.m. to 12:00 noon and 1 p.m. to 2:30
p.m. daily Monday through Friday.
Student Organizations
The assistant to the Vice President for Student Affairs is responsible for advising, budgeting, and exercising financial controls over

■
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those student organizations funded thro
Office of Student Affairs. He allocates spa
provides other arrangements for all st
organizations. He also handles assignments
lated to student organizations at the request
the Vice President for Student Affairs.
Veterans
Administration
Education Benefits
Eligible veterans, war orphans, and children 0
deceased veterans should submit certificates 0
eligibility to the Registrar's Office. The Registra
certifies enrollment to the Veterans Admini
tration so that issuance of educational allowanc
checks may begin. Eligible persons who have no
applied for benefits may secure applicatio
forms from the Registrar's Office.
Undergraduates are required to carry l
semester hours for full-time benefits during
regular semester. Master's level students mu
carry a minimum of 9 semester hours a
Doctoral Degree candidates must carry a mi
mum of 6 semester hours for full-time benefi
during a regular semester. Credit hours requir
for full-time benefits for periods other than
regular semester are proportionate.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIVITIES
Student groups wishing to function as recognized student organizations must follow the
step-by-step procedure outlined below in order
to achieve this recognized status. The stated
purpose of such a procedure is to insure that all
such organizations are functioning within the
broad guidelines established by the University
community.
1. Obtain from the Office of Student Affairs
two copies of the form Petition for Recognition
and three copies of the Student Organization
Report.
2. After completing the forms, return the
Petition for Recognition and two copies of the
Student Organization Report along with two
copies of constitution and bylaws to the Office
of Student Affairs for transmittal to the Student
Senate. The third copy of the Student Organization Report is to be retained for the organization's files.
3. The Student Senate will act on the validity
of the request for recognition and transmit their
decision to the Vice President for Student
Affairs for signature.
4. Upon receiving the Vice President's signature, the organization in question is considered
to be a recognized student organization with all
rights and responsibilities accorded by the Uni·
versity community.
5. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE
CHIEF OFFICER OF EACH STUDENT OR·
GANIZATION TO FILE AN UP-DATED STU·
DENT ORGANIZATION REPORT LISTING
NEW OFFICERS, ETC., WITH THE OFFICE
OF STUDENT AFFAIRS IMMEDIATELY
AFTER ELECTION OF NEW OFFICERS,
UPON REQUEST, AND AT THE BEGINNING
OF EACH FALL SEMESTER.
A listing of student organizations and a
working calendar of activities of student organi-
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which groups may check in order to
avoid conflicts is available in the Office of
~ Student Affairs.

t

SERVICE
ORGANIZATIONS

~

( CENTRAL DANCE ASSOCIATION
The Central Dance Association is a business! oriented major service organization which is
1
responsible for providing popular entertainment
in the form of dances and concerts for the
1
University. The C. D. A. consists of a senior staff
1
and a junior staff with a combined total membership of approximately 25 students.
Mem bership: Open to upperclassmen with a
graduating grade-point ratio.
Adviser: H. W. Busching.
Ii

CHRONICLE
As the student variety magazine of Clemson
University , the Chronicle acts as a testing ground
for new writers, poets and artists. Meetings are
held every Sunday night.
Membership : Open to any student interested
in writing, photography, art or layout and
design.
Adviser: M. S. Steadman.
TAPS
TAPS is the annual publication of Clemson
University. The yearbook is a consistent award
winner and it is a publication of which the
University can be proud. The yearbook staff
strives to make TAPS both enjoyable and
informative. Student appraisal is encouraged in
order to better the yearbook.
Membership: Open to all students.
Adviser: J E. Sherman·.
THE TIGER
The Tiger is the student newspaper of Clemson University . Its purpose is to provide up-to-
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date news coverage of the University community
and to serve as a vehicle for student interest and
development in journalism.
Membership : Open to all students.
Adviser: L. L. Henry.

WSBF
WSBF is the student broadcasting facility of
Clemson University. Its purpose is to present to
the student body and surrounding areas programs of an educational and entertaining nature
and to give the members of this organization
experience in all phases of the operation of such
a medium of communication .
Membership: Open to all students.
Adviser: W. T. Cox.

NATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA
Alpha Epsilon Delta is an international premedical honor society . Its objectives are to
stimulate an appreciation of the importance of
premedical education and to promote cooperation and contacts between medical and premedical students and educators in developing an
adequate program of premedical education.
Chapter activities include discussion of subjects of interest by faculty members, physicians
and personnel from professional schools; the
showing of meqical films; and tours of medical
centers and medical schools.
Members.hip: Open by invitation to any student engaged in courses leading to the study of
medicine, dentistry, medical technology and
nursing and · who as a second semester sophomore have a 3 .2 grade-point ratio, or as a junior
or senior have a 3.0 grade-point ratio. A 3.0
grade-point ratio is required of all classes.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: F. A. Burtner.

ORGANIZATIONS

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Alpha Phi Omega, the national service fraternity , is guid ed by its cardinal principles of
leadership , friendship and service to the school,
community and nation . Alpha Phi Omega works
with boy scouts and community actions in the
community , and maintains a used-book exchange and infirmary service for the University.
Membership: Open to all students interested
m service and promotion of the ideals of the
fraternity .
Meetings : 1st and 3rd Thursday of each
month.
Advisers: J. C. Hubbard Jr., R. D. Hatcher,
A. G. Law and J. L. McCullough.

ALPHA TAU ALPHA
Alpha Tau Alpha is a national professional
honorary fraternity organized to develop a true
professional and fraternal spirit among teachers
and teacher trainees in agricultural education.
The Kappa chapter has been active since its
organization at Clemson in May 1932 and has
been recognized by the national Alpha Tau
Alpha for many outstanding accomplishments.
Activities are designed to promote high academic achievem ent as well as to foster a fraternal bond among the members.
Membership : Open to agricultural education
students with high academic accomplishments
and who exhibit an outstanding professional
attitude.
Meetings: Bimonthly.
Adviser: W. C. Bowen.

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
Alpha Lambda Delta is a national society for
women which honors high scholastic achievement during the first year in college. The
purpose of the organization is to promote
intelligent living and a high standard of learning

•
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and to encourage superior scholastic attainment
among the freshmen women in all colleges and
universities.
Membership_: Open to all freshmen women
who attain a 3.5 grade-point ratio during the
first semester or first year in college.
Meetings: Once per month.
Adviser: Cathy A. Campbell.

ALPHA PSI OMEGA
This national honorary theatre fraternity is
open to any member of the Clemson Players
who has earned at least 50 theatre points with at
least 20 points in each field, acting and technical.
Membership: By points earned, Clemson Players.
Meetings: Weekly.
Adviser: R. F. Barton.

ALPHA ZETA
Alpha Zeta, the national agricultural honorary
fraternity, has as its primary objectives the
promotion of scholarship and the profession of
agriculture. Locally, the fraternity is a service
organization to the College of Agricultural
Sciences. The chapter attempts to fulfill its
objectives through various activities and projects.
Membership: Open to all students in the
College of Agricultural Sciences meeting require·
ments in scholarship, leadership and character.
Meetings: 2nd and 4th Monday each month.
Advisers: W. M. Epps and W. C. Godley.

ANGEL FLIGHT
Angel Flight is a national honorary service
organization. The coed auxiliary to the Arnold
Air Society, the Angels function as hostesses and
social coordinators for the society and the cadet
wing of the Air Force Reserve Officer Training
Corps. The Angels also undertake several service
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projects for the Univ~rsi!Y ~nd the communi!Y ·
Membership: By mv1tation to outstandmg
young women interested in community service
and Air Force ideals.
Meetings: Weekly .
Adviser: Capt. R. N. Peavler.

ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY
The Arnold Air Society is a national organization of Air Force cadets dedicated to their
development as effective Air Force officers and
to furthering the purposes, traditions and concepts of the United States Air Force. The
society is primarily honorary and professional,
although its members constantly strive to serve
the University and community .
Membership: Open to all POC cadets and
Financial Assistance Grant Recipients.
Meetings: Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
Adviser: Capt. R. N. Peavler.

BLOCK AND BRIDLE CLUB
The Block and Bridle Club, the most active
agricultural club at Clemson, is composed of
animal science majors and all those intyrested in
animal science. Activities of the club include
pork barbecues, livestock shows, cookouts, field
trips, and a film telling about the club's activities. The club has financially supported its
members on field trips, judging teams, and by
annual scholarships. For the first time this year,
the club has published an annual telling of the
activities of the club. The local club is nationally
affiliated.
Membership: Open to all animal science
majors and those interested in animal industry.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Advisers: D. L. Handlin, J. R. Hill Jr., G. C.
Skelley Jr.
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BLUE KEY NATIONAL
HONOR FRATERNITY
Blue Key National Honor Fraternity at Clemson is an honorary organization based on the
ideals of leadership, scholarship and service. Blue
Key brings together leaders from all segments of
the student body to serve the University in
whatever ways it can. Traditionally, Blue Key
has sponsored Tigerama and more recently has
sponsored other projects to satisfy existing
needs.
Membership: Second semester sophomore,
junior, and senior male students.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: F. A. Burtner.

CIRCLE K CLUB
Circle K International is a service organization
for college and university men, serving on
campuses throughout the United States and
Canada, whose ideals and principles are devoted
to the development of initiative, leadership,
good citizenship and service to their fellow
students.
Membership: Open to students interested in
promoting the ideals of the organization.
Meetings: Weekly.
Adviser: F. A. Close.
DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
Delta Sigma Rho- Tau Kappa Alpha is the
oldest national honorary fraternity for intercollegiate forensic students in the United States.
DSR-TKA's main function is to sponsor Clemson's debate team, but its activities also include
oratory, after dinner speaking, oral interpretation, ratio and television speaking, impromptu
speaking and discussion. (Students need not be
members of DSR-TKA to participate in these
activities.) The purpose of DSR-TKA is to
promote excellence in forensics and scholarship.
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Membership: Open to all forensic students

with two or more years of experience and
academic standing in the upper one-third of the
n· clas .
1 Meetings : Weekly.
Adviser: C. L. Montgomery.
·,

'r

IOTA LAMBDA SIGMA

Gamma Chapter, the third chapter of Iota
Lambda Sigma established in the United States,
was granted a charter and began operations on
, the Clemson campus in 1930.
1
· Iota Lambda Sigma is a national organization
dedicated to the promotion of industrial education by special recognition of high scholarship,
professional training and the creation and maintaining of a close fraternal bond within the
profession.
Membership: As an honorary-professional organization, Iota Lambda Sigma selects its membership from Clemson majors in industrial education as well as from professional workers in
the field.
Meetings : Business meeting, second Tuesday
of each month- other activities as scheduled.
Adviser: H. E. Morgan, Jr.
·

IOTA MU SIGMA
Iota Mu Sigma is an industrial management
honor fraternity. Its purpose is to promote
scholarship, leadership and fellowship among
members; to promote better relations between
students and faculty; and to be of service to the
industrial management department and Clemson
University.
Membership: Open to students in Industrial
Management above the freshman level who have
grade-point ratios of 2.75 or above.
Meetings: Once a month.
Adviser: J.M. Wannamaker.
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KAPPA ALPHA SIGMA
Kappa Alpha Sigma is a chapter of the
Student Activities Section of the American
Society 9f Agronomy. Its purposes are to foster
a spirit of cooperation and mutual helpfulness
among agronomy club members and stimulatt
interest in the agi;onomy profession among
students.
Memb ership: Open to those undergraduate
students actively interested in agronomy (soils
and crops) and closely allied fields.
Meetings: 1st and 3rd Monday of each month.
Advisers: J. D. Maxwell and M. W. Jutras.

KAPPA DELTA PI
Kappa Delta Pi is a national honor society in
education. Its purpose is to encourage excellence
in scholarship , high personal standards, improvement in teacher preparation, distinction in
achievement, and contribution to education
among its members.
Activities of Mu Upsilon chapter, founded at
Clemson in January 1972, are planned to fulftll
this purpose.
Membership: Individuals are invited to become members of the Society by vote of the
chapter. Prospective members must have hi~1
academic records (minimum GPR of 3.0 for
undergraduates and 3 .25 for graduates) and
must exhibit a professional attitude which
would enable one to grow in the field of
education. Personal attitudes toward life and
teaching are also considered.
Meetings: Announced as needed.
Advisers: M. A. King and I. C. Briscoe.

MU BETA PSI
Mu Beta Psi, the national honorary music
fraternity , has as its main goals the promotion of
a better fellowship among musicians of all
musical organizations in the colleges and univer·
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sities maintaining chapters. It also strives to
·advance music to its proper place as an educa~ tional subject. One of the activities of the
•01 ctemson chapter is the presentation of the
~t all-student production "Spring Sounds." The
members also usher for the Clemson University
Concert Series.
Membership: Open by invitation to those
· with two years of organizational participation in
, a campus musical organization.
Meetings: 1st and 3rd Monday each month.
Adviser: J. H. Butler.

NATIONAL SOCIETY OF PERSHING RIFLES
The National Society of Pershing Rifles,
founded on the Clemson campus in 1939, is
dedicated to the ideals of its founder, General
J. J. Pershing. These ideals are "to foster a spirit
of friendship and cooperation among members
of the military department and to maintain a
highly efficient drill company." Company C.
Fourth Regiment has a long history of winning
teams as proven by over 175 trophies that they
have won.
Membership . Open to all male students.
Adviser· Capt. K. W. Boatman.
OMICRON DELTA EPSILON
The objectives of Omicron Delta Epsilon are
to promote recognition of scholastic attainment,
the establishment of closer ties between students
and faculty, and to promote the discussion and
research of economic topics.
Membership: Open to graduate students in
economics and agricultural economics with a 3.0
grade-point ratio who have completed a full
semester of graduate work. Also open to undergraduates with an overall 3.0 grade-point ratio
who have completed 12 credits in economics.
Meetings: Irregular.
Advisers: R. D. Shannon and T. B. Yandle Jr.
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PHI ETA SIGMA
Phi Eta Sigma is a national honor society fo
freshman men. The objective of the Clemso;
chapter is to promote a high standard of learning
and to encourage high scholastic achievement
among the freshmen at Clemson University.
To further this aim , the Clemson chapter
distributes a booklet, "Hints on How to Study,"
to freshmen, sponsors a mathematics and an
English award for freshmen , and presents a key
to the senior man graduating with the highest
grade-point ratio. Transfer students with at least
60 Clemson credit hours may be considered, but
preference is given to full-time Clemson students.
Membership: Open to any freshman who
attains a 3.5 grade-point ratio during his first
semester or first year.
Meetings: Announced - at least three each
year.
Adviser: C. C. Fain.
PHI KAPPA PHI
Phi Kappa Phi is a national honor society
organized in 1897 to recognize and encourage
superior scholarship in all fields of study in the ,
university. The efforts of Phi Kappa Phi are
intended to further the fulfillment of the motto
"May The Love of Learning Rule Mankind."
Membership: Students of sound character of
the senior class or of the second semester of the
junior class who have completed one-half the
number of hours required for graduation in a
particular curriculum during residence at Clem· 1
son shall be eligible for consideration. A junior
must have a cumulative grade-point ratio of 3.5
and a senior 3.3 on all credits taken. Total
election for any class shall not exceed 10 per
cent of those who will be candidates for
graduation.
Meetings: Twice each semester.
President: Patricia W. Wannamaker.
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PHI PSI

The Phi Psi Fraternity is a professional textile
.af:fraternity. Its objectives are to promote good
l !fellowship among l,Ongenial men of the textile
ek,chools and universities with textile depart.l f.mcnts,
'
to encourage a high standard in textile
,work; and to assist, by every honorable means,
Si the advancement of its members.
, Membership: Open to sophomores, juniors
1,and seniors that are majoring in textile science
~or textile chemistry and industrial management
al majors taking their secondary concentration in
IJtextiles or textile chemistry. Scholastic requireor ment must be met before being accepted into
the fraternity.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: R. H. Barker.

'cit'.

·SCABBARD AND BLADE
The Scabbard and Blade organization represents the highest military fraternity at Clemson
University. The purpose of this organization is
to promote interest in the military and to
promote a closer relationship between the students and the Military departments. The highlight each year for Scabbard and Blade is the
annual Military Banquet and Ball. This Banquet
and Ball is open to all Army and Air Force
ROTC cadets and their dates.
Membership in Scabbard and Blade is open to
a selected number of Army and Air Force
cadets. New members are selected by outgoing
seniors based on the individual's qualities of
outstanding leadership ability and exemplary
character.
Membership : Outstanding ROTC juniors and
seniors.
Meetings: Weekly.
Advisers: Maj. J. H. Steed and Maj. A. C.
·Brock.
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SIGMA LAMBDA CHI
Sigma Lambda Chi is a national construction
honor fraternity with 26 chapters at schools
offering building construction throughout the
nation. The primary purpose of Sigma Lambda
Chi is the recognition of outstanding students in
the Building Construction curriculum in both
academic and leadership fields.
Membership: By invitation to Juniors or
Seniors in Building Construction with a 2.8
grade-point ratio, or in the top 20% of the
Junior-Senior class.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: J. L. Clark.

TAU BETA PI
Tau Beta Pi is the national engineering honor
society. As such it recognizes those undergraduate students who have brought honor to
their Alma Mater through their exemplary char-1
acter and outstanding academic achievements.
Tau Beta Pi also has several service projects
including instruction on the use of a slide rule '
and a "Big Brother" tutoring program.
Membership: By invitation. to those juniors .
and seniors scholastically qualified.
I
Meetings: Twice monthly.
i
Advisers: J. A. Chisman, W. M. McLellon,
R. W. Moorman and J. N. Thurston.

TAU SIGMA DELTA
The Tau Sigma Delta Honor Society estab· ,
lished in 1913 is the national honor fraternity I
for students of architecture and the allied arts.
The members are selected for academic achieve· 1
ment and professional promise. The Phi chapter
at Clemson University is concerned with the
professional educational activities of the School
of Architecture.
Membership: Limited by grade-point ratio.
Meetings: By special arrangement with visiting
lecturers and critics.
Adviser: H. N. Cooledge Jr.
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XI SIGMA Pl
Xi Sigma Pi is the national honorary fra~- ternity for forestry students. Its objectives are to
ou1 secure and maintain a hi?h standard of scholarlat ship in forestry education; to work for the
dt· uphuilding of forestry; and to promote fraternal
m, relations among earnest workers engaged in
forestry activities.
io Membership: Open to students in upper 20
per cent of the junior and senior class, majoring
in forestry, and voted into membership by
current members.
Meetings: When called by the current officers.
Adviser: W. A. Shain.
tru,

AERO CLUB
The purpose of the Clemson Aero Club is to
• provide inexperienced flight training and to
promote interest in aviation. This is accomplished through the club's meetings, courses,
films and use of the club's airplanes, meetings
' and films.
Membership: All Clemson students, employees, and their families.
Meetings: 1st and 3rd Mondays each month.
Adviser: Dr. D. E. Turk.
AGRICULTURAL COUNCIL
The student Agricultural Council has as its
objectives to serve as a sponsoring group for
activities of interest to the entire College of
Agricultural Sciences; to serve in an advisory
capacity to the Dean of the College of Agricultural Sciences and to the Directors of the
Div1 ion of Agriculture in matters of concern to
students; and to promote interest in agriculture,
_especially among pre-college youth.
Membership: Representatives from officially
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recognized student organizations in the College
of Agricultural Sciences.
M eetings: Monthly.
Advisers: A. L. Handlin and J.C. Hite.

AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS CLUB
The Agricultural Economics Club is an organization for those students either with a major
minor, or interest in Agricultural Economics'.
The Clemson Chapter is a member of the
student $ection of the American Agricultural
Economics Association. Among its activities isa
student-faculty barbecue in September. The club
also brings outstanding guest speakers to its
meetings , takes field trips, plans the agricultural
economics banquet in the spring, and sends
representatives to the American Agricultural
Economics Association summer meetings each
August.
Membership: Open to all Agricultural Economics majors, minors and other interested stu•
dents.
Meetings: 2nd Monday each month.
Advisers: H. C. Spurlock and J. S. Lytle.

1

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
The Amateur 'Radio Club serves to promote
interest in "ham" radio by operating a complete
station possessing SSB, AM, CW, and radio-tele- 1
type capabilities for the use of licensed members. The club handles messages for servicemen,
engages in various projects and contests, and
provides instruction for those desiring to obtain
licenses.
Membership: Open to all students and faculty I
interested in amateur radio.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: Maj. J. B. Horton.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF TEXTILE
CHEMISTS AND COLORISTS
The student chapter of the American Associa- I
tion of Textile Chemists and Colorists is the j
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0
~ student

arm of the American Association of
Textile Chemists and Co~orists. The objectives of
the association are to increase knowledge, encourage research and to establish and to foster
channels of communications of professional
knowledge among its 9 ,000 members. The stu. dent chapter condu cts two technical sessions
\· each month and visits dye , chemical, and process
facilities at frequ ent intervals.
' Adviser: E. S. Olson .

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR
TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY
The American Association for Textile Technology is a textile student club, comprised of
Tex tile majors, and Industrial Management
majors whose secondary concentration is Textiles. A student may participate while in college
as a student member and after graduation join
one of the national professional American Association for Textile Technology chapters. The
objectives are to encourage mutual understanding in the fields of Textile Technology and
Marketing; the advancement of textile technology in all its branches ; and the interchange and
dissemination of professional knowledge among
its members and with other industry groups.
Membership : Textile students and industrial
management students with secondary concentration in textiles.
Meetings: 2nd Tuesday each month.
Adviser: J. L. Richardson.

AMERICAN CERAMIC SOCIETY
The American Ceramic Society is the scientific and technical organization in the field of
ceramics. Its purpose is the publication and
dissemination of scientific ceramic information .
The Clemson student chapter introduces the
students to the professional society of their
field. New developments in research and indus-
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try are presented to the students by guest
lecturers. Plant trips supplement the programs of
on-campus presentations. Sports participation
films , and dinners are social activities.
Membership : Open to all students interested
in ceramics.
Meetings: Once every three weeks.
Adviser: G. C. Robinson.

AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY -STUDENT
AFFILIATES
The American Chemical Society, Student
Affiliates, is a major campus organization for
students majoring in Chemistry, Chemical En~neering, and Textile Chemistry. Each year projects are conducted to give the student a
professional attitude toward the chemical community. Some projects conducted in past years
have been picnics, trips to national and regional
conventions, trips to student conventions, undergraduate seminars, and publication of a newsletter.
Membership: Open to students majoring in
Chemistry, Textile Chemistry, Chemical En~neering, and related fields.
Meetings: Bimonthly.
Adviser: C. B. Bishop.
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
The student A.C.L.U. chapter is affiliated
with the national A.C.L.U. and subscribes to the
aims and purposes of the national chapter.
Membership : Open to interested students and
faculty.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: H. W. Fleming.
AMERICAN DIARY SCIENCE ASSOCIATION
The student chapter of the American Dairy
Science Association is an organization for those
students who have an interest in Dairy Science
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Ytand the dairy industry. Students in addition to
,'Dairy Science majors are invited to participate.
~-· The purpose of this organization is to bring
together students mutually interested in topics
!11: relative to the dairy industry; to inspire a livelier
interest in academic work; and to develop
lPadership and promote scholarship among students.
Membership : Open to all University students
who have an interest in and participate in
1
activities of the American Dairy Science Association.
~. Meetings: 2nd and 4th Tuesday each month
o·
at 7:0~-8 :00 p.m.
11
Adviser: J. T. Lazar, Jr.

' fHE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS (AIAA)
The purpose of AIAA is to advance the art,
sciene, and technology of aeronautics, astronaur tics, and hydrunautics. AIAA provides an effective channel of technical communication among
professionals in these fields by means of techni. cal publications, national and local meetings,
seminars and public information services.
Membership: Open to all students.
Adviser: Capt. H. Hubbard.

STUDENT CHAPTER OF THE
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
The student chapter of the American Institute
of Architects is organized to promote the
I students' understanding of the profession and its
role in society; to promote communication
between students and practitfoners; to promote
and support worthwhile student activities; and
to facilitate and prepare its members in assuming
the expanding responsibilities presented by the
profession of architecture.
Membership : Open to all students enrolled in
the architecture curriculum.
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Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: J. M. Clement.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
The student chapter of the American Institute
of Chemical Engineers has as its objective the
professional development of its members
through its technical program which provides
contact with industrial personnel and the parent
organization. The chapter also sponsors various
social activities for the faculty and student
members.
Membership: Open to all students enrolled in
chemical engineering at the sophomore level or
above.
Meetings: Triweekly at 7:00 p.m.
Adviser: F. C. Alley.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF AGRICULTURAL
ENGINEERS (STUDENT BRANCH)
The American Society of Agricultural Engineers Club is an organization for those students
enrolled in the Agricultural Engineering curriculum. Its main purpose is to promote interest of
the students in the agricultural engineering
profession, particularly as these interests relate
to their professional development.
Membership: Open to all students majoring in
agricultural engineering.
Meetings: 2nd and 4th Tuesday each month
at 7:00 p.m.
Adviser: E. B. Rodgers.
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS
The Clemson University student chapter of
the American Society of Civil Engineers is an
organization to bring together Civil Engineering
students in order to develop a professional
awareness; to create an opportunity to meet
senior members of the engineering profession;
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and to provide a friendly and congenial atmosphere for professional and social development.
Membership: Open to all students majoring in
civil engineering.
Meetings : 1st and 3rd Tuesday each month.
Adviser: B. L. Edge.

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers is the professional society for mechanical
engineers. Its purpose is the advancement and
dissemination of knowledge pertaining to the
theory and practice of mechanical engineering
and the presentation of a proper perspective of
engineering work and the opportunity to become acquainted with the personnel and activities of the society.
Membership: Students enrolled in an approved engineering curriculum.
Meetings: 1st and 3rd Tuesday each month
from 12:00 to 1: 15 p.m. , lunch provided.
Adviser: E. F . Coxe.
ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF
AMERICA
The student chapter of the Associated
General Contractors of America is intended to
provide a vehicle of communication between the
students and the construction profession. Meetings feature lectures by outstanding members of
the construction profession and field trips to
notable projects.
Membership: Open to all students registered
in the curriculum in architectural construction.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: J. L. Clark.
BAHA'I CLUB
Today when the whole world seems to be
splintering into conflicting groups, man is defi-
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nitely in need of guidance. Baha'u'llahg, the
Glory of God, has come and His message is·
"The earth is but one country and mankind it;
citizens." If you believe in the oneness oi
mankind and the dignity o~ the· individual, if
you want to do more than Just talk about the
elimination of prejudice and the reconstruction
of society, if you believe in some authority
beyond man which has the power to accomplish
these things, then you are a Baha'i.
Membership : Open to all who desire to
participate in the tasks confronting the human
race.
Meetings: Thursday nights at YMCA.
Adviser: J . Jensen.

BLOCK "C" CLUB
This organization, composed of lettermen of
all recognized varsity sports, is founded on the
duel concept of leadership and teamwork. Mem•
bers are dedicated to academic as well as athletic
success and the club further encourages student
athletes to take an active part in all phases of
undergraduate activities at Clemson. Members
consider school spirit to be one of the most
valuable assets of the University. All members
contribute time and effort to the betterment of
that spirit to the undergraduate student body
and alumni alike.
Membership: Open to all lettermen in the
varsity sports program.
Meetings: 1st and 3rd Monday each month at
9 p.m.
Adviser: R. C. Robbins.
BOTANY CLUB
The Clemson Botany Club is comprised of all
interested students (undergraduate and graduate) and faculty members. Regular biweekly
meetings are held in which members and/or
guest speakers present topics of interest per·
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I: :aining to the field of Botany. Field trips are
nade to places of botanical interest. All students
.¥ishing to become members are invited to
:ontact current members of the club or members of the botany staff.
Membership: All interested students.
Mfetings: Bi-weekly.
Adviser: R. P. Ashworth.

BOWLING CLUB
The Clemson University Bowling Club has a
two-fold purpose. First, it promotes an intramural bowling league which bowls on Monday
afternoons at the Tri-City Lanes in Easley.
Secondly, it selects a team from among the
organization's membership to represent Clemson
in the Southern Intercollegiate Bowling Conference which comprises 12 of the finest collegiate
bowling teams in the South. All students who
participate are sanctioned by the Collegiate
Division of the American Bowling Congress and
are eligible for all ABC awards for outstanding
bowling.
Membership : Open to all full-time students,
including graduate students.
Adviser: J. E. Tuttle.
CALHOUN FORENSIC SOCIETY
Calhoun Forensic Society is the survivor of
the oldest organization on the Clemson campus- the Calhoun Literary Society (founded in
1894). The main objective of the society is to
further forensic activities on the campus including the annual "Speech Night Contest," the
competition for the Trustees Medal, special
programs and lectures, and demonstration platform debates (Harvard, Princeton, and North
Carolina in 1971-72).
Membership: Open to all interested students.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: C. L. Montgomery.
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CLEMSON FORENSIC UNION
Clemson Fore?sic _D~ion is t~e c~o~dinating
body for the Umvers1ty s forensic activities. The
Union includes the Calhoun Forensic Societ)
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha (nation~
forensic honorary) , and the intercollegiate debate teams. The purpose of the Forensic Union
is to keep Clemson's forensic program active 10
campus, community , and intercollegiate programs.
Membership: Open to all students participating in forensic activities.
Meetings: Weekly.
Adviser: C. L. Montgomery.
CALHOUN LITERARY WORKSHOP
The Calhoun Literary Workshop is an organization for those students interested in creative
writing and active literary criticism. Its meeting5
focus on the reading and criticism of student
manuscripts submitted to be published in the
workshop literary yearbook.
Membership : Open to all interested students.
Meetings: Weekly.
Adviser: A. L. Recoulley.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Campus Crusade for Christ is a fellowship of
students who feel they have found the answers
to life's problems through a personal relationship with Jesus Christ. Motivated by a common
faith and genuine love, these students desire to
share with others what they have found to be
true in Christ. Along with students on campuses
throughout the United States and some 50
foreign countries, the local group sponsors public programs and informal gatherings.
Membership: No requirements; all welcome.
Meetings: As announced.
Adviser: F. L. Roberts.
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CLEMSON PLAYERS
Toe Clemson Players offers opportunities for
students interested in stage lighting, sound,
make-up, costumes, set design and construction,
acting, and directing.
The organization has three or four annual
productions, therefore providing a more
lhorough range in theatre experience for the
performer and the audience.
Membership: Open to all.
Meetings: During productions and twice per
year.
Adviser: A. J. Fear.

COED AFFILIATES TO PERSHING RIFLES
New to the Clemson campus, Capers, Coed
Affiliates Pershing Rifles, is a girls national drill,
social, and service organization. The Capers and
their brother organization, the Pershing Rifles,
participate in activities ranging from drill meets
to impromptu parties. National affiliation allows
the girls the opportunity to attend drill meets
and conventions at various colleges throughout
the country.
Membership: Open to girls interested in promoting the ideals of Capers.
Meetings: As announced.

DEMOCRATS CLUB
The Clemson University Democrats Club
exists to provide interested students the opportunity to express themselves and to help orient
students to the ideals of the Democratic Party.
The club serves as a lobbying organization in
state politics. It is active in local, state and
national elections, and often sponsors speeches
by state officials and university professors.
Membership: Open to any interested student.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Advisers: C. A. Grubb and R. S. Rimkus.

DIXIE SKYDIVERS SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
The Dixie Skydivers was developed to allow
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the above-average individual to qualify ano
participate in one of the newest and fastest
growing sports of the space age. The club PUli
on exhibitions for charity groups and competes
in national and regional meets. Even though it ~
a new sport, the Dixie Skydivers is one of the
oldest clubs in the nation.
Membership: Open to capable students over
18.
Meetings: Each Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
Adviser: Capt. P. E. Blackwell.

FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes is a
program to confront athletes and coaches, and
through them the youth of the nation, with the
challenge and adventure of following Christ
through the fellowship of the church.
Membership: Open to any interested coach or
student involved in intercollegiate athletics.
Meetings: Every other Wednesday at 10 p.m,
Adviser: 0. D. Nelson.
FINE ARTS FILM CLUB
The Fine Arts Film Club is the student
organization that brings films of all types to the
Clemson campus.
Advisers: W. V. Bost, T. M. Verich, S. Wang.
FOOD SCIENCE CLUB
The Food Science Club serves as an organiza·
tion for encouraging interest in the field of Food
Science. Meetings and outings are held to promote fellowship and leadership among members,
and to help members decide what field of the
food industry interests them most. The club
sponsors an annual smoked turkey sale and a
food topics essay contest for high school students.
Membership: Open to undergraduate students
who are majoring in food science.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: J. J. Jen.
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FORESTRY CLUB

The Forestry Club is an organization designed
t ncourage Forestry students to become better
oqeuainted with each other and their profession
ac
.
through
social funct10ns,
work par t·1es, and guest
speakers.
.
Membership : Open to all forestry students
and students interested in forestry.
Meetings: 2nd and 4th Tuesday each month
at 7:00 p.m.
Advisers: R. M. Allen and T. E. Wooten.

4-HCLUB
The University 4-H Club is an organization for
former 4-H club members and students who are
interested in 4-H or other pha es of the Ex tension Service. It provides opportunities for the
continued development of its members in leadership, citizenship, and social potential.
Membership : Active members of the 4-H.
Other students interested in the purposes of this
organization.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: E. Joyce Richardson.
FOURTH REGIMENT AL HEADQUARTERS
PERSHING RIFLES
The Fourth Regimental Headquarters of the
National Society of Pershing Rifles, organized at
Clemson in 1948 , is the coordinating headquarters for Pershing Rifles unit in the five- tate
area of South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia,
Tennessee, and Alabama.
The organization sponsor two annual assemblies and an annual drill meet. Although it is
designed to coordinate the work of its 16 active
units, Fourth Regimental Headquarter works to
improve campus and community relations and
to foster a spirit of service to both school and
community.
Membership: Open to all male students.
Meetings: Wednesdays at 7 :00 p.m.
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FOURTH REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
COED AFFILIATES PERSHING RIFLES
The Caper Fourth Regimental Headquarter
coed affiliate organization of the National So
ciety of Pershing Rifles, was organized at Clern.
son in 1970 and is the coordinating headquarte11
for the 10 Caper affiliate units in the six-stalt
area of South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia
Alabama, Florida, and Tennessee.
In conjunction with the Fourth Regi.mentai
Headquarters of the Pershing Rifles, the organization sponsors two annual assemblies and an
annual drill meet. In addition to its primarv
coordination role, Caper strives to irnprov~
campus and community relations and to foster
spirit of service to both school and community
Membership: Open to all female students.
Meetings: Thursday at 8:00 p.m.
A dviser: Capt. K. W. Boatman

FRENCH CLUB
The French Club is a relatively new club.
formed in the spring of 1969. The organization
was formed due to a growing desire by many of
the students at Clemson to know more about
the art, language, history, and culture of France.
The main objective of the organization is to
provide this desired knowledge about France, a1
well as to fulfill a social role. (Movies, record·
and occasional field trips comprise some of the
activities of the French Club.)
Membership: Open to any student who wishes
to know more about France.
Meetings: Twice per month.
Adviser: D. J. Calvez.

GAMMA ALPHA MU
Gamma Alpha Mu is an honor fraternity
designed to encourage and promote good writ·
ing- both journalistic and creative. Members are
chosen on the basis of manuscripts judged by
three outstanding professional writers who are
Clemson graduates.
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it M bership: Open to any student whose

I . _em 1•s considered outstanding by professional
wntmg
~-JU dges.
•
t
r1 Meetings: Two or three times per semes er.
Ir Adviser: L. L. Henry.

~GAMMA OMEGA PHI
Gamma Omego Phi is a grou~ of Republican
who funned a social fraternity. They are an
~f;:hoot of the University R_epubli~~n Club an?
serve the Republican party m add1t1on to theu
social activities.
' Membership: Open to all members of the
Republican Club.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: J. J. Janzen.
GERMAN CLUB
The Gennan Club is an informal club for
students and others interested in singing German
songs and seeing German movie .
Membership: Open to all German tudents
and other interested individual .
Meetings: Irregular.
Adviser: Patricia W. Wannamaker.
GIRL'S SERVICE SORORITY
The Clemson University Girl' Service Sorority has a its main goals the promotion of
friendship and service to the nation, community
and school. The sorority provide aid to the
University through an infirmary ervice and a
guide service for prospective lem on tudent .
They are active in community project including
tutoring at a children's home and working with
the area Head Start. GSS al o promote i t rhood among its member .
Membership: Open to all female tudent
interested in promoting the ideal of the organization.
Meetings: Every other week (twice monthly).
Adviser: Carolyn Briscoe.
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GRAPHIC ARTS SOCIETY
The Clemson Graphic Arts Society has as it,
central purpose the promotion of graphic arts
education at Clemson University and in the
public schools of South Carolina. It offers
graphic arts services to other campus organizations as a means of fund raising, and visits
various graphic arts industries to learn of the
most recent developments in the graphic arts.
Membership: Open to all students interested
in furthering the goals of the organization.
Meetings: Monday at 7 :00 p.m.
Adviser: J. P. Crouch.

HORTICULTURE CLUB
The Clemson Horticulture Club is a collegiate
branch of the American Society for Horticultural Science. It espouses the ideals and objectives of promoting the profession of agriculture
as it relates to horticulture; of sponsoring horticultural activities ; of furnishing a medium of
contact with horticulturists of the state; of
developing interests in new research findings of a
horticultural nature ; and of acting as an official
agent for horticulture students in University
matters.
Memb ership: Any undergraduate or graduate
student in the college of agriculture or any
special student who manifests an interest in
horticulture.
Meetings: l st and 3rd Tuesday each month.
Adviser: C. R. Johnson.

INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
The student chapter of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers is a part of
the international professional engineering organization. The parent institute, as well as the
student branch, defines its purposes as scientific,
literary, and educational, directed toward the

'
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. advancement of the theory and practice of
,_t electrical engineering and
the related arts and
, sciences. The chapter provides social as well as
m professional activities to involve the total partici; pation of its members.
ij

Membership: Open primarily to Electrical
Engineering students, but will accept interested
· students from Physics and other engineering
1
• fields.
Meetings: 1st and 3rd Tuesday each month.
Advisers: L. T. Fitch and J. N. Thurston.
THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
The ISA is open to international students
attending Clemson University, faculty members
and interested American citizens. The association seeks to understand and improve relationships with people from the different nations of
the world. Movies, discussions, parties and an
international supper are some of the activities
sponsored each year.
The ISA has two different clubs which serve
the interests of specific individuals and groups:
1. Chinese Student Association is a fellowship and service club for Chinese students and
faculty.
2. Indian Student Association is a fellowship
for Indian students and faculty.
Meetings: Foreign Student Lounge each first
and third Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.
Advisers: 0. D. Nelson and J. Macy.

KAPPA DELTA KAPPA
Chartered in 1958, Kappa Delta Kappa brings
together, socially, Clemson University students
from Dillon County. The objectives of the club
are to promote the interests of and to strive for
the betterment of the University. The primary
objective of Kappa Delta Kappa is to provide a
yearly scholarship to a Dillon County student
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entering the University as a freshman. Kappa
Delta Kappa has a hometown newspaper column
each month and has been active in intramural
sports.
Memb ership: Any Clemson student from Dillon County.
Meetings: Every other Wednesday from
9:00-10 :00 p.m.
Adviser: H. C. McLellan.

KERAMOS FRATERNITY
Keramos is dedicated to improving scholarship and awarding recognition to distinguished
accomplishment among Ceramic Engineering
students and alumni. Annual awards are made to
outstanding Ceramic Engineering students.
Membership: Ceramic Engineering students
with distinguished scholastic records and promise of achievement are elected to membership.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: G. C. Robinson.

LIGHT BRIGADE
The Light Brigade is an organization of
Clemson coeds interested in promoting the
interests of Clemson University and the United
States Army. The Light Brigade serves as a social
and service organization in conjunction with the
activities of the Clemson ROTC Cadet Brigade.
Membership: Open to all interested coeds.
Meetings: Each Wednesday at 7 :30 p.m.
Advisers: Maj. and Mrs. J. H. Steed.

MICROBIOLOGY SOCIETY
The student chapter of the South Carolina
Branch of the American Society for Microbiology is an undergraduate organization whose
main objectives are to promote student interest
and development in microbiology; to promote
scientific knowledge through presentations of
papers, personal associations and interchange of
ideas; to develop and maintain a wholesome
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l.(relationship both socially and intellectually
rr· among the members and faculty; and to cooptr~ erate with other branches and the American
Society for Microbiology in all matters pertainr ing to operation of the organization.
Membership: Open to all undergraduates interested in Microbiology. Members of the chapter are also members of the South Carolina
Branch of the American Society for Microbiology and are eligible to attend their semi-annual
meetings.
Meetings: Bimonthly.
Adviser: J. H. Bond.

NEWTONIAN SOCIETY
The objective of the Newtonian Society is to
stimulate student interest in mathematics by
providing a center for student mathematical
activity and to encourage those students interested in mathematics to become better acquainted with each other and with the faculty
through social functions and guest speakers.
Membership: Open to anyone interested in
mathematics.
Meetings: As announced.
Adviser: S. M. Lukawecki.
ORDER OF ATHENA
The Order of Athena is the highest honor
society for senior women on the Clemson
campus. It recognizes those women students
who have demonstrated the highest qualities of
scholarship, leadership and service to the University. Tappings for Order of Athena are held
twice a year for those selected.
Membership: By invitation to juniors and
seniors with a 3.0 cumulative grade-point ratio.
Adviser: Susan G. Delony.
OUTING CLUB
The Clemson Outing Club was established to
promote educational, recreational and conversa-
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tional activities among its members through th
sponsoring of outdoor activities. The club sponsors hikes, back-pack and canoe trips. Spont
neous outings originating from the members]u;
are encouraged.
Membership: Open to students, faculty, stah
and their families.
Meetings : Every other Wednesday night.
Adviser: G. E. Howard.

PERIAKTOI
~eriaktoi i~ an organization for Sociology
maJors and mmors. The purpose of the organization is to promote an interest in Sociology,
research in social problems and activities leading
to human welfare through guest speakers, field
trips, and discussions.
Membership: All sociology majors and
mmors.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: R. N. Pippin.

PHI ALPHA XI
Phi Alpha Xi is a local, non-IFC, brotherhood
formed around the ideal that people of various
backgrounds and philosophies can learn to live
with and accept each other. If you find yourself
reading this and would like to help us try to
reach this goal, come and see us. Our advisers
can get you in contact with some of the
members; personal contact is the best means of
communication.
Advisers: Corrine Sawyer and A. L. Recoulley.

PHI SIGMA CLUB
Adviser: B. R. Ingram.
PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
The purpose of the Clemson Photography
Club is to promote interest in the field of
photography in general and to encourage the
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members to gain more photographic knowledge
through creativity and actual participation in
~ various projects.
~ Adviser L. E. Nordquist.

11

f. POULTRY SCIENCE CLUB

The Poultry Science Club is an organization
to provide a better understanding of the poultry
industry to those students, professors, and other
interested persons on campus. Each year the
club presents a barbecue to raise money to
attend the Southeastern Poultry and Egg Convention in Atlanta, and to provide some
service to the Clemson University Poultry Department.
Membership: All interested persons.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Advisers: J. Solis and J.E. Jones.

PRE-VETERINARY CLUB
The purpose of the Pre-Veterinary Club is to
further the social, cultural and scholastic activities of the students majoring in Pre-Veterinary
Medicine. Club activities include initiation, a
scavenger hunt, a spring picnic, an operation, a
microscope demonstration and numerous guest
speakers. High points each year are trips to the
Sand Hill Experimental Station and the University of Georgia Veterinary School. At the last
meeting of the spring, a banquet is held for the
installation of new officers.
Membership: Open to all interested students.
Meetings: Twice monthly on Mondays.
Adviser: J. F. Dickey.
PSI MU PSI
Psi Mu Psi, honorary music sorority, was
formed in October, 1970 to act as a sister
sorority to Mu Beta Psi, national honorary music
fraternity. The organization's main goals are to
promote a better fellowship among musicians on
the campus and to advance music to its proper
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place as an educational subject. The members
usher for the Clemson University Concert Series
Membership: Open by invitation to thos~
with over one year of participation in a campus
musical organization.
Meetings: 1st and 3rd Thursday each
month.
Adviser: Edith B. Card.

PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
The Psychology Club is a relatively new club
organized in 1971. It is an organization designed
to stimulate interest in the field of Psychology,
to maintain communication and interaction between Psychology majors and faculty, and to
discuss and promote interest in current social
problems which are directly or indirectly related
to psychology. Guest speakers, a seminar, and
social gatherings are planned for this year.
Membership : Open to all interested students.
Meetings: 2nd Tuesday each month.
Adviser: D. J. Marx.

RECREATION AND PARK
ADMINISTRATION CLUB
The Recreation and Park Administration Club
is a professional organization designed to foster
fraternalship among the students pursuing a
course of study in Recreation and Park Administration. The aim is to promote an awareness of
the professional nature of the field as well as a
deeper perception of the scope within the
profession.
Membership: Open to majors only.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: C. R. White.

RIFLE CLUB
The Rifle Club is the social organization fo1
Clemson's rifle team. It raises money for the
purchase of equipment and for various rifle tearr
activities. Several times a year, it also hold!

.· parties for its members. Another function is the
' actual operation of the rifle team. The club
t provides team training in competitive marksmanship, runs all home rifle matches, and does the
, planning for the frequent weekend trips to other
' college campuses.
Membership: Open to all rifle team members.
Meetings: I st Monday each month.
Adviser: M/Sgt. J. R. Owenby
and Capt. R. W. House.

CLEMSON ROCK AND ROLL ENSEMBLE
Adviser: J. E. Jackson.
SAILING CLUB
The Clemson Sailing Club is an organization
designed to promote sailing interest among
stu ents. Members of the club make up the
Clemson sailing team which competes during
both semesters in the South Atlantic Intercollegiate Sailing Association. Clemson is the current
SAISA champion. The club also provides instruction and recreational sailing for nonexperienced and beginning sailors.
Membership : Open to all students interested
in sailing.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Advisers: J. H. Nicholson and J. A. Reneke.
SCUBA DIVING CLUB
The SCUBA Diving Club proposes to promote
safe diving and to be instrumental in training
both new and old divers. The club certifies
divers through the National YMCA SCUBA
Diving Program. Trips to Florida are frequent.
The club also maintains diving equipment for
use by certified members and students enrolled
in the training program.
Membership : Open to students, faculty, and
interested University personnel.
Meetings: Weekly at the YMCA.
Adviser: 0 . D. Nelson.
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SIGMA PHI SIGMA
See Society of Physics Students

SIGMA PSI NU
Sigma Psi Nu, the first organization of its
kind , has as its purpose furthering the brotherhood of the Clemson University swimming team
and providing a recruiting and scholarship means
for incoming freshmen who show potential a
assets to the team.
Membership: Members of the Clemson University swimming team.
Meetings: Once per month.
Adviser: C. M. McHugh.

SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
The objectives of the Society for the Advancement of Agricultural Education are to
develop leadership, motivate scholarship, facilitate social development, and promote professional growth. Educational activities include
conducting student exchange programs with
other universities; providing high school students
with occupational information; and administering an educational grant for upperclassmen.
Major social functions sponsored by the society
consist of fall and spring cookouts and a spring
banquet. An annual project is a chicken barbecue at a home football game.
Membership: Open to agricultural education
majors and minors.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: J. A. Hash.

SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT
OF MANAGEMENT
The Society for the Advancement of Manage·
ment is a recognized national professional organ·
ization for managers in industry, commerce,
government, and education. The Clemson University student chapter plans discussion group
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with leaders in various professional fields and
numerous field trips to industrial and business
establishments. All combine to give every member an opportunity to prepare himself for the
business world through active participation in
, the functions of the club.
· Membership: Any student with a true interest
. iu management.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: C. 0. Shuler.

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN FORESTERS
The Clemson University student chapter of
the Society of American Foresters is organized
to advance the science, technology, education
pratice, and public acceptance of professional
forestry in America, especially in South Carolina , and to use the knowledge and skill of the
profession to benefit society.
Membership: Consists of the student and
faculty members of the Society of American
Foresters at Clemson University.
Meetings: When called by the chairman.
Adviser: R. M. Allen.

SOCIETY OF AMERICAN
MILITARY ENGINEERS
The Society of American Military Engineers is
a national organization in which engineers from
all of the engineering services of the Armed
Forces and from all fields of civilian engineering
practice, join to increase the engineer potential
of the United States.
The society has a membership of 27,000
throughout the world, with student posts comprising engineering and ROTC students in 61
colleges. Meetings of the Clemson chapter of the
Society of American Military Engineers are held
for the presentation and discussion of appropriate engineering topics and for social and
professional association. Approximately four
field trips are taken annually to various places of
interest throughout the eastern states.
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Membership: Open to engineering andtor
ROTC students.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: Capt. N. K. Hook and Capt. S.P
Meyer.
SOCIETY OF PHYSICS STUDENTS
The Society of Physics Students promote
educational activities for all students interested
in Physics. It awards recognition and distinction
to students who have achieved high scholarship
in Physics by electing them to the status of
Sigma Pi Sigma membership within the society
Membership : Open to all students interested
in continuing their education in physics outside
the classroom.
Meetings: Irregular.
Advisers: R. C. Turner and J. R. Ray.
SPANISH CLUB
The Spanish Club is a relatively new and
informal club for students interested in the
study of the Spanish language and culture. The
club provides an opportunity for the practicing
of the language with native speakers from such
countries as Peru, Argentina and Cuba. Activitie1
include the performance of a Spanish play each
fall semester, trips to Spanish and Mexica
restaurants, and Spanish fiestas.
Membership: Open to all interested student
Meetings: Twice per month.
Adviser: J. M. Whitmire.
SPORTS CAR CLUB
The Sports Car Club of Clemson University is
an organization for those students who are
interested in motor cars, their maintenance, and
in improved driving skill and safety. Monthly
driving events are held during the school year.
Membership : Open to all students.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: J. Macy.
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~STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
The Student Education Association is an
organization for students interested in the field
l of education. The ohjectives of the organization
are to disseminate information about the teaching profession and to make available to its
members opportunities for development in
I leadership, both on the campus and in the
:, community.
Membership: All students are invited to join ;
I; not restricted to education majors only.
t Meetings: Bimonthly.
Adviser: J. R. Harris.

· STUDENTS FOR EDUCATIONAL AID
Students for Educational Aid is an organization which strives to coordinate better relations
between the University and the surrounding
community, and also between members of different races and cultures. These goals are obtained through the tutoring of children in the
Pendleton Elementary School and working with
the children at the Clemson Day Care Center.
Membership: Open to all students who are
willing to give of their time and efforts.
Adviser: K. D. Birtman.

1

STUDENT ASSOCIATION FOR MENTAL RETARDATION
The Clemson University Student Association
for Mental Retardation exists to extend love and
understanding to the mentally retarded. It is the
goal of the organization to help the mentally
retarded by making the community aware of the
problem, and by providing companioship, compassion, and monetary aid, if necessary. The
members help in classrooms, Sunday school
classes, and workshops for mentally retraded
children. Members also provide picnics and field
trips for the children.
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Membership: Open to anyone who is genuinely interested in working with the mentally
retarded.
Adviser: C. R. White, Jr.

STUDENT LEAGUE FOR BLACK IDENTITY
The Student League for Black Identity is an
organization designed primarily to promote
unity and brotherhood among its membes and
all men in today's society. The organization
focuses itself on the alleviation of social, economic, and political injustices done to the Black
man in America. Each year several programs and
projects are developed to accomplish these ends.
These activities are intended to be of interest to
Clemson students and to residents of surrounding communities.
Membership: Open to all students interested
in promoting the ideals of the organization.
Meetings: l st and 3rd Tuesday each month in
Hardin Hall.
Adviser: W. F. Steirer, Jr.

STUDENT NURSES' ASSOCIATION
The Student Nurses' Association provides an
opportunity for the Nursing student to participate in pre-professional organization activities
on a local level.
The organization serves as a channel of
communication between the American Nurses'
Association and the National League for Nursing, and is a constituent member of the South
Carolina Student Nurses' Association and the
National Student Nurses' Association.
Membership: Open to all student nurses en·
rolled in the School of Nursing.
Meetings: l st Monday each month.
Adviser: Regina Thompson.

STUDENT ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
The Student Org&nizing Committee (SOC)
is an organization designed to promote student

I
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:. political activism on national, s_t~t~, l~cal, and
; campus levels. Some of the actlv!tles m which
SOC has in past participated were sponsorship
of speakers such as David Harris, Mayday and
April 24 rallies in Washington, Atlanta Regional
I Moratorium, and campus draft counseling.
Membership: Open to all students.
Meetings: Bimonthly.
Adviser: H. B. Hannah.

STUDENTS INTERNATIONAL MEDITATION
SOCIETY
The Clemson University chapter of Students
International Meditation Society is a fellowship
of students whose purpose is to help students
unfold their latent faculties, develop their creative intelligence to its maximum capacity, and
use their full mental potential in studies, sports
and work.
On all levels of life today, man is faced with
problems that put great demands on creative
abilities and intelligence. In response to this
challenge to our continued progress and happiness, an effortless, natural technique is taught
which provides deep rest and relaxation while
simultaneously developing full creative abilities.
Membership : 55
Meetings: Bi-weekly.
Adviser: J . L. McCullough.
SURVIVAL
Any University student who wishes to become actively involved in environmental action
now has an organized outlet where he may
direct his energies.
SURVIVAL, a student-directed campus organization, stresses the critical need for environmental education and concern. Members are
encouraged to present individual ideas which can
receive coordinated group effort. SURVIVAL
feels the time is long overdue for every citizen to
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take an active and devoted role towards environmental clean-up.
Memb ership: Open to all interested studenh,
Meetings: Weekly.
Adviser: J. 0. Jacobus.

TAE KWON DO CLUB
The Tae Kwon Do Club offers instruction in
Korean Karate by instructors taught by one of
the best experts in the nation, Billy Hong.
Membership: Open to all university students
desiring to learn karate.
Meetings: Mondays and Wednesdays from
9:00 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. at the YMCA.
Adviser: W. C. Wooten.

THETA CHI EPSILON
Theta Chi Epsilon is a local Civil Engineering
honor society. It recognizes students in Civil
Engineering and related majors who have exhibited the outstanding characteristics of scholarship , professionalism, character, and sociability
Theta Chi Epsilon yearly undertakes several
projects that utilize the engineering knowledge 1
of its members and will benefit the community.
Plans are made to seek affiliation with the
national civil engineering honor society, Chi
Epsilon.
Membership : By invitation to qualified
juniors, seniors, and graduate students.
Meetings: Once monthly.
Advisers: B. C. Dysart, H. W. Busching, T. M.
Keinath, B. L. Edge.
TIGER BAND
Offered as a lab devoted to the musical
training of its members, the Tiger Band normally
comprises some 140 male and female students
who perform at football games, pep rallies and
basketball games at home and away.
Membership: Consent of the director.
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, Rehearsals: Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
from 5:00-6:30 p.m. during the fall semester.
r Adviser: J. K. Copenhaver.

TIGER BROTHERHOOD
The purpose of the Tiger Brotherhood involves bringing together groups of Clemson
omen-students, faculty and staff- who exhibit
r outstanding ability and loyalty to the University. Tiger Brotherhood strives to foster within
cthe bonds of brotherhood those qualities and
traits characteristic of the best type of Clemson
[men.
Adviser: R. Nowack .

UNIVERSITY CHORUS
The University Chorus is offered as a labora,. tor course to men and women students. The
., group comprises 85 members from throughout
the University. Perfo1mances include an annual
;Christmas concert, performances at home foot, ball games, a spring concert and a spring tour.
Membership : Consent of the director.
1 Rehearsals: Monday, Tuesday, and Wednes1. day from 4:40 to 6: 10 p.m.
Adviser: J. E. Jackson.

1

WATER POLO CLUB
Founded by a group of students with previous
competitive swimming experience, the Water
Polo Club was organized with the hopes of
expanding the spectrum of athletic competition
1
at Clemson and eventually becoming Clemson's
tenth recognized intercollegiate sport. Water
polo, one of the world's most demanding sports,
. requires adept swimming skills, stamina, light'. ning reflexes, and a good head.
Membership: Open to all.
1
' Adviser: J. F. Geldard.

I

WEIGHT LIFTING CLUB
The Clemson University Weight Lifting Club
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was formed to promote interest in weight liftin
as well as provide facilities and equipment ro;
new and old members to use. The Athletil
Department helps support the club's activities
Membership: Open to students, faculty , anct
staff interested in weight lifting.
Meetings : The facilities are available to mern.
bers at all times .
Advisers: 0. D. Nelson and H. C. McLellan.

WOMEN'S FENCING CLUB
The purpose of the Women's Fencing Club is
to teach interested coeds to fence and to prepare
them for intercollegiate fencing competition.
Team members usually make several trips to
meets and tournaments during the spring in
addition to hosting meets at Clemson.
Membership: Open to all interested women
students.
I
. Mee~ings : M_onday and Wednesday from
6.30-8.00 p.m. m the YMCA gym.
Adviser: C. E. Thompson.

,·~Tr~: rzr;;:~t ~ i~
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I

WRESTLING CLUB
The Clemson Wrestling Club was formed to
extend the art of wrestling to those interested
students. The newly-organized team has hopes
of entering intercollegiate competition in the
fall. The club has several matches during the
school year.
Membership : Anyone interested in wrestling.
Meetings: Five days per week during the
season.
Adviser: H. E. Adams.

YOUNG REPUBLICAN'S CLUB
This organization is modeled after a precinct
club and utilizes its members and resources to
the benefit of the Republican Party. A member
of the South Carolina College Republican
Caucus, it aids candidates and surrounding
county organizations while providing opportuni·

1
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ties for participation and leadership in the world
of politics.
Membership: Open to all interested students.
Meetings: Alternate Wednesdays at 7 : 30 p.m.
Adviser: J. J. Janzen.

ZOOLOGY CLUB
The Zoology Club serves as an organization to
promote interest in the field of Zoology. The
club provides an opportunity for students to
become involved with current projects and
problems related to Zoology. Various projects
are undertaken each semester.
Membership: Open to all students interested
in zoology .
Adviser: B. R. Ingram.
FRATERNITIES
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
The Interfraternity Council of Clemson University strives each year to promote good relationship among the member fraternities . The
IF C also acts as a liaison between the fraternities and the administration.
The fraternity system at Clemson thrives on
competition. The I F C realizes that competition
is healthy and thereby awards many trophies for
achievement in the areas of scholarship, athletics, Greek Week activities and Homecoming
activities.
ALPHA GAMMA RHO COLONY
In April 1970 eighteen students interested in
agriculture organized Gamma Rho Fraternity.
The students felt the need of developing, within
the College of Agricultural Sciences and the
College of Forest and Recreation Resources, an
organization serviceable to the profession, yet
also able to offer social aspects of fraternity life
to agriculturally oriented college men. Gamma
Rho evolved into the Clemson Colony of Alpha
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Gamma Rho whose purpose is to promote
spirit of social awareness and good fellowship
among college students in agriculture and related ;
majors and thereby enjoy the fruits and labon
of our brotherhood.
Adviser: J.C. Acton.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
The Eta Pi chapter of Alpha Tau Omega was
installed at Clemson University on May 9, 1971,
Alpha Tau Omega has a proud heritage that was
begun at Virginia Military Institute in 1865. The
brothers of Eta Pi chapter put a great emphasi
on scholarship and the brotherhood also takes
an active part in campus life. Alpha Tau Omega
has a well diversified membership that can work
together for a common goal.
Advisor: J. D. Davenport.

BETA THETA PI
The purpose of Beta Theta Pi, based on
brotherhood, is to provide social as well as
service activities which strive for the betterment
of the University as well as the members.
Formerly Sigma Kappa Epsilon local fraternity, Delta Nu chapter became the first chapter
of Beta Theta Pi in South Carolina on November
7, 1971.
Beta Theta Pi has proved itself not only as a
leader on the Clemson University campus but
also in the Clemson community.
Advisers: W. H. Owens, L. W. Gahan and L. E.
Nordquist.

CHI PSI
Alpha Chi Delta, the 29th Alpha of Chi Psi
was chartered on January 8, 1972. Fonnerly
Beta Sigma Chi, a local fraternity which ex·
panded from the Charleston County Club, this
fraternity can claim 39 years of service to the
university and community.

"---------------------_.::::0_:R:::G_:AN~l~Z~A~T~IO~N~S~•~9~
2

Chi Psi is a deep and continuing experience
ii:which merely begins during a brother's underre~raduate career. The Fraternity encourages comlcmunication between the Alphas, Alumni Corpor:itions, and host collegiate institutions to aid
lntellectual, cultural, moral, and social development as a foundation of the lasting frienship
which is the objective of this Fraternity.
Brothers are selected on the basis of personal
11
'racceptance and a realization of the Fraternity
uattitude. Brothers of Chi Psi possess a sense of
!.'purpose larger than one's self, the thoughtful
fawareness of the needs of other men.

11,

I.DELTA COLONY OF PHI GAMMA DELTA

Delta Colony of the Fraternity of Phi Gamma
Delta was established at Clemson University on
April 22, 1971. It became the thirteenth national fraternity to locate on the Clemson
campus. While Delta Colony is the youngest
fraternity on campus, the international fraterinity is one of the oldest fraternal orders in the
United States. The Fijis are proud of their young
organization at Clemson and continue in their
.search for those men who accept the responsibil.ity of making the Fraternity of Phi Gamma
1Delta the best and most progressive on campus.

KAPPA ALPHA ORDER

1 Kappa Alpha Order officially came to Clemson University on February 20, 1970 with the
initiation of its fifth chapter in the state.
Formerly Phi Kappa Delta local fraternity,
Kappa Alpha has enhanced the already strong
ideals of brotherhood, fellowship and scholar.ship. With eleven years of progress and achievement to speak for it, the Delta Omicron Chapter
of Kappa Alpha Order continues to be among
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the most prominent fraternities on campus.
Adviser: B. R. Skelton.

KAPPA SIGMA

The Kappa Upsilon Chapter of Kappa Sigm
fraternity was installed as the 169th actii
chapter in the United States on March 6, 1970'
Kappa Sigma h~s a rich and proud heritage, one
of the oldest m the fraternity system toda)
Kappa Upsilon Chapter is based on tradition and
heritage, with a deep interest in student actiV1•
ties as well as fraternity life. Kappa Sigma ti
proud of its quality and diversification 01
membership and its closely-knit brotherhood
who work together for the betterment of the
fraternity.
Adviser: R. Lawrence.

PHI DELTA THETA

Sou th Carolina Gamma was recognized as a
Chapter of Phi Delta Theta in the spring of
1970. Previously existing as a local fraternity,
Delta Phi Kappa, since 1962, the brothen
believe that participation is the key to succe~ in
this fraternity. Phi Delta Theta was founded and
operates today on the principles of sound
learning, rectitude and fellowship.
Adviser: W. V. Bost.

PI KAPPA ALPHA

Eta Alpha Chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha became
the first national social fraternity on campm
after chartering ceremonies on February I.
1970. The fraternity was founded for the
establishment of friendship, for the maintenance
of necessary social graces, and for the primat')
objective of obtaining an education.
Adviser: J. V. Reel.

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

On April 11, 1970, the South Carolina Nt
Chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon was installed or
the Clemson campus. Originally the Numera
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. t a service organization, the group later
Soc1e Y, local social f ratermty.
·
A s a nation
· al
becameitya this brotherhood has even greater
.
.
f
.
fra tern ,
opportunities to contmue its ro 1e o prominence
within the Greek System.
Adviser: J. L. young.

SIGMA NU

.

The Theta Zeta Chapter of Sigma Nu was
f unded April 11, 1970, on a firm base provided
b~ 1o years of Kappa Del_ta ~hi local fra temi ty
leadership on campus. In its first two years as a
national fraternity, the chapter has continued to
emphasize stren~th in broth~rhood along with
the Sigma Nu ideal of a life of honor. The
fraternity attempts to develop the complete man
by scholarship and leadership activities as well as
many social events throughout the year.
Advisers: G. U. Bennett B. G. Dy art and
A.H. Sloan.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Sigma Phi Epsilon has a deep intere t in
student activities as well a fraternity lif . It ha
a philosophy of living on honor fellow hip,
integrity, social participation chola tic achievement, character and leadership. Organized as a
local in 1965 by six men who har d common
ideals, Alpha Gamma became the Sou th Carolina
Beta Chapter of Sigma Phi Ep ilon
ational
Fraternity on April 4 1970. With ven y ar of
progress and exceptional achievem nt to peak
for it, this brotherhood ha v n gr ater prospects to continue its role a an out tanding
fraternity at Clemson.
Adviser: B. J. Skelton.
Chapter Counselor: S. C. Dudley.

THETA CHI
Theta Chi national fraternity wa in tailed at
Clemson on January 19, 1971. Previously the
organization was known as Chi Lambda which
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had been founded on November 12, 1967. Theta
Chi seeks the most broad-minded, liberal and
progressive men on campus. The fraternit}
frowns on the widening of the social breech
between students, thus expressing a desire for
cooperation between all Clemson men.
Theta Chi pledges are not asked or expected
to surrender any of their legal or social rights,
none of their personal ties, and none of their
moral or religious ideals. The status of the
individual is altered only with respect to the
acceptance of the responsibility of brotherhood
in Theta Chi.
Advisers: T. E. Skelton and C. A. Grubb.

SORORITIES
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
The purpose of the Panhellenic Council is to
coordinate intersorority activities and to establish rules and regulations governing rush. Panhellenic encourages a cooperative attitude between
sororities as well as good relations with independents. The Council also encourages good
scholarship , high social standards and service to
the college community.
Adviser: Cathy A. Campbell.

CHI OMEGA
In November 1969 the sisters of Sigma Beta
Chi locai sorority became pledges of Chi Omega,
thus making it the first national sorority on
campus. While its fundamentals center around
friendship, Chi Omega helps its members de·
velop their own individual capacities and encourages them to share those abilities with
others.
Advisor: Mrs. J. V. Reel.

KAPPA ALPHA THETA
Kappa Alpha Theta is the newest addition to
the Greek system at Clemson University. Delta
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' Phi chapter was colonized on March 1, 1972,
' and will receive its charter in November, 1972,
making it the ninety-sixth chapter of the oldest
1
national women's fraternity in America. In its
first year on campus, Thetas are striving to build
a strong chapter based on friendship, scholarship
' and service to the Clem on community.
' Adviser: Mrs. H. E. Stewart.

DELTA DELTA DELTA

Delta Delta Delta national sorority was installed on campus November 12, 1969. The
sisters of Beta Theta chapter have since experienced the bonds of friendship and sisterhood
· on which the fraternity was founded in 1888
and which unite it today.
Tri Delta's national philantrophy is financial
assistance to students through scholarships and
Beta Theta chapter each year awards the Margaret Bradley Poole Scholarship to a Clemson
woman student. In addition , Clemson Tri Deltas
are actively engaged in social, community and
campus projects.
Adviser: Mrs. H. W. Cheney Jr.

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Epsilon Mu Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma
national sorority was installed on campus March
7, 1970, and unites women of similar interests
who share with each other the ideals of friendship, service and loyalty. Epsilon Mu Chapter
encourages the free development of the individual and emphasizes scholarship and community
and campus activities.
Adviser: Mrs. Michael Gratke.

CLEMSON
ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION
THE NATIONAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The Clemson Alumni Association represents
the estimated 32,000 living former Clemson
students, some 21 ,000 of whom have their
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current addresses on record in the Alum
Office.
The alumni program is dedicated to helpin
Clemson become a finer University-and thus t~
serving Clemson students while they are students. It serves alumni by informing them about
the programs and progress of the University and
enhancing the prestige of the University which
reflects favorably on the alumni.
The alumni program, most of which is made
possible through annual alumni gifts to the
Clemson Alumni Loyalty Fund, serves today's
students in many ways.
For example, since the beginning of the
Loyalty Fund in 1956, a total of $121,856 has
been allocated to faculty development, including
the alumni professorship program and a visiting
professorship program. This strengthening of the
faculty accrues directly to the students who are
on the campus any given year.
The Loyalty Fund has provided $344,807 for
student scholarship and student loan programs,
benefits that also accrue directly to students.
The Loyalty Fund has provided $118,600 for
the improvement of graduate education at Clemson. The correlation between undergraduate and
graduate education is so interwoven that what b
of benefit to one is automatically of benefit to
the other. Thus funds that go to either, help
both.
Since 1959 the Loyalty Fund has made grants
to Student Government that are of direct aid to
Clemson student programs. These grants have
been given unrestrictedly and their use i
determined by students. A total of $35,000 has
been allocated to date for this purpose.
All of these allocations have been from the
unrestricted gifts of alumni to the Loyalty
Fund . Additionally, alumni have made restricted
gifts totaling $587,000 that have been used in
accord with the wishes of the donors for
scholarships or for educational programs that
directly benefit students.
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Altogether, Clemson alumni have made gifts
to the Loyalty Fund that have totaled
$2,248,842.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
The long range development and future excellence of Clemson is the chief interest of the
Clemson University Foundation.
In addition to administrating the funds of the
annual giving program, the Foundation is the
;, cpository for other gifts to the University from
friends, corporations, foundations and industry.
These gifts take the form of bequests, insurance
assignments, equipment and, on occasion, brick
and mortar too. Within the Foundation's struc\ ure are several student aid funds that have been
i made possible by the interest and generosity of
1individuals who have established scholarships
tand loan funds to assist students in specific areas
.or on the basis of need. The Foundation also
encourages investments in Clemson's permanent
·endowment that will serve Clemson well through
whatever rainy days the future brings.

~------------------RELIGIOUS
ORGANIZATIONS

l RELIGIOUS LIFE AT CLEMSON
New students entering Clemson University
will have an opportunity to be exposed to and
may participate in a wide variety of religious
activities.
Local campus ministers cooperate with the
University administration in providing several
worthwhile ecumenical programs including the
· Ministers-in-Residence Program, Religious Lectures and Daily Lenten Services.
In addition to cooperative religious programs,
there are also individual groups, representing
, almost all denominations, who provide religious
programs for students on and off the campus.
These include Baptist, Presbyterian, Methodist,
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Episcopal, Lutheran, Catholic and Church 0
God .
Also deeply rooted in the religious life of th
campus are the student religious organizatione
including the Baptist Student Union, We ..
minster Fellowship, Canterbury Club, Weslei
Foundation , Newman Club, Christian Scien~
Organization, the Navigators, Hillel-Brandei~
Fellowship of Christian Athletes, AGAPE Club
(Church of Christ), Campus Crusade for Christ
Lutheran Student Organization and the YMCA
In addition to these opportunities to participate in campus religious life, there are churchei
in and near the community for almost all
demoninational groups.
For additional information about camp\!\
religious life, contact Buford Trent, Coordinator
of Religious Affairs, YMCA Office.

AGAPE
The name chosen for this organization denotes the highest type of love aspired to by man
and achieved only by a constant relationship
with God through Christ.
All students who strive for a closer relationship with God are welcome. The organization ii
sponsored by the Clemson Church of Christ
which meets at 212 Seneca Road.
Purposes of AGAPE are to unite in fellowship
those who want to serve Christ and to manifest
this service while attending Clemson University.
Phil C. Lavender, minister of the Clemson
Church of Christ serves as student minister.
Activities
Worship - Sunday 11 :00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.
Bible Study - Sunday 10:00 a.m. and Wednes·
day 7:30 p.m.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
The Baptist Student Union is a Christian
student organization which tries to become
actively engaged in every segment of Universit}
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I(

life as responsible members of the household of
God. Through worship, study, mission and social
activities, the students in the Baptist Student
Union are trying to become sensitive to the
leadership of God and to all the needs of their
brothers.
The offices of the Baptist Student Union are
located in the Student Center wing of the
Clemson Baptist Church. Sidney J. Hall, University minister, is director.
Activities
Worship - Sunday 11 :00 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Sunday School- Sunday 9:45 a.m.
Study and Discussion Groups- Sunday 7:30
p.m. and Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
Since its beginning in 19 61, the aim of the
members of the Christian Sdence Organization
has been to give the University public a better
understanding of Christian Science while enlarging their own spiritual perception. Emphasis is
placed on ways the student can successfully
coordinate his college experience with advancement in Christian Science.
A weekly meeting is held each Wednesday at
7:00 •p.m. in the Faculty Conference Room on
the 1st floor of Sirrine Hall. All students and
faculty members are invited to attend.
Film programs and tapes are presented
throughout the year. In addition, once each
year, a lecture is given by a member of the
Christian Science Board of Lectureship.
Additional information may be obtained by
contacting Mrs. Mary Mungall advisor.

EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY
Episcopal students have an opportunity to
"be the church" in several ways. Their organization on the campus is the traditional Canterbury
Association. Speakers, discussions, films and
study are offered. Service projects have been
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carried out. Social activities include suppers and
outings. The Canterbury Association also maintains and operates its own boat. Opportunit1t
for worship are at Holy Trinity Church. Th
church welcomes students as lay-readers, members of the choir, acolytes and in the normal
activities of the parish church. A lounge for
students is always open.
The rector of Holy Trinity Church, The Rev
Thomas Davis, is Episcopal Chaplain to the
University . Associate rector is Pickett Miles.

1

Activities
Church Services- Sunday 8:00, 9:15 and
11 :00 a.m.

Holy Communion - Wednesday 10:00 a.m.
Canterbury Association- Thursday 7 :00 p.m

HILLEL-BRANDEIS
Hillel-Brandeis is both a religious and social
organization for Clemson's Jewish students. The
organization helps to enable the Jewish student\
to observe their holidays by providing rides to
Greenville synagogues for Rosh Hashana, Yorn
Kippur and Passover. Passover Seders are either
made by the members or the members go to
homes in the Greenville area for them. Occasion·
ally members get together to attend Friday night
services at the synagogues.
Clemson is one of the five South Carolina
colleges and universities involved in a state-wide
Jewish college students' organization. The organ·
ization is mainly concerned with social activities
This enables the Clemson Jewish student to
meet many more fellow students of his faith.

I

LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY
The Lutheran Campus Center, located on~
block from the Clemson University Campus.
seeks to serve both local and University corn·
munities through worship opportunities am,
activities that assist the student in his personal
development. Students are an integral part ot
the ongoing life of the University Lutheran
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tion and serve in all areas of church life,
congreg_aminating the possibility of division bethus e11 resident and nonres1'd ent members.
the
tween
.
Th Lutheran Student Movement provides
a
e and study rooms, located in the Lutheran
~:~~~s Center, which ~re open daily for use
Wong with a li?rary that 1s supplementary to the
eriodicals available to the stud en ts.
Gene Copenhaver serves as Campus Pastor and
tor of University Lutheran/Lutheran Campus
C~~ter. All students are welcome to full particition in the ministry offered through LSM.
pa
Activities
Church School- 9:45 a.m.
Services of Worship - 9:00 a.m. and 11 :00
a.m.
Lutheran Student Movement ( LSM)- 7: 00
p.m. Wednesday

NAVIGATORS
Navigators is an interdenominational Chri tian
rganization whose purpose is to make a permanent difference in the live of tudent and
faculty by presenting the claim of J u Chri t.
fhe Navigators' program i de igned to fit the
eeds of the individual and consi t of mall
ible study groups in the dormitories group
meetings, individual coun eling and inten ive
training on a person-to-person ba i . All pha e
af the abundant Chri tian life are con idered and
anyone serious about becoming a more effective
.:Christian has a place.
; Information on activitie
can be obtained
1
/rom Bruce Prestidge.
NEWMAN STUDENT ASSOCIATIO
Newman Student Association i a religious,
n;mcial and cultural organization for Catholic
students. The regular meeting of the As ociation
is held on Wednesdays at 7 :00 p.m. at Newman
Ball, the Catholic Student Center located next
to St. Andrew's Church.
'
1
t Lectures and discussion groups are featured at
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some of the Newman meetings, as well as Bibi
vigils and other services. Socially, the Assoc '
tion sponsors dances, picnics and pizza part:;
throughout the year. Newman Student Associ
tion also sponsors Mass at the Student Chapel 0.
Sunday.

WESLEY FOUNDATION
The Wesley Foundation is a service of lht
United Methodist Church to the Universi11
community, but it is not parochial or sectaria;
in its emphasis. It is an open, inclusive organization, involving different types and groups 01
persons. It is committed to serve students.
faculty and staff in their search for values and
meaning, their concerns in ethics and morali~
and their exploration of the significance of faith.
particularly in relationship to education, vocation and a life philosophy.

Activities
Worship-Sunday 9:00 a.m.
Continental Breakfast-Sunday 9:45 a.m.
Encounter Groups-Sunday 10:00 a.m.

WESTMINSTER FELLOWSHIP

Westminster Fellowship is part of the Campus
Christian Life Ministry of the Presbyterian
Church. Its purpose is to present the truth of the
Christian faith, thereby helping individuals grow
in understanding, discover God's purpose for
their lives, and encourage responsible participa:
tion in the life and mission of the Church as
faithful followers of Jesus Christ.
The Rev. Mr. Charles E. Raynal is pastor of
Fort Hill Presbyterian Church and interim Pres·
byterian University Minister. His office and the
Student Center are located at the church at 30 1
College Avenue, phone 654-2061 or 654-2065.

Activities
Coffee-Sunday 9:30 a.m.
Church School-9:45 a.m.
Worship-Sunday 11 :00 a.m.
Westminster Fellowship-Sunday 7:00 p.m.

, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _O:._:R.:.:G:.:_AN=I:ZA::T~l~O:_N~S__:_•~1~04
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;COLLETON COUNTY CLUB

~

The Colleton County Club is composed of Clemson
students who reside in Colleton County.
The club provide~ entrie~ in intram_ural sports, conducts social funct10ns dunng the holidays, and fosters
au interest in Clemson through contacts with prospective Clemson students.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: B. N. Skardon.

l1University

·CONCERT BAND
'· An organization, meeting during the spring se~mester devoted to preparation and performance of a
wide ~ariety of concert music. Activities include
performances on campus and in various communities,
as well as at commencement. Membership normally
comprises some 80 men and worr:en students.
Membership: Consent of the director.
Rehearsals: Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday from
5:00 to 6:30 p.m. during the spring semester.
Adviser: J. H. Butler.

THE CLEMSON COUNTERGUERRILLA
PLATOON
The Clemson Counterguerrilla Platoon is an allvolunteer Army ROTC Tactical unit. The primary
objective of the Counterguerrilla Platoon is to produce leaders. This is accomplished through training in
land navigation, patrolling, rappelling, and small unit
tactics. Throughout this training attention is given to
developing each individual's skills by placing him in
leadership positions. Each year's training includ es
several weekend field exercises and the units efforts
are culminated each year by a week of training at
U. S. Army Ranger or Special Forces Installations.
Membership: MS I, II, and III Cadets.
Drill: Each Tuesday and Thursday - 5: 00-6:30 p.m.
Adviser: Capt. T. L. Murphy.

[' DELTA SI~MA NU
Delta Sigma Nu is the local premedical society
composed of those men and women preparing to
follo_w a medical, dental, medical technology, or
nursing career. The organization invites speakers and

MORE
LOCAL
ORGANIZATIONS
(A Isa see page 58 )
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shows films on pertinent topics, as well as arr
tours of hospitals and schools of medicine.
Membership: Open to all those interested in
in the health professions with a 2.0 GPR.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: R.H. Bailey.

SIGMA TAU EPSILON
Sigma Tau Epsilon is Clemson's honorary s
for the College of Liberal Arts and the Colle
Physical, Mathematical and Biological Sciences.
society was founded in 1938 to recognize h
students and promote fellowship among its mem
Sigma Tau Epsilon's main function is to offer
tutoring to all students in such courses as En
Chemistry, Mathematics and Foreign Languages. I
hoped that this service will continue to be an asset
all Clemson students.
Membership: Open to juniors and seniors in
College of Liberal Arts and the College of Physi
Mathematical and Biological Sciences.
Meetings: Mondays from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Adviser: L. L. Henry.
SKI CLUB
The Clemson Ski Club is an organization desi
to promote skiing among the students and facul
Members of the club make up the Clemson Ski team
which competes in various meets in the South. The
club provides instruction and recreational skiing for
nonexperienced and beginning skiers. The club also
provides reduced rates for lift tickets in many of the
areas in the South and provides reduced rental rate,
Membership: Open to all university students and
faculty.
Adviser: W. Owens.
SOCCER BOOSTER CLUB
The Soccer Booster Club's principal aim is to
publicize all home games during the varsity team's
season. The club attempts to bring to the campus'
attention, as well as home games, other non-season
activities such as the high school tournament held
each February and the spring alumni game. This
organization is open to all students and faculty
interested in the international sport of soccer.
Meetings: Irregular.
Adviser: J. R. Beer.
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ATHLETIC STAFF

Bill Mclellan
Athletic Director

Cecil "Hootie" Ingram
Head Coach, Football

Taylor "Tates" Locke
Head Coach, Basketball

Bill Wilhelm
Head Coach, Baseball

Duane Bruley
Head Coach, Tennis

P. Wee Greenfield
Head Coach, Track

Bob Jones
Head Coach, Golf

Ibrahim M. Ibrahim
Head Coach, Soccer

Carl McHugh
Head Coach, Swimming

Banks McFadden
Director
Intramural Activities
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1972 VARSITY FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

DATE

OPPONENT

TIME

PRICE PLACE

Sept.
Sept.
S1;;pt.
Oct.

The Citadel
Rice
Oklahoma
Georgia Tech
Duke
Virginia
Wake Forest
North Carolina
Maryland
N. C. State
South Carolina

l :30 p.m. EDT
7:30 p.m. CDT
1 :30 p.m. CDT
2:00 p.m. EDT
1 :30 p.m. EDT
1:30 p.m. EDT
1:30 p.m. EDT
1 :30 p.m. EST
l :30 p.m. EST
1 :30 p.m. EST
1:30 p.m. EST

$7.00
$7.00
$6.00
$7.00
$7.00
$7.00
$7.00
$7.00
$6.00
$7.00
$7.00

0(,t.

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

9
23
30
7
14
21
28
4
11
18
25

CLEMSON
Houston, Tex.
Norman, Okla.
Atlanta, Ga.
CLEMSON
CLEMSON
Winston-Salem, N. C.
CLEMSON
College Park, Md.
Raleigh, N. C.
CLEMSON

1972 JV FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

DATE

OPPONENT

TIME

PRICE PLACE

Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

Duke
Georgia
South Carolina
Gordon Military
Georgia Tech

2:00
2:00
7:30
2:00
8:00

$3.00
$3.00
$3.00
$3.00
$3.00

25
9
23
30
10

p.m. EST
p.m. EST
p.m. EST
p.m. EST
p.m. EST

CLEMSON
Athens, Ga.
Columbia, S. C.
CLEMSON
Atlanta, Ga.
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1972-73 CLEMSON VARSITY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
DATE
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
*Jan.
*Jan.
*Jan.
Jan.
*Jan.
Jan.

28
2
6
9
16
22
2829
6
10
13
16
20
24

*Jan.
Feb.
*Feb.
*Feb.
*Feb.
*Feb.
*Feb.
*Feb.
*Feb.
Mar.

27
6
9
10
14
17
19
24
28
8-10

OPPONENT

SITE

Georgia Tech
Davidson
Furman
Presbyterian
Villanova
Kent State
Poinsettia Classic

CLEMSON
Charlotte, N. C.
Greenville, S. C.
CLEMSON
Philadelphia, Pa.
CLEMSON
Greenville, S. C.

Maryland
North Carolina
Duke
Georgia Tech
N. C. State
The Citadel
(Tentative)
Virginia
Stetson
N. C. State
North Carolina
Wake Forest
Maryland
Virginia
Wake Forest
Duke
ACC Tournament

CLEMSON
Chapel Hill, N. C.
Durham, N. C.
Atlanta, Ga.
CLEMSON
CLEMSON

* Atlantic Coast Conference game
All home games start at 8:00 p.m.

CLEMSON
CLEMSON
Charlotte, N. C.
Charlotte, N. C.
CLEMSON
College Park, Md.
Charlottesville, Va.
Winston-Salem, N. C.
CLEMSON
Greensboro, N. C.
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IPTAY
The Clemson IPT AY Club has set a goal of
$500,000 this year which ,will support athl~tic
scholarshjps for Clemson s 11 mtercollegiate
sports.
Never before has such a high goal been set by
IPT AY- 1 Pay Twenty A Year- but the officers
and directors believe the zenith can, and must
be, attained if the Tigers are to be championship
contenders in all sports.
Since IPTAY was formed 38 years ago,
conference championships have been won in
football, basketball, baseball and tennis, and
individual athletes have been honored with
All-America and All-Conference selections.
Anyone, regardless of alma mater, may join
lPTAY. Contributions range from the $20 minimum, to the $2,000 scholarship donor.
FOOTBALL
Hootie Ingram enters his third year as Clemson's head football coach with more players to
work with and with better players on the roster.
"I don't believe that depth will be a problem
in 1972," Ingram reports. "Actually, we could
start bo.th an offensive and a defensive unit this
fall composed of individuals who saw starting
action a year ago."
Ingram's reference is to the fact that he has
37 lettermen returning, including seven starters
from the defense and five from the offense.
The most experience is in the secondary
where all four starters return. Ben Anderson,
Bobby Johnson, Marion Reeves and Jeff Siepe
played as a unit last year. Brightest sophomore
for the secondary is Jim Ness.
Buddy King, a two-year starter, and Force
Chamberlain will anchor the offensive line while
Wade Hughes, Heide Davis and Smiley Sanders
are due for most of the running.
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Ken Pengitore and Mark Fellers are expected
to share the quarterbacking while veterans Jeff
Stocks, Frank Wirth and John Rhodes head up
the front line of defense.

BASKETBALL
Coach Tates Locke is expected to make some
people sit up and take notice when he puts his
third team on the floor this winter.
Locke's cagers only had one senior, Bo
Hawkins, on the roster last season. With two red
shirts, Marty Patterson and Ron DiPasquale,
sitting in the wings and the signing of junior
college All-America Jeff Reisinger, plus four
scholarship players advancing from the freshman
team, Locke has some built-in competition on
his hands.
Dave Angel, Denny Odle, Mike Browning and
Terrell Suit all averaged in the double figures last
season, the latter three all sophomores. Add to
this quartet gutty Bud Martin and it's apparent
that the coaching staff will not only have
experience to work with, but also depth, which
was a problem in Locke's first two seasons at
Clemson.
Van Gregg, Wayne Croft, Ricky Hunt and
Doug Lowe led the freshmen to a 13-3 season
and Locke calls Gregg "the best shooter I've ever
had." With Croft at 6-10, Angel at 6-11 and
Hunt and Browning each 6-7, Locke could
establish a fairly formidable front line.
Even though the Tigers play in the toughest
basketball league in the nation, Locke feels they
will make a good showing in 72-73.

SOCCER
The final season record of 9-3-1 in 1971
equalled the best record ever by a Clemson
soccer team, set in 1968.
All four blemishes on the Tiger record came
against agressive league foes. But the season was
highlighted by wins over tough Jacksonville,
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NAIA power Erskine and a 5-1 thrashing of
defending ACC champ Virginia.
As a team, Clemson broke the ACC scoring
mark for a season with a total of 65 goals,
bettering the old mark of 61 set by Maryland in
1963.
Nabeel Kammoun led the Tigers in scoring
with 22 goals and in addition, was named to
both the All-ACC and All-South first teams.
Head coach I. M. Ibrahim has Kammoun
returning, along with second team all-conference
selections Ed Camara, Roberto Bradford and
Steve Schoen.
These lettermen, combined with some fine
recruits, should make the Tigers a contender for
the league title.

SWIMMING
With only four seniors on the 1971 team,
coach Carl McHugh went through a rebuilding
season a year ago.
The Clemson swimmers are expected to better
their last year's mark of 4-8, but must find
replacements for their graduated point winners.
One of the brightest aspects that McHugh is
looking forward to is that construction is now
underway on Clemson's Fike Recreation Center
which will house the modern facilities for the
Tiger swimming team.
In addition to having two separate tanks- the
pool and diving tank- the facility will have an
estimated seating capacity of 650 in the spectator area.
Upon completion, the Clemson swimming
team will possess one of the finest facilities of its
kind in the entire southeast.

SPRING SPORTS
The 1972 spring sports team opened on the
same note as they finished the 1971 campaignswinning.
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Bill Willhelm entered his 15th season as head
mentor of the Clemson baseball team this past
spring with 13 lettermen back from the 1971
team that finished the year with a 27-14 mark
Led by All-ACC, All-District III and All:
America pitcher Rusty Gerhardt, the Tigers
stood 7-5 prior to going into league competition.
Duane Bruley's Tiger net team had a new look
following the 1971 season when Clemson had a
perfect 7-0 conference record and finished as
runner-up in the ACC Tournament.
Nunna Bhanumurthy and Herb Cooper, both
sophomores, and junior Steve Parsons aided the
Tigers in jumping to a 9-2 mark early in the
1972 season.
Coach P. Wee Greenfield's track team opened
the 1972 season showing its muscle with impressive wins over Furman and North Carolina.
Mac Copeland, defending ACC intermediate
hurdle champ, and Wayne Jenkins, who copped
top honors in the 600-yard run in the indoor
meet prior to the 1972 season, also ran a leg of
the conference mile-relay championship team.
With some top newcomers to go along with
returnees Jimmy Martin and Steve Broome, Bob
Jones' golf team took decisions from Erskine
and Presbyterian to open the 1972 campaign.
INTRAMURAL SPORTS

Clemson's Intramural Sports Program is entering a new era. The increase in student participation has led to a need for new facilities.
Recognizing this need, the University had undertaken an optimistic expansion program.
Fike Recreation Center, for many years the
focus for most of Clemson's sports facilities, is
being converted into an all-purpose recreation
center for students. In addition to the renovation, construction is under way on the University's first Natatorium, containing an eight lane
swimming pool and diving tank.
In the Center, lower level floor space is being
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. expanded to provide additional room for basket[ ball volleyball, and handball. The three full. sized basketball courts will be completely resurfaced with Tartan flooring. Four new one-wall
' handball courts are also being added to the
Ii renovated lower level. Air conditioning, new
lighting, and a remodeled interior will contribute!· to the new look.
A new addition to the recreation center will
c contain showers and dressing facilities for both
male and female students, plus new lockers and
half-lockers. A weight room is being constructed, which will house multi-exercise machines and six boxing platforms.
Behind the small gym will be a fencing room
for use by the fencing team and other students.
The second level will contain a wrestling room,
and the third level will be divided into a golf
room and a modern dance area.
A new entrance area, walkway, office facilities, and outdoor terrace will complete the
present expansion. Target date for completion
of all facilities in Fike Recreation Center is
March 1973, with a January goal for renovation
of the basketball facilities.
One .other improvement- new lighting for the
fourteen tennis courts-will round out the most
intensive student-oriented athletic development
program ever at Clemson.
Intramural Director Banks McFadden has
announced several changes for the coming year.
The major men's sports (football, softball,
basketball, volleyball) will be organized in four
divisions: freshmen, upperclassmen, fraternity,
and graduate-professor combination. Division
champions will be determined in round-robin
competition, with each division winner playing
for the overall championship. Women's competition will continue on a round-robin basis.
Students are eligible to officiate in the intramural program, and receive training and pay-
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ment for their efforts. Those interested shoul
contact the Intramural Director.
Organizational meetings are held before eacf
sports season with adv~nc~ notice g!~en througi
the campus commumcations facilities. Eacf
team is required to pay a $10 deposit, which wil
be returned if the team does not forfeit a game
During 1971-1972, student participation 11
intramurals increased 42 per cent over the
previous year, accompanied by a 36 per cent'
increase in the number of teams competiting. A
total of 5,032 individuals on 432 teams tooK
part in 1,207 intramural contests during the
year.

INTRAMURAL REGULATIONS
1. All Clemson students, undergraduate and

graduate, faculty, staff, and employees ar1
eligible to participate in any and all activitie1
with the following exceptions:
A. Varsity letter-winners at Clemson or ani
other four-year college are permanent!)
ineligible to participate in the sport or
associated sport in which they earned
their letter.
B. Professional athletes are permanently in·
eligible in the sport or associated sport rn
which they are considered "profes·
sional".
2. A. Students dropping from Clemson varsity
and freshman intercollegiate athlefa
squads after the first schedule game shall
be ineligible during that particular intra·
mural sport's season.
B. Clemson freshman and varsity athletes
are ineligible for intramural sports after
the first scheduled game and until the
last scheduled game.
3. No intramural sports team may play more
than three (3) Clemson freshman or varsity
athletes during any one ( 1) contest. An
athlete is defined as:
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A. A mem her of a Clemson freshman or
varsity intercollegiate team at the conclusion of its last season or off season
practice session.
B. A holder of an athletic scholarship.
C. A professional athlete.
4. No person can legally perform for two (2)
different teams during any one intramural
sports season. Responsibility for such violation rest with the second team.
s. Every participant must perform under his
own name. Assuming a name or another's
identity is sufficient grounds for protest.
6. Protesting teams must file their protest with
the Intramural Director within 48 hours
after the contest. Officials' judgments are
never considered grounds for protest.
7 Officials appointed for contests have the
authority to forfeit said contests because of
imprompt arrival of team or because of
unsportsmanlike conduct.
8. Protesting participant eligibility is not considered unsportsmanlike. The intramural department investigates such matters only on
notice of appeal.
9. Participants in the four major men's sports
(football, basketball, softball, volleyball) will
compete in the following divisions: freshmen, upperclassmen, fraternity, and graduate-professor combination. Each division
champion will be determined by round robin
play.
10. A student officiating in one division will not
be allowed to participate in that same sport
in a division in which he does not officiate.

REGULATIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL SPORTS
Soft Pitch Softball
1. Rules are available in the Intramural Office
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2. Pitcher must deliver ball underhanded and the
ball must arc at least six ( 6) feet before it
reaches the plate.
3. Games will be seven (7) innings and teams will
be composed of ten ( 10) men.
Touch Football
1. Rules are available in the Intramural Office.
2. Game will consist of two (2) IS-minute
halves.
3. Team will be composed of nine (9) men.
4. No spikes or cleated shoes are allowed.
Basketball
1. National Collegiate Rules will govern the
game.
2. Game will consist of two (2) IS-minute
halves.
3. Gym shoes must be worn.
4. Team will be composed of five (5) men.
Volleyball
1. Rules are available in the Intramural Office
2. Games will consist of 15 points. Matches will
be the best two (2) out of three (3) games.
3. Teams will be composed of six (6) men.
4. Gym shoes must be worn (when pla
inside).
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t 972-73 CALENDAR OF INTRAMURAL SPORTS
(TENTATIVE)

ii)RT

'tball (Male & Female)
ck (Freshman)
ck (Upperclassmen)
ck (Championship)
,ss Country
mis (Men's Doubles)
mis (Women's Doubles)
rse Shoes

,yJing
~r-fraternity Softball
1ch Football
vder Puff Football
er-fraternity Football
ketball (Male & Fem ale)
er-fraternity Basketball
1dball
er-fraternity Handball
eyball (Male & Female)
ck (Spring)
is (Male & Female)
er-frate'rnity Volleyball

ENTRIES ENTRIES
TYPE OF
OPEN
CLOSE COMPETITION
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Jan.
Feb .
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.
Mar.

28
4
4
4
11
11
11
11
11
28
2
2
13
8
20
8
5
12
3
19
19

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov .
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb .
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.
Mar.

6
25
25
25
19
19
20
20
20
6
11
11

20
12
27
12
8
22
6
29
29

Round Robin
Meet
Meet
Meet
Meet
Meet
Single Elimination
Round. Robin
Double Elimination
Double Elimination
Round Robin
Round Robin
Double Elimination
Round Robin
Double Elimination
Round Robin
Double Elimination
Round Robin
Meet
Single Elimination
Double Elimination

PLAY
BEGINS
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.
Sept.

11
28
5
12
21
21

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Dec.
Jan.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

25
25
12
16
16
4
15
2
15
12
26
12
3
8
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY STUDENT BODY OFFICERS
1972-73

Samuel F. Crews, III
President

John E. Moon
Vice President

Thomas D. Efland, Jr.
Attorney General

M. Kay Westmoreland
Department of Services

Harold P. Langford
Elections Board

David F. Whittemore
Central Spirit

Rebecca S. Reinovsky
Secretary

Raymond F. Higgins
Treasurer

W. Thomas Lavender
President, Student Senate
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STUDENT LEADERS

Daniel A. Janer
Editor, TAPS

Charles T. Huff
Editor, Chronicle

Thomas H. Priddy
Co-Editor, The Tiger

Robert W. Thompson
Co-Editor, The Tiger

Douglas A. Hambrecht
Thomas C. Matthews
Chairman, CDA
Business Manager, WSBF

Joseph Hutchinson
Chairman
Appeals Court

Randolph J. Jackson
Head Cheerleader

Reginald Brantley
Chairman
Court of Lesser Appeals

Cheerleaders
Mary Linda Allen
Deborah A. Beauregard
Mendal A. Bouknight
Arthur L. Bruce
Michael N. Hunt
Catherine D. Hutson
Randolph J. Jackson
M. Elizabeth Kossler
James R. Lingle, Jr.
Martha L. Morris
Edward L. Proctor, Jr.
Carlos Quintero
David N. Vaughan
Karl S. Weldon, Jr.

Court of Lesser Appeals
Jerome W. Davis
Ann E. Dickson
R. Michael John on
Mark . Taylor

Appeals Court
Stephen F. Csernak
Sammy H. Davis
J. Marshall Fagg
J. Leslie J ea ton

High Court
Ann E. Barnes
Janet T. Busch
Nancy L. Cook
Robert A. Davis
Lawrence A. Dunn
Talmadge Lawson
Pickens M. Lindsay
F loyd S. Mills, Jr.
John S. Pratt

Speaker's Bureau
Voting John D. Hopkins
T. Louise White
Samuel F. Williams, Jr.
Non-Voting John C. Rivers Ill
James G. Jackson
Sam A. Campbell
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CONSTITUTION OF THE STUDENT BODY
OF
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
There being a need for one organization recognized by the
University and consisting of all students of the University to
represent the interests of these students, to provide for the
democratic government of the student body within its area oi
interest and control and to maintain close understanding,
cooperation, and communication between the student body and
the University , this Constitution is ordained to establish such an
organization of the students of Clemson and to provide for it1
structure, to facilitate its operation, and to ensure its continu
ance as a responsible representative, independent, just, necessary, and beneficial association for collective action and
government of the Clemson University Student Body.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

ARTICLE I
SECTION 1. The name of this organization shall be the
Student Body of Clemson University.
SECTION 2. All registered undergraduate and graduate
students of Clemson University enrolled at the main campus are
members of this organization, such membership to be subject to
all rules and regulations as may be herein or hereafter enacted
by this organization, such membership to be subject to all rules
ind regulations as may be herein or hereafter enacted by this
organization. Such membership shall have a voice and vote
therein.
ARTICLE II
No individual , group, or organization shall in any way
attempt to undermine the effectiveness of this organization in
accomplishing its purpose of representing the whole Student
Body of Clemson University.
ARTICLE III
SECTION 1. All legislative power herein granted shall be
vested in a Student Senate and in individual dormitory councils.
SECTION 2. The membership of the Student Senate shall
be composed as follow s:
A. One (1) Senator will represent every dormitory unit, a
.dormitory unit being defined as one hundred forty
( 140) to two hundred (200) residents of a University
dormitory .
B. One (1) Senator will represent every two hundred (200)
off-campus students, an off-campus student being defined as any student not living in a University dormitory.
SECTION 3. The Student Senate shall have the following
officers:
A. The Vice President of the Student Body shall be
President Pro Tempore of the Senate, and shall be a
voting member of the Senate, subject to all rules and
regulations as prescribed by that body. However, as
President Pro Tempore of the Senate, the Vice President
of the Student Body will be ineligible for election to the
Office of President of the Senate.
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B. The President of the Senate shall be elected each Year
from the membership of the Senate. At the time of
election, he shall have at least a Junior classification ai
outlined in the Scholastic Regulations. He shall not
graduate prior to the expiration of the elected term, and
he shall be required to sign an affidavit to this effect,
The President of the Senate shall be ineligible to be a
candidate for any other Student Government office
whose term would begin before his term of office as
Senate President expires. He shall have a minimum the
required grade-point ratio for his class to graduate plusa
.3 . The President of the Senate shall also serve on the
Athletic Council and as a member of the President's
Cabinet.
C. The Secretary of the Senate shall be elected each year
from the membership of the Senate for the purpose of
taking minutes of the meetings, keeping accurate attendance and roll-call vote records for all Senators, and
performing any other duties deemed necessary.
D. The Clerk of the Senate shall be elected each year from
the membership of the Senate for the purpose of
keeping records on the status of all legislation, certifying
that copies of approved legislation are distributed
appropriately, perfon:ning any duties concerning legislative publicity , and performing any other duties deemed
necessary.
E. The Chaplain of the Senate shall be elected each year
from the membership of the Senate for the purpose of
providing a devotional at each meeting and for carrying
out any other duties of a like nature.
F. The Parliamentarian of the Senate shall be appointed
each year from the membership of the Senate by the
President of the Senate for the purpose of advising the
President of the Senate concerning parliamentary proce·
<lure.
SECTION 4. The Student Senate shall:
A. Enact by a majority vote the rules and regulations of the
Student Body;
B. Accept and act upon all petitions for recognition of all
student organizations that shall desire to be officially
recognized by this University and to use the name of
this University, and shall establish rules governing these
petitions;
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c.
D.
E.
F.

G.

H.

I.
J.

K.

L.

M.

Propose by two-thirds vote amendments to this Constitution;
Provide for the compilation and publication of legislation in order that the Student Body be informed·,
Confirm all appointments by the President of the
Student Body by a two-thirds vote;
Impeach by a majority vote any officer of the Executive, Legislative, or Judicial Branch of Student Government for malfeasance or serious abuse of authority, and
try all impeachments provided no person shall be
convicted without concurrence of two-thirds of the
total membership of this body;
Request for the student publication to print such
notices as it may deem necessary for the information of
the Student Body, but it shall have no power to restrict
freedom of expression in any student publication,
except on grounds of obscenity;
Make no attempt to restrict the freedom of self-operation of the five major service organizations (TAPS,
TIGER, WSBF, CHRONICLE, and the CENTRAL
DANCE ASSOCIATION) except that their freedom of
self-operation shall be to the grave detriment of the
Student Body ;
If necessary , override the veto of the President of the
Student Body by a two-thirds vote of the membership ;
Establish its own meeting time and rules of procedure;
Present its bills, resolutions , letter , and other papers
outlining recommendations requiring administrative approval to the Vice President for Student Affairs who
shall serve as lisiaon to the President ; (The Vice
President for Student Affairs shall then transmit these
recommendations to the President of the University for
appropriate consideration and action. If the recommendation of the Senate is found to be unacceptable for
any reason, it shall be the prerogative of the Senate
President to meet with the Administration to present
the rationale supporting the Senate's recommendation.)
Consider matters, present papers, enact bills, pass
resolutions, establish programs, or direct letters pertaining to any subject found to be of concern;
Present all constitutional changes to the students in a
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referendum before being presented to the Vice Preside 1
for Student Affairs for approval.
n
N. Act on the Appropriations Bill no later than two week
prior to the day on which spring semester fina\
examinations begin.
SECTION 5. The Standing Committees of the Student
Senate shall be determined by that body provided that in their
number shall be the Traffic and Grounds Committee and the
Student Org~nizations and Affairs ~ommittee. The membership
of all committees shall be determined by the President of the
Student Senate.
SECTION 6. All legislation passed by the Student Senate
must bear the signature of the Vice President for Student
Affairs to become effective.
SECTION 7. Each dormitory unit shall be represented bya
dormitory council. The membership of the dormitory council
shall be composed of two members of each hall (hall units and
dorm units will be determined by the Elections Board) and one
member at large for every 50 students in each dormitory unit.
Also, each dormitory council shall choose a senator from the
dormitory unit to serve as advisor.
A. Officers of the Dormitory Councils shall consist of a
President and Secretary to be elected by the member•
ship of the individual Dormitory Councils. Hall monitors and supervisors will be non-voting members of the
councils.
B. The Dormitory Residents, by a 2/3 vote, shall enact
rules concerning dorm visitation and other legislation
within the framework established by the Student Senate
and the Board of Trustees.
C. The Student Senate shall have the power to veto over all
legislation enacted by the Dormitory Councils.
D. Copies of all legislation passed shall be sent to the
Residence Halls Committee of the Student Senate with
an informational copy sent to the Vice President for
Student Affairs.
E. Dormitory Councils shall be responsible for conducting
all elections concerning visitation and social relation
within the dormitory and between dormitories. The
Dormitory Councils shall not supervise elections IJ1

I
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which members of the dormitory council are elected.
The guidelines for election procedures will be prescribed
by the Student Senate.

ARTICLE IV
EXECUTIVE POWERS

SECTION 1. All executive powers herein granted shall be
vested in the President of the Student Body.
SECTION 2. At the time of the election, candidates for the
office of President of the Student Body shall have at least a
Junior classification as outlined in the Scholastic Regulations;
no said candidates shall graduate prior to the expiration of the
:elected term and shall be required to sign an affidavit to this
effect. This affidavit shall be kept on file in the Office of
Student Government for the duration of said candidate's term
·of office. Each candidate shall also have as a minimum the
1required grade-point ratio for his class to graduate.
SECTION 3. The President of the Student Body shall have
'the power to suggest to the Senate, in the form of legislation,
:the creation of appropriate administrative agencies to aid the
President in his capacity of chief executive under this Constitution. Upon creation of such agencies, the President shall have
the power to appoint such personnel as he deems necessary to
staff said agencies with the approval of the Senate.
SECTION 4. At the time of election, candidates for the
office of Vice President of the Student Body shall have at least
ia Junior classification as outlined in the Scholastic Regulations ;
no said candidate shall graduate prior to the expiration of the
lelected term and shall be required to sign an affidavit to this
effect. This affidavit shall be kept on file in the Office of
: Student Government for the duration of said candidate's term
of office. Each candidate shall also have as a minimum the
lrequired grade-point ratio for his class to graduate.
SECTION 5. The Vice President of the Student Body shall
I assume the duties of the President of the Student Body in the
event of his absence from or vacation of the post of the
Ii President. The Vice President shall serve as a member of the
i President's Cabinet. The Vice President shall be designated as
I the President Pro Tempore of the Senate and shall be a voting
: member of the body subject to its rules and regulations. The
Vice President shall thus serve as the liaison between the
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Legislative and Executive branches of Student Government, and
shall be required to give a report from the President's Cabine,
during the Orders of the Day of each Senate meeting. The ViCi.
President of the Student Body shall also serve as a member 0,
the Budgetary Committee.
SECTION 6.
A. The Treasurer of the Student Body shall be appointed
by the President of the Student Body within thret
weeks after the election, with the approval of the
Student Senate. This officer shall be a member of the
President's Cabinet, and shall also be designated the
Chairman of the Budgetary Committee.
B. The Secretary of the Student Body shall be appointed
by the President of the Student Body within three
weeks after the election, with the approval of the
Senate. This officer shall be a member of the President's
Cabinet and shall maintain the official records of all
rules, regulations, and other official acts of this organi·
zation.
SECTION 7. The President of the Student Body shall be
aided by a President's Cabinet composed of the Vice President
Secretary, Treasurer, the Attorney General of the Student
Body, the President of the Student Senate, the Chairman of the
Elections Board, the Chairman of the Central Spirit Committee.
and the chiefs of any administrative agencies which shall have
been created in accordance with this Constitution. The Pres1·
dent's Cabinet shall aid and advise the President of the Student
Body.
SECTION 8. There shall be included in the Executive
Branch of this organization the following Administrative
Agencies:
A. The Elections Board
B. The Central Spirit Committee
SECTION 9. The Elections Board
A. The Elections Board shall consist of thirty (30) students
appointed by the President of the Student Body with
the approval of the Senate. It shall be the responsibiliti
of the Elections Board to conduct and direct the
election of the Student Senate, the General Election.
referendums, and other elections on matters directed by
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the Student Body president. The Elections Board shall
enforce its regulations regarding elections set forth in
this constitution and prescribed by the Student Senate.
B. Voting shall be according to procedure prescribed by
the Student Senate.
c. The Elections Board shall determine annually the
number of Senators to be allotted to off-campus
students, and shall determine the composition of the
dormitory halls and/ or floors which constitute a dormitory unit. The Elections Board shall make public notice
of each year's determinations within twenty-four (24)
hours of the late registration date for the respective fall
semester.
1. Decisions of the Elections Board may be appealed if
a written protest is lodged with the Attorney
General within seven (7) days of the disputed
decision.
2. The Appeals Court shall hear the appeal and its
decision shall be final.
SECTION 10. The Budgetary Committee
A. The Budgetary Committee shall be a joint agency of the
Legislative and Executive branches of Student Government. Its regulations and procedures shall be as prescribed in this Constitution or as prescribed by the
· Student Senate.
B. The Budgetary Committee shall be composed of:
1. The Treasurer of the Student Body, who shall act as
chairman of the Committee;
2. The Vice President of the Student Body;
3. The Chairman of the Student Organizations and
Affairs Committee of the Student Senate;
4. Two (2) Senators elected by the Senate, one of
which must have a Junior classification as outlined
in the Scholastic Regulations and the other must
have a Sophomore classification as outlined in the
Scholastic Regulations.
C. The Vice President and Treasurer of the Student Body
shall be members of this Committee from the spring
graduation immediately following the assumption of
office until the next spring graduation. The Senate
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members shall serve from the second Senate meetingin
the fall semester, after their election to the Senate, unti
the first Senate meeting of the following fall semester
The President of the Student Body, when appointing
the Treasurer of the Student Body; the President of the
Student Senate, when appointing the Chairman of the
Student Organizations and Affairs Committee; and the
Senate as a whole when acting on the President's
appointment to Student Body Treasurer and wher
electing the Senate representatives to the Budgetar;
Committee, should use discretion in selecting th~
members of the Budgetary Committee and should strive
to maintain as much continuity as possible within this
Committee.
D. The Budgetary Committee shall receive all budget
requests from any recognized student organizations
wishing to be allocated money from the University Fees.
It shall be the responsibility of this Committee to
review , consider, weigh, and consolidate all such requests- holding hearings if necessary to determine an
organization's need and intentions. An organization
asked to attend such a hearing, but failing to send a
representative, forfeits its budget request. After receiving and considering all budget requests, the Budgetary
Committee will draw up an Appropriations Bill to be
presented to the Student Senate by the Chairman of the
Student Organizations and Affairs Committee at least
by the first week of April. This Appropriations Bill will
include a list of each recognized student organization
requesting University Fee funds, along with the allocation which that organization is to receive, and also a list
of priorities to be used in the event the total amount
budgeted is not realized. Any unallocated funds remaining will be used at the request of the Budgetary
Committee for special or emergency purposes. A report
of this special or emergency funding will be presented a~
information to the Senate by the Chairman of the
Student Organizations and Affairs Committee and filed
by the Clerk of the Senate. The President of the Student
Body will have final approval of this special or emergency funding. Unexpended funds at the end of a fiscal
year will be added on for the new fiscal year and
budgeted as before.
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E. After the Budgetary Committee has drawn up the
Appropriations Bill, the Chairman of the Student
Organizations and Affairs Committee will present the
Bill to the Senate. The Senate's action will be sent to
the President of the Student Body, whose signature
upon it will be the final approval required as to which
organizations are budgeted funds, the amounts of the
allocations to each organization, and the priorities to be
used in the event the total amount budgeted is not
realized. A copy of the Appropriations Bill will be sent
to the Vice President for Student Affairs for his
information ; however, his signature will not be required
to approve the allocation of the University Fees to
recognized Student Organizations as stated above, although his signature will still be required on the
vouchers used by the organizations when spending their
allocated funds.
SECTION 11. The Attorney General
A. The President of the Student Body shall be aided by the
Attorney General. The Attorney General shall be
appointed by the President of the Student Body with
the approval of the Student Senate.
B. The Attorney General shall:
1. Give legal advice and assistance to the President of
the Student Body;
2. Represent this organization before any court of this
organization;
3. Maintain the official records of all violations of rules
and regulations of this organization and the recommended penalties administered thereto by any court
of this organization;
4. Serve as Chairman of the Judicial Committee;
5. Be responsible for the training of all attorneys.
SECTION 12. The Central Spirit Committee
A. The Central Spirit Committee shall be composed of:
1. Two members elected by the Student Senate. The
Senate may not elect fraternity members unless two
independents have previously been selected from the
other groupings listed;
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2. Two female and two male members appointed b,
the President of the Student Body;
·
3. The head cheerleader.
4. One male and one female member from the varsitv
cheerleader squad;
·
5. A representative elected by the Interfraterniti
Council ;
6. A representative elected by the Panhellenic Council.
7. The head freshman cheerleader (after election);
8. A representative elected from the Tiger Band;
9. A representative from WSBF;
10. A representative from THE TIGER;
11. A representative from the Block C Club.
B. The Chairman of the Central Spirit Committee shall be
selected by the President of the Student Body from
those persons enumerated in Paragraph A.
C. The authority to coordinate all activities relating to
preserving and enhancing of school spirit and to initiate
such activities shall be vested in the Central Spirit
Committee and in such subordinate committees as this
committee shall from time to time establish. Tifr
committee shall determine the membership of their
subordinate committees.
D. The Central Spirit Committee shall be responsible to the
President of the Student Body and shall operate within
its own volition except as otherwise prescribed by the
Student Senate.

ARTICLE V
JUDICIAL POWERS
SECTION 1.
A. The Judicial Powers of the Student Body are vested ina
Judicial Branch which shall have jurisdiction over the
Student Body in all cases involving violation of any
Student Regulations, except for those cases referred to
the Administration by the Board of Trustees. Only these
cases shall be handled by the Administration after prior
consultation with the Chairman of the Judicial Commit·
tee. The Judicial Branch shall not assume any power of
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the Administration, nor shall the Administration assume
any power delegated to the Judicial Branch, except
where such actions shall be mutually agreed to by both
parties. Should such action be proposed, a council
composed of the Judicial Committee of the Judicial
Branch and the members of the Appeals Court shall
convene for the purpose of the consideration of the
proposal. The Administration shall administer all cases
when Student Courts are officially not in session as
prescribed in their procedures. Records of these cases
shall be filed with the Attorney General.
B. There shall be two types of records kept of all cases
heard in the Judicial Branch: (1) There shall be a taped
transcript made of every case heard before any court in
the Judicial Branch and any other duly constituted
student court, with the exception of the Appeals Court.
These transcripts shall be held by the Attorney General
for the time within which the Student Regulations
specify an appeal must be made if such is intended. If
no appeal is lodged during that time, the transcript shall
either be erased or the tape destroyed. If an appeal is
lodged during that time, the transcript will be retained
until such time as that case has been satisfactorily
concluded, after which the transcript shall either be
erased or the tape destroyed.
(2) There shall be a written summary made of every case
heard before any court in the Judicial Branch and any
other duly constituted student court. This written
transcript shall include the name of the defendant, the
charge and specifications, the plea of the defendant, a
list of the witnesses giving testimony, the finding of the
court, and a list of the members of the court absent at
the time of the trial. In the written summary of a case
heard before the Appeals Court, information shall be
included as to the name of the defendant, the charge
and specifications against the defendant, the finding and
sentence of the court of original jurisdiction, the basis
of appeal, and a copy of the decision of the Appeals
Court. Written summaries shall be kept on file for a
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period of five (5) years following the disposal of tr
cases involved, after which they shall be destroye
Filed summaries of cases in which the defendant'
under twenty-one years of age shall not include th
name of the defendant unless so desired by th.
defendant.
C. All final decisions made in the Judicial Branch shall he
turned over to the Administration for approval. In tho
cases where a sentence of dismissal or suspension h. .
been recommended, the signature of the President r·
the University will be required before the sentenc,
becomes operative. In cases where a lesser sentence hai
been recommended, the signature of the Vice President
for Student Affairs will be required before the sentence
becomes operative.
SECTION 2. The Student High Court
A. The Student High Court shall have jurisdiction over at
cases involving violation of any Student Regulatior
except those cases delegated to other courts. ~o
member of the High Court shall discuss or receive an)
particulars of any case previous to its appearance in
court. The High Court shall have original jurisdiction tr
cases calling for interpretation of the Student Government Constitution. Decisions rendered by the Hi~
Court in cases involving such interpretation may automatically be appealed to the Appeals Court.
This court shall formulate its own rules of procedure
This procedure shall meet any requirements set forth ir
bill form by the Student Senate and shall be continuous
and kept on file with the Attorney General in thr
Student Government Offices.
B. The Student High Court shall be composed of nine (91
voting members. Four (4) of these members shall be
elected by the Student Senate. Of these four, two (21
must have at least a Junior classification as outlined in
the Scholastic Regulations at the time of their election
and two (2) must have a Sophomore classification ~
outlined in the Scholastic Regulations. The remainin1
five (5) members shall be elected by the Student Body
Three (3) of these members must have at least a Junior
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classification as outlined in the Scholastic Regulations at
the time of their election, and two (2) must have a
Sophomore classification as outlined in the Scholastic
Regulations.
C. Candidates shall not graduate prior to the expiration of
the elected term, and they shall be required to sign an
affidavit to this effect. These affidavits shall be kept on
file in the Office of Student Government for the
duration of the candidate's terms of office. Candidates
shall also have as a minimum the required grade-point
ratio for their class to graduate.
D. Nominations for the positions on the High Court
elective of the Student Body shall be made at a meeting
of the Student Body as set forth in Article VI, Section
2. The number of nominees shall not exceed six (6) for
Junior nomination, and shall be reduced to those
numbers by secret ballot before the termination of that
meeting, if necessary. The six ( 6) Junior nominees
receiving the highest number of votes and the four (4)
Sophomore nominees receiving the highest number of
votes shall be candidates for election. Each student
present shall vote for not more than three (3) Junior
nominees and two (2) Sophomore nominees.
E. Elections for the positions on the High Court elective of
the Student Body shall be held at the same time as that
for the Student Body Officers.
F. The Officers of the Student High Court shall consist of a
Chairman, a Vice Chairman, and a Secretary. The
Officers of the Student High Court shall be elected by
its members at a special meeting called by the President
of the Student Body. This meeting shall be held before
April 25. The four (4) positions elective of the Student
Senate shall be filled prior to this time.
SECTION 3. Court of Lesser Appeals
A. The Court of Lesser Appeals shall have original jurisdiction over minor violations of student regulations. This
court shall establish its own rules of procedure.
This procedure shall meet any requirements set forth in
bill form by the Student Senate and shall be continuous
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and kept on file with the Attorney General in the
Student Government Office.
B. The Court of Lesser Appeals shall be composed of five
(5) voting members. Three (3) of these shall be elected
by the Student Body. Two (2) of these shall be
appointed by the President of the Student Body with
the approval of the Student Senate.
No member of the Court of Lesser Appeals shall discuss
or receive any particulars of any case previous to i~
appearance in court.
C. To be eligible for candidacy for a seat in the Court of
Lesser Appeals, a student must have at least a Sophomore classification as outlined in the Scholastic Regula
tions; said candidates shall not graduate prior to the
expiration of the term and shall be required to sign an
affidavit to this effect. The affidavits shall be kept on
file in the Office of Student Government for the
duration of the candidate's term of office. Candidates
shall also have as a minimum the required grade-point
ratio for their class.
D. Nominations for the Court of Lesser Appeals shall be
made at a meeting of the Student Body as set forth in
Article VI, Section 2. The number of nominees shall not
exceed six (6), and nominees shall be reduced to that
number by secret ballot before the termination of that
meeting if necessary. The six (6) nominees receiving the
highest number of votes shall be candidates for election.
E. Election of Court of Lesser Appeals members shall be
held at the same time as that for the Student Body
Officers.
SECTION 4. The Appeals Court
A. The duty of the Appeals Court shall be to entertain
appeals from any other court in the Judicial Branch, and
from any other duly constituted student court that shall
so construct itself as to be under the appellate authorit)
of the Appeals Court. Appeals may be made to the
Appeals Court on the following grounds:
( 1) A violation of the judicial process as defined in the
Student Regulations, legislation passed by the Student
Senate, or this Constitution, either before or during the
trial of a case;
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(2) A contention by the defendant that the sentence
rendered b~ the court of original jurisdiction is overly
severe relative to the charge and specifications involved
and the judged guilt of the defendant;
(3) A contention by the defendant that new evidence
pertinent to his case has been uncovered since the
conclusion of his trial in the Court of original jurisdiction; (In this instance, the defendant will bear the
burden of proof that such evidence is in fact new, and
was, in fact, not available for use at the time of the
original trial of his case.)
(4) A contention by the defendant that he was denied
full protection under the Student Regulations, legislation passed by the Student Senate, or this Constitution
through some error of his defense counsel.
B. The Appeals Court will make judgment in proceedings
of the type described above with the benefit of the
taped transcript of the original trial. This transcript will
be reviewed along with the statement submitted by the
defendant in giving his reasons for appeal, and any other
material which shall be deemed relevant to the case
being considered. The Appeals Court shall have the
authority to subpoena any person whose presence and
testimony shall be deemed relevant to the Court's
'proceedings. The Appeals Court shall also have the
authority to establish any and all rules of procedure for
itself, with such rules meeting any requirements set
forth in bill form by the Student Senate. Such rules
shall be kept on file with the Attorney General in the
Student Government Office.
C. In the judging of appeals, the Appeals Court shall be
able to take the following actions:
(1) To uphold the decision(s) of the court of original
jurisdiction;
(2) To lessen the sentence given by the court of original
jurisdiction, but not to increase the terms of such a
sentence;
(3) To reverse the finding of the court of original
jurisdiction, or to remand a case for further action,
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wh~re the submission of new evidence merits such
action ;
(4) To dismiss a case from consideration by courts
under the appellate authority of the Appeals Court, or
to remand a case for further action in an instance in
which a significant violation of the judicial process is
shown to have occurred as defined in the Student
Regulations, legislation passed by the Student Senate, or
this Constitution.
D. If the Appeals Court shall remand a case, the following
procedure must be observed:
(1) There shall be a rank of student courts set up for
purposes of determining appeals procedure. The rank of
courts in the Judicial Branch in ascending order shall be
Court of Lesser Appeals, the High Court, and Appeals
Court at the highest level. Upon the creation of any new
student court, whether in the Judicial Branch or
whether in some other duly constituted student court
which is structured to cede appellate authority to the
Appeals Court of the Judicial Branch, the rank of the
new court in the Appellate System of the Appeals Court
of the Judicial Branch shall be denoted .
(2) If the court of original jurisdiction is lower than the
highest court below the Appeals Court in this Appellate
System, the case shall be remanded to the next highest
court in the Appellate System for retrial.
(3) If the court of original jurisdiction is the highest
court below the Appeals Court in this Appellate System,
the Appeals Court shall advise the President of the
Student Body to appoint with the approval of the
Student Senate for purposes of retrial of the case in·
volved , a special court. Such a court shall be composed
of five (5) members, none of whom shall have less than
Sophomore standing. Such a court shall be dissolved
after such time as the particular case in question has
been heard, and judgment rendered.
E. The Appeals Court shall be composed of five (5)
members, two (2) of whom shall be appointed by the
President of the Student Body subject to the approval
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of the Student Senate. These two appointed members
must have had at least one semester's experience in the
Student Judicial System at Clemson. The Judicial
System is defined as being composed of the three
student courts and the student attorney staff. In the
event that no student meets the above qualifications for
one of the appointive positions, the Student Body
President shall make the appointment from the Student
Body at large.
F. The remaining three (3) members of the Appeals Court
shall be elected by the Student Body. Candidates for
these positions must not graduate prior to the expiration of the elected term, and they shall be required to
sign an affidavit to this effect. These affidavits shall be
kept on file in the Office of Student Government for
the duration of the candidates terms of office. Candidates shall also have as a minimum the required
grade-point ratio for their class to graduate.
G. Nominations for the positions of Appeals Court elective
of the Student Body shall be made at a meeting of the
Student Body as set forth in Article VI, Section 2. The
number of nominees shall not exceed six (6) and the
nominees shall be reduced to that number by secret
ballot before termination of the meeting, if necessary.
H. The officers of the Appeals Court shall consist of a
Chairman and a Secretary. These officers shall be
elected by the members of the Appeals Court at a
special meeting called by the President of the Student
Body. This meeting shall be held before April 25. All
the positions on the Court shall be filled prior to this
time.
I. The Appeals Court shall have the ultimate authority to
interpret the Constitution of Student Government.
SECTION 5. The Judicial Committee
A. The Judicial Committee shall be composed of the Chief
Prose cu ting Attorney, the Chief Defense Attorney, the
Chairman of the Appeals Court, the Chairman of the
High Court, the Chairman of the Court of Lesser
Appeals, and the Attorney General who shall serve as
chairman.
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B. All cases involving violations of any Student Regulations

shall be presented to this committee. This committee
shall determine in which court these cases shall be fi rst
tried and shall keep a record of the progress of each case
after assignment. This committee shall publicize all
court decisions. The Judicial Committee shall also see
that all approved punishments are administered.
C. This committee shall be guided in its decision by the
criteria set forth in this Constitution concerning the
jurisdiction of the various courts.
SECTION 6. Procedures and Rights
A. Each Court shall have a means of proving that an
offender has received notice that he is to appear before
that court and that he is aware of the date, time, place,
and charges.
B. A defendant in any court may choose his own student
defense counsel if he so desires, and his defense counsel
shall be present at all times during the trial.
ARTICLE IV
ELECTIONS AND NOMINATIONS
SECTION 1. From February 15 until March 31 shall be

designated as the election period, and all nominations and
elections for officers prescribed in this Constitution shall take
place during this period, with the exception of the Officers of
the Senate and those expressly noted in this Constitution.
SECTION 2. Nominations for the offices of the Student
Body, Appeals Court, High Court, and Court of Lesser Appeals
shall be initiated from a meeting of the Student Body and be
held not later than the last Tuesday in February. Nominations
shall procede in the order of President, Vice President, Appeals
Court, the High Court, and the Court of Lesser Appeals. Only
those students qualifying under this Constitution may be
nominated. After nominations for an office have been closed, a
secret ballot shall be held, if necessary, to lower the number of
nominees to a number not exceeding four (4) nominees per
office and for court seats to the number provided for in Article
V. Election for these offices shall be held not later than the
third Tuesday in March.
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SECTION 3. Elections of Senators shall be held no later
than ten ( I 0) days after the late registration date for the fall
semester. In order to be eligible for a Senate seat, candidates
must sign an affidavit to the effect that they will not graduate
prior to Spri~g graduatio_n, and ~hat they will remain a
permanent. resident of their r~spec_tive. area of representation
during therr term of office. This affidavit must be submitted to
the elections board at least forty-eight ( 48) hours prior to the
?lection date. The affidavit will be kept on file in the Office of
Student Government for duration of said candidate's term of
office. At the time of election, candidates must have as a
minimum a graduating grade point ratio.
SECTION 4.
A. A candidate shall be duly elected if he polls a majority
of the total votes cast for his office or seat, except for
Court members and off-campus Senators, for which
plurality shall designate duly elected Senators or members.
B. All duly elected and appointed Student Body Officers
shall take office on March 31. All duly elected Senators
shall assume their duties no later than fourteen (14)
days after the late registration date for the fall semester
and remain in office until the following August graduation date.
C. Prior to November 13, the Student Senate will elect
their three major officers- President, Secretary, and
Clerk-for the succeeding calendar year, January I
through December 31. These three officers must have
qualifications as prescribed in Article III, Section 3,
Parts B, C, and D of this Constitution, and they will
serve as officers of the Senate for one year.
However, these three officers, if not re-elected to the
Senate in the following fall elections, will serve the
remainder of their terms (i.e., until December 31) as
officers of the Senate, and as voting members subject to
all Senate rules including attendance, at which time they
will relinquish their Senate membership. An officer who
is re-elected in the following fall elections will, of
course, serve his complete additional term as Senator,
but will turn over his office to his duly elected successor
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on the thirty-first of December, as prescribed above.
The President of the Senate will be ineligible to be a
candidate for any other Student Government office
whose term would begin before his term of office as
Senate President expires.
SECTION 5. In the event of a vacancy occurring in an
elected Student Government Office, the President of the
Student Body shall immediately initiate proceedings for an
election to fill the vacancy.
SECTION 6.
A. In the event of a vacancy in the office of President of
the Student Body, the Vice President shall immediately
assume the duties of the President, and if at least eight
weeks remain in his term of office, immediately initiate
proceedings for a special election to fill the vacancy in
the office of Vice President.
B. In the event of a vacancy in the office of Vice President
of the Student Body, the President of the Student Body
shall, if at least eight weeks remain in the unexpired
term of office, immediately initiate ·proceedings for a
special election to fill the vacancy.
C. In the event of a vacancy in the office of President of
the Student Body where either the Vice President is
unable to assume the duties of President or there is no
Vice President in office, the President of the Student
Senate shall immediately assume the duties of President
of the Student Body, temporarily relinquishing his
Senate Presidency. If at least eight weeks remain in the
unexpired term of office, he shall also immediately
initiate proceedings for a special election to fill the
vacancy of President of the Student Body, and if
necessary, Vice President . If not, he shall resign from
the Student Senate.
D. The same procedures and qualifications shall be met in
any of the special Student Body elections to fill the
unexpired term, or terms, of office as are prescribed in
this Constitution for the regular elections of President
and Vice President.
SECTION 7. No student may simultaneously hold two or
more of the following offices: Senator, High Court, Court of
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Lesser Appeals, President of the Student Body, Vice President
of the Student Body, Treasurer of the Student Body, or a
member of the President's Cabinet.
The Vice President and Treasurer of the Student Body and
the President of the Student Senate shall be allowed to hold all
of their constitutionally delegated positions.
SECTION 8. All nominees for positions made by the
1 President of the Student Body must personally appear before
the Student Senate in regular session to be questioned concerning personal qualifications and philosophy.
Nominations shall include those to Judicial post ( courts,
, Attorney General) student body officials (Treasurer, Secretary)
. and any other nominations specifically stated in the constitution to be made by the President of the Student Body and
. approved by the Student Senate.

: ARTICLE VII
AMENDING THE CONSTITUTION
1. Amendments to this Constitution may be proposed by
1 legislation introduced in the Student Senate, by the Senate, or
by a petition signed by 10 per cent of the enrolled student
' body. Amendments proposed and introduced by the Senate
must be passed by a two-thirds majority of those present.
, Amendments submitted to the Student Senate by the Student
Body at large, which have the required number of signatures (10
' per cent of the enrolled student body) shall require only a
simple majority vote of those Senators present in order to pass.
2. Amendments proposed by either method must be
· submitted to the Student Body in a campus-wide balloting
within one month of completion of the above requirements.
Ratification is by approval of two-thirds majority of those
students voting. It must also be approved by the Vice President
for Student Affairs.
Ratification of this Constitution shall be accomplished by a
· two-thirds vote of the Student Senators present, by a two-thirds
vote of the total number voting in a campus-wide balloting, and
· by the approval of the Vice President for Student Affairs.

I
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STUDENT REGULATIONS
SECTION I
CONDUCT AND DISCIPLINE

CONDUCT
The purpose of these regulations is to insurorder in the whole institution. A Clemson
student is expected at all times to show a respect
for order, morality and the rights of others and
to exemplify in his daily living a high sense of
personal honor and integrity. Clemson believe1
that students are the product of their OWi
experiences and that they should assume certain
responsibilities for their own conduct and that
of their fellow students. All officials, the fa.
culty, and students are authorized to exercise
such control as is necessary to carry out the
spirit of these regulations. All infractions of
good order and discipline should be brought to
the immediate attention of the Office of the
Vice President for Student Affairs.
DISCIPLINE
Students upon voluntary registration at Clem·
son, are expected to conform to all regulations.
federal and state laws, and Town of Clemson
ordinances. Enrollment as a student in no wai
exempts any person from penalty in case of
violation of local , state or national laws. Stu·
dents who are penalized for violation of public
laws are not exempted from further penalty b)
school authorities, if violation of that public law
is a violation of student regulations.
The judicial powers of Student Government
are vested in a Student Government Judicial
Branch. The Judicial Branch has jurisdictior
over the Student Body in all cases involving
violation of any Student Regulation; except for
those reserved to the administration by the
Board of Trustees. Such cases are handled by the
administration after prior consultation with the

1
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Chairman of the Judicial Committee. The Judicial Branch consists of a Judicial Committee and
the following courts:
APPEALS COURT
HIGH COURT
COURT OF LESSER APPEALS
The Judicial Committee is composed of the
Chief Prosecuting Attorney, Chief Defense Attorney, the Chairman of the Appeals Court, the
Chairman of the High Court, the Chairman of
he Court of Lesser Appeals, and the Attorney
General who serves as Chairman. Composition
nd jurisdiction of the courts is as indicated in
he Student Body Constitution.
Actions by the individual courts are in the
form of recommendations submitted to the Vice
resident for Student Affairs. The Vice President for Student Affairs is the approval authority in all disciplinary matters except recommendations involving suspension or dismissal.
The approval of the President of the University
is required on recommendations for suspension
or dismissal.
The degrees of penalties in ascending order of
severity are as follows:
Reprimand
Probation
Fines
Suspension
Denial of Privileges
Dismissal
Reprimand is given by the proper official
according to circumstances of the particular
'case. The reprimand shall be given in writing and
.a copy of the letter will become a part of the
itRegistrar' s files.
Fines are in the amounts set forth in Student
irRegulations. These fines are payable to the
1ffraffic Office where records of fines will be
i\kept.
o Denial of Privileges may include removal of
~;automobile from campus, disapproval of request
yt? bring cars on campus, awaiting last day to
1rsign up for dormitory rooms, awaiting last day
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to purchase football tickets, the right to belon
to recognized student organizations, or to part:
cipate in recognized functions of the same
denial of dormitory visitation privileges, denid
of the right to attend University functions on0
off campus for a specified period.
Probation (See Rules and Regulations on
Cheating and General Classroom Dishonesty)
will be assessed for a specific period. The officia
placing a student on probation will clear\\
define the limitations of the probationan
period. Students involved in similar or addition~!
disciplinary incidents while on probation may b(
suspended for one or more semesters or be
permanently dismissed.
Failure to adhere to any of the above penalties shall be a High Court offense.
Suspension excludes the student from th,
University for a definite time, during which he
will not be permitted to take any course a!
Clemson. A student readmitted to Clemson
following suspension will be on probation for al
least one semester.
Dismissal permanently excludes the studeni
from the University.
For repeated violations of the same regulation
of Student Regulations the student will be
subject to the most severe of these penalties
The court shall determine the time penalties will
remain on records.
REGULATIONS

Any student or person wishing to report a
violation of Clemson Rules and Regulationl
should report them to his Resident Assistant or
directly to the Office of Student Affairs. Res1·
dent Assistants who receive a notification ol
violation must report it to the Office of Studer
Affairs.

I

1. ASSAULT

Assault , defined as the malicious strikinE

I
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wounding, imprisoning, or offering of violence
to anyone's person shall be prose~u_ted by the
Clemson University Student Ju?1cial . Sy~tem
·th the maximum penalty bemg d1sm1ssal.
~~wever, the offender will be turned over to
·vii authorities upon request of the offended
1
; arties in lieu of prosecution by the Student
Judicial System.

2. ATTIRE
. Students will be required to present proper
1dress and appearance at all times on campus.
1, Faculty and staff at Clemson may designate
Oproper dress to the extent of denying entry to
classrooms, business offices, the dining hall , and
!other public places to any student who appears
in disreputable or incomplete clothing.
No student other than a squad member of an
intercollegiate sports team shall wear property
· belonging to the University Athletic Department. Squad members of sports teams will wear
this property only when in training, practicing,
or in representing the University in their particu!.Jar sport. The maximum penalty for an offense
of this nature shall be a written reprimand.
3. COIN MACHINES
The use of any coin-operated machine with
:: the intent to avoid payment to lawful charges by
fraudulent means is prohibited. Violators will be
prosecuted by the Student Government Judicial
System, and upon request of the offended
ef parties, the violator will be turned over to civil
tauthorities for further action. The maximum
I. penalty for an offense of this nature shall be
dismissal.
t

b"

4. DINING HALL
Students allowing other students or nons~udents not on the board plan to use their meal
ticket, or students on the board plan transferring
st~food to students or non-students not on the
t.
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board plan will be fined $3.00 and will have
letter sent to their parents informing them 0
the penalty that will be administered on th;
second offense. On a second offense, the student
will have his meal ticket revoked without refund. Penalties may be appealed to the Judici.1
Committee. Fines are payable to the Traff, 1
Office where records will be kept and lettel\
assembled and mailed. All fines will be tumec
over to the Dining Hall.

5. DRUGS AND NARCOTICS
Clemson students are expected to obey South
Carolina State laws and Federal laws regarding
drugs and narcotics. Violators of this regulation
will be turned over to civil jurisdiction for action
under State and Federal drug abuse and narcotiL
laws.

6. FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
All students are reminded of their obligatiom
as financially responsible individuals. Financial!,
irresponsible actions may be recorded on a
student's record by the Office of Student
Affairs. A $1.00 service charge will be made b1
the University on a student's first returned
check. A $ 5. 00 charge will be made on all
subs~quent returned checks.
Any student who writes more than two bad
checks shall be contacted and his permanent I.D.
Card exchanged for a restricted identification
card. The restricted card shall carry with it all
the rights and privileges of a permanent card
except the privilege of cashing checks. The
University may withhold the permanent l.D
Card until such time as the student completes
payment of all bad checks or for a period not to
exceed six (6) months.

7. FIRE MISCHIEF
Creating malicious mischief with fire, defined
as the intentional burning of another's person or
property , including but not limited to any
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property of Clemson Uni~ersity, whet~er or not
there occurred any charrmg or scorching, shall
be prosecuted by the Clemson University Student Judicial System with the maximum penalty
being dismissal.
8. IDENTIFICATION CARDS
The Clemson University Identification Card
with its included photograph is designed for the
entire enrollment period of a student. The I.D.
Card itself identifies the student and his signature and permits the checking out of books from
the library. The I.D. Card must be shown along
with an activity card for such functions as
student elections, athletic tickets, cashing personal checks, on campus events and concerts.
Activity cards will be issued at the beginning of
each semester. I.D. Cards will be presented to a
member of the administration upon request.
Upon entering or parking in normally restricted
areas I.D. Cards will be surrendered on request
of campus security personnel. The maximum
penalty for violation of instructions issued with
the I.D. and Activity Cards or misuse of the
cards shall be denial of privileges.

9. INTOXICANTS
Consumption of beer, ale, porter, wine &
alcoholic liquors in public areas on the main
campus, bounded on the N. by State Hwy. 93
and on the E. by State Hwy. 28 and on the S. by
Hunnicutt Creek and on the W. by the Hartwell
Reservoir, is prohibited. Public areas do not
include rooms leased by students in residence
halls for residence purposes. However, consumption of beer may be permitted in semi-private
lounges of residence halls. These semi-private
lounges will be designated by the Director of
Residence Halls.
Disorderly conduct resulting from drunkenness regardless of where consumption has taken
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place, may be grounds for the most severe
disciplinary action at Clemson.

10. KEYS
Students are prohibited from having in theu
possession any unauthorized University key. The
maximum penalty for an offense of this nature
is suspension.
11. LITTERING AND DANGEROUS OBJECTS
Littering of the campus to include throwing
of toilet paper, clothes hangers, bottles, water
container missiles, other harmful objects not
only defiles the appearance of the campus but is
dangerous. The throwing of harmful objects and
littering are offenses which will be heard by the
Student Government Judicial System with the
maximum penalty of suspension.
12. PERJURY, DISTURBING THE PEACE,
AND OBSCENITY
a. Perjury, defined as the willful assertion as
to a matter of fact, belief or knowledge, made
by a witness in court as part of his evidence.
upon oath, whether such evidence is given in
open court, in an affidavit, or otherwise, such
assertion being relevant to the issue and known
to such witness to be false;
b. Distrubing the peace, defined as the inter·
ruption of the peace, quiet , and good order of
the Clemson University campus;
c. Obscenity, defined as any act which is
lewd, vile or offensive to a reasonably modest
and decent person.
The maximum penalty for any of the offenses
defined shall be dismissal.

13. PLACARDS AND TABLES
The Loggia, being a high traffic area, must
remain open at all times for the safe passage of
students, staff and visitors. Any organization
wishing to set up a table for any purpose must
have permission from the Assistant Dean ol !
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I ,tudents to do so. In times of maximum use, the
1 umber of tables will be limited by the Assistant
Dean of Students.
Inasmuch as the Loggia is a center of activity
nd
attracts many visitors, no posters, placards
3
or notices may be placed before first obtaining
permission from the Assistant Dean of Students.
This will better enable the custodial staff to
maintain the Loggia in a presentable manner.
Bulletin boards are available on the Loggia for
posters.
No student may post any notice or flyer on
any area other than on bulletin boards and
~orrid or walls leading to the Post Office witl.iout
permission from the Office of Student Affairs.
Posting or distributing of obscene material is
prohibited. Campaigners are responsible for rules
of the Election Board. The maximum penalty
for an offense of this nature is a written
reprimand.

14. POOLING
The act of pooling in any form is prohibited.
For the purposes of this regulation, the misuse
of showers, throwing containers of water, or use
of hoses shall be considered as an act of pooling.
The only recognized exception to this regulation
is the pooling of male cheerleaders at football
rallies in the fall. The maximum penalty for an
offense of this nature shall be a written reprimand.
15 . PUBLIC, PRIVATE, AND PERSONAL
PROPERTY
Students who shall deliberately participate, or
who are accessories to the abuse, illegal use,
damage, defacement, destruction, or theft of
public, private, or personal property and equipment shall be liable to the most severe disciplinary action at Clemson. This regulation also
applies to the unlawful painting and defacement
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of properties at other educational institutions
The offender will be turned over to civi:
authorities upon request of the offended parties
in lieu of prosecution by the Student Judicial
System.
16. SUBPOENAS
Students who are duly subpoenaed to attend
one of the three courts of the judicial system
must acknowledge such a subpoena or face
disciplinary action by the judicial branch. The
maximum penalty for failure to answer a subpoena shall be a denial of privileges.

SECTION II
RESIDENCE HALLS
1. AGENTS
No articles may be sold nor any notices
posted in residence halls, nor any subscriptions
or insurance solicited by any non-student or
student acting as an individual or as an agent for
a private firm without the approval of the Office
of Student Affairs. All persons engaged in such
activity shall be required to show a written
permit to the Resident Assistant for that dormitory unit and to students upon request. Maximum penalty for violation of this rule shall be
denial of privileges.
2. ANTENNAS
Radio and television attennas will not be
placed on roofs or ledges of any residence hall.
Single wire radio antennas must not be affixed
to trees in a manner that will cause damage.
Maximum penalty for violation of this rule is a
fine not to exceed amount of damages.

3. BULLETIN BOARDS
Students are responsible for keeping them
selves posted on information published on built-

j
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f boards on their respective halls. Resident
:Ssistants are responsible for t?e maintenance ~f
•nfonnation posted on bulletin boards on their
~alls. Students who remove or destroy materials
on bulletin boards or other designated display
areas without permission will be subject to a
maximum penalty of probation.
Bulletin boards at the Post Office and Book
'itore locations will be used for advertising the
sale of used books and educational materials.
4. CARE OF PROPERTY
Students will not damage, sell, alter, or
otherwise interfere with, or dispose of any
equipment, heating or water systems or other
University property. A charge of $25.00 may be
levied against students transferring University
owned property within or between residence
halls. Students will not in any way deface any
building or property. Students assigned rooms in
residence halls are responsible for bed, bed
mattresses, tables, chairs, waste baskets, and the
room walls and doors. Room occupants will be
assessed for University property damaged or
missing from within their individual rooms.
5. CLEARANCE
Each student will be required to complete a
Student Room Property Certificate within 24
hours after a room occupancy and turn it in to
his Resident Assistant. When occupancy of a
room is terminated, it will be necessary to
obtain a room clearance. This will be accomplished by a staff member of the Residence Halls
Office who will inspect the room , and relieve the
occupant of responsibility for the room or assess
him for damages or missing property.
6. CLUB ROOMS AND LOUNGES
A. Women are not permitted in male lounges
and club rooms, nor males in women's lounges
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or club rooms, except as publicized, for announced meetings, visitation periods, soci~
functions, and other occasions as established by
dormitory councils.
B. Men calling at women's residence halk
must enter and leave through the main doors
(front doors) unless special permission has been
secured from the Head Resident or the Office of
Student Affairs.
C. Violation of posted student regulations.
hours, and rules or regulations duly adopted in
residence halls will be treated as a joint violation. The visited and the visitor are responsible
for knowing the student regulations, hours, and
rules and regulations of the visited area, and are
both liable to penalties for any violation. Maximum penalty for an offense of this nature shall
be probation.
7. DORMITORY COUNCILS
A. Each dormitory unit shall be represented

by a dormitory council as specified in Article
III, Section 7 of the Constitution of the Student
Body.
B. Each dormitory council is required to hold
at least one meeting a month to which all
members, non-voting members, and the Head
Resident have been invited.
C. Dormitory councils shall have the author·
ity to coordinate social functions and regulations within the dormitory and between dormitories.
D. The dormitory council will have the obli·
gation to enforce the visitation hours and rules
set forth by the Board of Trustees, the Student
Senate, and the dormitory councils.
E. Legislation of dormitory councils shall
become part of the Student Rules and Regula·
tions after its receipt by the Residence Halls
Committee of the Student Senate and its approval by the Senate, President of the Student
Senate and the Vice President for Student
Affairs. In the event that the legislation is
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, .
roved by the Office of Student Affairs, it
d1sapp
h S
.
. t be returned to t e enate for therr
IS O
·
nsideration and action.
' rec;. The Vice Presi~ent for_ Student Affairs
shall be provide~ an mformatI~nal copy o~ the
posed legislation of the dormitory councils at
i~~ same time it is submitted to the Residence
Halls committee of the Student Senate.

,

8. DORMITORY VISITATION

A. Dormitory councils will draw up the
visitation regulations for their dormitory to be
approved by the vote of the residents of the
1 dormitory. A copy of the Dormitory Visitation
Regulations will be furnished each dormitory
resident.
B. The Board of Trustees Policy and Administrative Guidelines must be adhered to by all
dormitory councils and students participating in
the visitation program.
C. The dorm council will have the obligation
to enforce the visitation hours and rules set
forth by the Board of Trustees, the Student
Senate, and the dormitory councils.
D. Except during dormitory visitation hours,
men, including members of the student's families, are not allowed in any of the corridors or
bedrooms of women's residence halls , nor
women in any corridors or bedrooms of men 's
residence halls, unless special permission has
been obtained from the Head Resident or
Resident Assistant responsible for the area.
E. Dormitory visitation may begin after a
dormitory has met all requirements prescribed
by the Student Senate and the Board of Trustees
and after written approval is granted by the
Office of Student Affairs.
F. On social occasions, such as home football
weekends, Honors Day, etc. , when there are
large numbers of guests or friends visiting the
i'. campus, the dormitory councils may request a
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period of dormitory visitation which would b
in addition to the visitation hours .
c
G. All sign in records will be turned over to
dormitory councils and disposed of by !ht
councils.
H. Students without parental permission mav
still reside in an open dorm, if they so desir~.
They will not, however, have visitation priv1•
leges.
I. Privilege Cards must be presented upon
request and are non-transferable.
J. Violation of posted student regulations
hours, and rules or regulations duly adopted i~
residence halls will be treated as a joint violation . The visited and the visitor are responsible
for knowing the student regulations, hours, and
rules and regulations of the visited area and are
both liable to penalties for any violation. Maximum penalty for an offense of this nature shall
be probation.

9. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
No student shall alter or repair any electrical
equipment or fixtures which belong to the i
University. Defects in electrical equipment
should be reported to Resident Assistants. Prcsonal electrical equipment authorized for use in
individual rooms include TV sets, radio, and hi-fi
equipment, fans, coffee percolators, and refrigeration equipment whose electrical requirements
are no more than 45 watts. Irons, razors.
hairdryers, electric hair curlers, electric tooth·
brushes, lamps and clocks, and electrical instruments are acceptable and will be approved in
each case by the local student resident official.

10. FIREARMS AND EXPLOSIVES
No student shall keep in his possession on
campus or in his room any firearms or other
weapons. No student shall have or keep in his
possession, or bring into or cause to be brought
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• t residence halls, or any University building,
o
. .
f.
k
any explosive, c1mmumtion, Ire wor s, or_ any
· flammable fluids except for small containers
:f lighting and cleaning flui~s. Possession ~f or
use of any firearms or explos!ves m_ay ~onstitute
a civil prosecution and possible d1sm1ssal from
the University.
in

11. FIRE-FIGHTING EQUIPMENT
AND ALARM SYSTEM
Students who start fires or tamper with any
fire-fighting equipment and alarm system in any
University building will be in violation of these
Student Regulations and Civil Law. Conviction
will result in suspension from the University.
12. GAMBLING
Extreme cases of gambling will be turned over
to civil authorities, and persons involved may be
dismissed from the University.

13. INSPECTIONS- SEARCH AND SEIZURE
Inspections for sanitary and safety conditions,
unauthorized property and property damaged
will b.e conducted by Resident Assistants or
Residence Hall Office staff members who must
announce the time of the inspection at least 24
hours in advance. Spot inspections will be
conducted by authorized Univer ity employees
for necessary repair and maintenance in order to
maintain University property.
Search and Seizure- The University reserves
the right for appropriate officials to search
individual rooms in cases where there is reasonable ground for suspicion, supported by circumstances sufficiently strong, to cause a student or
employee to believe that the occupant is guilty
of secreting within his room property the
possession of which is a violation of University
~oli_cy or Student Regulations. If such property
is discovered, the University may seize and hold
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it until proper disposition of the case has bee•
made.
Searches will be authorized by a writte,
warrant of intent particularly describing th,
place to be searched and the property to ~
seized. The warrant will be carried on the persor
of the searching official, and will be signed b)
one of the following: one of the Assistant Dean;
of Students, the Director of Residence Halls, 01
in their absence by one of the Executive Officen
of the University. Searches will be conducted
only after presentation of such a warrant to the
occupant, and will be carried out in his/her
presence. Searches by officials without a warrant
of intent, or searches made without the presenci
of the occupant, will be made only in cases 01
extreme emergency when there is manifesl
danger of injury to individuals or Universiti
property.
Searches for contraband, the possession 01
which is a violation of State or Federal law, will
be conducted by appropriate State or Federal
officials.

14. KEYS

Room keys for residence halls located on
West Campus will be issued from the Student
Information Office on the Loggia of Johnstone
Hall. For residence halls located on East Campus, keys will be issued from the information
desk of each individual residence hall.
A $ 1.00 key deposit is required and will be
returned to the student when occupancy i1
terminated. When a key is lost, a replacement
may be issued with a $1.00 deposit. However,
the original deposit will be forfeited.

15. LOSSES
The University is not liable for articles lost or
stolen from rooms in residence halls. Student
are encouraged to keep their rooms locked when
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the room is not occupied, and to carry appropriate insurance to cover such losses.
16. OVERNIGHT GUESTS
1. Approval must be secured from the Resi-

dence Halls Office before a guest will be allowed
to remain in the residence halls for more than
two consecutive nights. Dormitory councils will
be responsible for establishing the number of
guests each student may have per night and
which nights that guest will be allowed to stay in
the dormitories.
2. No one shall be allowed to stay in the
dormitories as a guest unless the student being
visited is present to act as host or hostess.
3. Every student is responsible for seeing that
each overnight guest in Clemson University
residence halls registers with the appropriate
official at the time of arrival.
4. Each student is responsible for seeing that
all guests are informed of dormitory regulations.
Each guest is expected to obey all University
rules. Maximum penalty for an offense of this
nature shall be denial of privileges.

17. PENALTIES-RESIDENCE VIOLATIONS
Residence violations constitute administrative
written notices of violations and will be kept on
· file in the Student Residence Office or in the
. Office of the Assistant Dean of Students (women) in case of women students. Resident
Assistants may issue residence violations to
residents for:
a. Disturbance of quiet hours.
b. Unsanitary health standards.
c. Destruction of residence hall facilities.
d. Violation of dormitory visitation rules.
e. Other action deemed unacceptable by the
Resident Assistant. Severe residence violations
may be dealt with immediately by the Head
1
, Resident with the advice of the Resident Assis' tant.
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Loud noises and distracting actions which
interfere with normal study activities are violations of quiet hours for which residence violations will be issued by Resident Assistants. No
musical instruments may be played in residence
halls during strict quiet hours. Students who
accumulate a maximum of four residence notices in one semester shall appear before the1
appropriate court. Students may appear before
the appropriate court for less than four violations depending upon the severity of the residence violation.
The maximum number of violations a studen! I
may receive before appearing before one of theI
Assistant Deans of Students during the summer
session is two per session. The Head Residen!
shall act in place ·o f the courts during the
summer session.

I

DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS AND FINESDisciplinary actions on behalf of Resident Assistants may be appealed to the proper court. In
the case of such an appeal, the appropriate court
will rule on the case.
All fines imposed under this section of Stu·
dent Regulations are payable to the Traffic
Office.
These rules and regulations shall apply to all
residents, and no fines or penalties in conflict
with this section shall be imposed by ani
subsidiary group.
18. PETS
No pets are permitted in University buildings,
occupants of residence halls may apply in
written form to the Student Residence Halls
Office for special exceptions. The possession ol
pets without proper approval may be penalized
with the maximum of denial of privileges.
19. QUIET HOURS
Quiet hours are in effect twenty-four hours
day. Residence violations may be issued bi
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Resident Assistants for ~iolations of quiet hours.
Strict quiet hours are m effect from 7: 00 p.m.
til 8:00 a.m. each night except Fridays and
~~turdays. The Dormitory Council with a 2/3
~ote of the dormitory residents may extend,
curtail, or suspend strict quiet hours, provided
the results of the vote are posted on the bulletin
hoards and registered with the Head Resid ent.
Strict quiet hours shall be in effect twenty-four
hours a day for a minimum of seven days before
the final examinations and continue to the end
of the examination period.
20. ROOFS AND LEDGES- SUN-BATHING
The roofs and ledges of residence halls are
"off limits." This does not include the fenced
sun deck areas on the roofs of Manning, Lever,
High Rise No. 3, Barnett and Mauldin Hall . The
lawns around the Calhoun Mansion and Tillman
Hall will not be used for sun-bathing.

21. ROOM CHANGE
In order that accurate records of occupancy
may be maintained, students will not move from
assigned rooms without written approval from
the Residence Halls Office. A charge of $25.00
may be levied against student moving out of,
into, or within residence halls without having
such written authorization. No moves will be
made prior to the last day of matriculation
dunng any semester or summer se ion. However, after the initial room change period,
; students assigned to residence halls in which the
1 dormitory visitation policy is not consistent
· with their individual preferences, may request a
:, c~~ng~ to other halls in which the dormitory
• visitation policy is compatible with their desires.
Ren~al fee adjustments must be made prior to
~ovmg. The University shall reserve the right to
r~drrect assignments or changes in the best inter. ests of all concerned.
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22. SPORTS AREAS
Athletic activities are to be confined to are~ 1
designated . for such ~se. No athletic games ma)
be played m areas adJacent to any residence hall
during quiet hours. Maximum penalty for viola-I
tion of this rule shall be a fine not to exceed
amount of any damages and issuance of a
residence violation.

I

23. VACATION PERIODS
For official holidays which occur during the
course of a semester, the University reserves the
right to close certain dormitories and to require
students remaining on campus to move to
another dormitory or to a specific hall for the
holiday period. For the period between semesters, the University reserves the right to completely close the dormitories.
24. WASTE DISPOSITION
All waste paper and other trash will be
deposited in the waste baskets provided in each
hall and will not be swept into the hallways.
Residence violations may be given by the Res1·
dent Assistants for violations.

25. WOMEN'S REGULATIONS
The following rules and regulations are for
women students.
A. IN AND OUT CARDS
In and out cards are provided in the women's
residence halls as a service to women students.
All women students are requested to sign out
when going out of town or staying out of the
dormitory overnight. Sign-out informatior.
should be specific enough to contact the student
in case of emergency.
B. SECURITY
For reasons of security, women using exil
doors after 7 :30 p.m. or before 6:00 a.m. are
required to fasten them securely. MaximumI
penalty for an offense of this nature shall be
denial of privileges.
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SECTION Ill
JUDICIAL PROCEDURES
1. Investigations of all cases involving violations of any Student Regulations shall be conducted by the Office of Student Affairs.
a. When information concerning a possible
violation of Student Regulations reaches an
investigating administrator, he shall call in the
student who is suspect of a possible violation. In
confronting such a student, the administrator
must first indicate to the student the nature of
the violation of which the student is suspect.
fhe administrator must then show to the student a statement of that student's rights under
the Student Government Constitution; those
being his right to remain silent, and his right to
consult a student attorney before making any
statement. A list of student defense attorneys
must be furnished him, in the event he would
want to consult an attorney. It must also be
explained that he may employ any other student
: or any other person as his attorney, if he so
, desires. He must also be informed that any
I statement which he might make to the investigating administrator could be used against him.
The student must sign a statement indicating
that he understands his rights and that anything
·: he says might be used against him before he can
be questioned further by the investigating administrator. He must be shown such a statement
rand must sign the statement before a third
~party, who must affix his signature under the
pignature of the student. The signature of the
~third party will serve to indicate that the above
n. procedure was followed before any further
!uquestioning was made of the student by the
investigating administrator.
b. At the conclusion of the questioning of
1i the student suspect of a possible violation of
ro Student Regulations, the investigating adminisi trator must inform the Attorney General within
h72 hours that he has questioned the student, and
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must give to the Attorney General infonnation
as to the name and address of the student m
question. The Attorney General shall then notify the Chief Defense Attorney that a student has
been questioned relative to a possible violation
and shall direct the Chief Defense Attorney t~
contact a defense attorney and direct him to
contact the student in question. The defense
attorney shall contact the student, and shall
determine if the student has contacted a defense
attorney to assist him. If this has not been done
the defense attorney shall make himself availabl;
to the student to assist him in any way
appropriate. If the student has contacted a
defense attorney on the regular staff prior to
this time, that attorney shall be expected to
contact the Chief Defense Attorney to inform
him that he is working with the student. If the
student has retained another student to serve as
his defense attorney, the regular attorney assigned to contact the student will contact the
"irregular attorney" and offer him any assistance appropriate in working with the student m
question. The student in question should be told
by the defense attorney assigned him that he has
the right to change attorneys at any time, should
he desire to do so. He should be informed that
the Chief Defense Attorney will aid him in
finding a new attorney should he so desire.
c. Any questioning made by an investigating
administrator of any other student relative to
incidents surrounding any possible violation of
Student Regulations, such as the questioning of
a student as a possible witness to a violation of
Student Regulations, must be done in accor
dance with the procedures outlined above (rela·
tive to informing the student of his rights under
the Student Government Constitution).
2. If the investigating administrator believe,
that he has uncovered sufficient evidence to
warrant a trial before a court in the Judicial
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ch or some other duly constituted student
Bra n '
rourt, he will turn over sueh ev1·ct ence to the
Attorney General of Stud~nt G_ove:11ment. _E_xcept in special cases, the mvestigatmg admm1s+rator must turn over information gathered by
himself to the Attorney General within seven
days of the day (excl~d~ng holid~ys) on w~ich
the investigating administrator fust questions
the student suspect of a possible violation of
Student Regulations.
3. The Attorney General shall meet with the
other members of the Judicial Committee within
four days of the day (excluding holidays) that
he receives information from the Administration
concerning a possible case to be heard by a
student court. The Judicial Committee shall
decide if the information collected warrants the
initiation of a formal case. Should the Committee decide that a formal case is not called for, it
shall inform the administration of its decision,
and the proceedings will be halted. Should the
Committee decide that a hearing is appropriate,
it shall then assign the case to the appropriate
student court. All information shall be turned
over to the Chief Prosecuting and Chief Defense
Attorneys. The Attorney General and the Chief
Prosecuting Attorney shall decide what the
charges will be, and shall inform the defense and
prosecuting attorneys, who will have been assigned to the case by the Chief Attorneys on the
respective staffs, immediately as to the charges
and specifications. Changes in these charges will
be allowed only relative to interpretations of
Student Regulations statutes, and/or to deciding
~hich statutes of Student Regulations have been
v10lated by a specific act or acts. Any such
change in the charges must be cleared with the
Attorney General and the Chief Prosecuting
Attorney at least 72 hours before the start of
the trial. In the event of any change, both
attorneys assigned the case must be notified at
i least 48 hours before the start of the trial. It is
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the responsibility of the defense attorney to
inform the defendant of the charge(s) against
him and to keep him informed of the course ot
the developments relative to his trial, and not to
take any action not agreed upon by the defendant. It is the responsibility of the prosecuting attorney to subpoena the defendant and any
other witnesses deemed necessary as provided
for in Section I, Article 16, Subpoenas. Subsequent to the decision of the Judicial Committe~
as to the disposition of a case, no new charges or
specifications of charges may be injected into
the proceedings of that case. If such additional
charges or specifications of charges are brought
up , additional proceedings must be instituted.
4. Upon the decision of the Judicial Committee as to whether a trial is appropriate relative to
the information furnished by the administration.
and upon the Committee's decision as to which
court shall hear the case, and upon the decision
of the Attorney General and Chief Prosecuting
Attorney as to the charges, the Attorney General shall confer with the Chairman of whichever
court is involved and they shall set a date for a
hearing. This date must be within fourteen days
of the day (excluding holidays) that the attorneys receive the case from the Judicial
Committee. The Attorney General will then
immediately notify the attorneys of the date set
All parties should endeavor to complete proceedings with the greatest possible speed, while
assuring that the proceedings are fair to aU
parties concerned.
5. A student who is judged as being guilty ol
a violation of the Student Regulations by a
student court may appeal his case to the Appeah
Court, provided the court of original jurisdictior
is under the appellate authority of the Appeal
Court of the Judicial Branch. A written appe
must be made within 72 hours after the conclu·
sion of the trial to the Attorney General, stating
the basis and the reasoning of the appeal. If 3
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written appeal is presented to the Attorney
General within the proper time limit, he shall
· confer immediately with the Chairman of the
Appeals Court, and shall give to him the taped
transcript of the trial and the statement of
:Jppeal from the defendant. The Chairman of the
Appeals Court shall then call a meeting of that
body, which shall then consider the statement of
appeal, and shall review the transcript. If a
hearing is deemed appropriate, a date shall be set
by the Court. The Attorney General shall be
notified as to the date, and he in turn shall
notify the defendant (and his counsel). The date
of the hearing, should one be called, shall not be
more than fourteen days after the Chairman of
the Appeals Court receives the statement of
appeal from the Attorney General. The Appeals
Court shall deliver its decision relative to the
appeal not more than fifteen days after the
Chairman receives the statement of appeal from
the Attorney General.
6. Al-I decisions of all court in the Judicial
Branch shall be turned over within 24 hours
after the rendering of the decisions to the
Attorney General, whose re ponsibility it will be
to formalize these decisions, and to deliver
copies of them to the admini tra tion and to
other appropriate parties.
7. It shall be the responsibility of the Attorney General to see that all approved penalties
are administered, and to establi h any procedures to this end; to see that all taped transcripts
are erased after the related cases are disposed;
and to keep the written summaries on file for
the prescribed period of five years after the
conclusion of the related cases.
8. Any violation of the judicial procedure as
defined in paragraphs 1,2,3,4 could result in the
declaration of a mis trial, meaning that the case
involved would be dismissed from consideration
by the student courts under the appellate
authority of the Appeals Court of the Judicial

1
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Branch of Student Government, or remanded bi
the Appeals Court for a new trial, in accordance
with Article V, Section 4, Sub-section C, paragraph 4 of the Student Government Constitution, in which case evidence presented in the
original trial which was obtained in a manner in
violation of the judicial process as defined in
paragraphs 1,2,3 ,4 of this Section would not be
admissible in the hearing of the new trial. Claims
of such a violation shall be heard only by th,
Appeals Court.
9 . The session of the Clemson University
Student Government Court System shall be
considered to start fourteen (14) days after the
last day of registration, and be considered to end
fourteen ( 14) days before the first day of exams.
of each semester or summer session.
a. The Court System shall hear all cases
occurring from the first day of each semester
until the last day feasible in which the court
may hear the case.
b. If no quorum exists in any court capable
of hearing the case, then that case shall br
deferred until a quorum shall be had.
c. Should the accused by graduating or not
returning before a court be able to hear ht
case, then a Special Court of nine (9) studenh
called by the Vice President of Student Affairs.
shall be empowered to hear the case.

SECTION IV
SOCIAL REGULATIONS
1. Definition - A social event is defined as ani
event other than a regular meeting which 1
officially held or sponsored by a student orgam·
zation, or any event open to the public which 1'
sponsored by any group of Clemson students.
2. Registration- All social functions othe:
than house parties must be registered in th
Assistant Dean of Women's office by 2 :00 p.m
on the Monday of the week they are to take
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place. Church groups are requested to register
th eir social events. The type of function, the
time, the place, and the name of the responsible
officers must be given at this time. The University Social Calendar of registered events will be
forwarded on Wednesday of each week to Head
Residents, school officials, and to Deans of
Women at colleges and universities in the vicinity.
3. Closing Hours - The closing hour for a
social function should be no later than 12:00
midmght except on Friday and Saturday nights
when the closing hour should be no later than
2:00 a.m.
4. Responsibility - Chaperones are encouraged but not required at social events. Officers
should be responsible for conduct of their
members and others present at social functions
sponsored by their group. Officers in charge
should remain until the end of the event.
5. All social fun ctions must be conducted in
accordance with current Student Regulations.

SECTION V
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
POLICY CONCERNING THE ELECTION OF
VARSITY CHEERLEADERS
I. The selection of the Varsity Cheering
Squad will be made by a special committee
which will be composed of the Assistant Deans
of Students, Student Body President, Commander of the Tiger Band, Chairman of the
Central Spirit Committee, Head Cheerleaders
(old and new), a member of th e Student Senate
selected by the Senate, and any members of the
existing squad that will not be returning the
following year. Six (6) members of this committee must be present to make the selection. Eight
(8) candidates will be selected to run for the
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four ( 4) female cheerleader positions and fourteen (14) candidate will be selected to run for
the seven (7) male cheerleader positions. The
Head Cheerleader wHl appoint the Tiger, Country Gentleman and Cannon-firer after the election. Alternates will be the fifth female and
eighth male chosen in voting.
2. The Varsity Cheerleading Squad shall consist of one Head Cheerleader, eight cheerleade
(four males and four females), one Cannon-firer
one Tiger, one Country Gentleman, and two
al tern ates ( one male and one female).
3. Anyone wishing to be a candidate for the
Varsity Cheering Squad will be eligible to try
out before the committee providing he or she
has a graduating grade-point ratio (minimum
2.0) and is a rising sophomore, junior or senior
4. The Head Cheerleader will be elected from
the old cheering squad by the members of that
squad and will assume his duties at the firs!
basketball game. He must be at least a rising
junior and cannot succeed himself as Head
Cheerleader.

POLICY CONCERNING THE SELECTION OF
MISS CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
l. Any organization on campus that is recog·
nized by the Office of Student Affairs and
Student Government may sponsor a candidate
for the position of Miss Clemson University.
2. To be qualified to hold the position of
Miss Clemson University, a contestant must be a
registered, single, fem ale student at Clemson
University with the grade-point ratio required
for her graduation, except in the case of a first
semester freshman coed or a transfer student
Each candidate must also sign an affidavit which
stipulate that she will not graduate prior to the
terminatjon of the spring semester.
3. The original field of contestants will be
reduced to ten ( 10) finalists by a panel of
non-student judges. No member of the panel
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may be directly concerned with any sponsoring
organization. The members of the panel will be
chosen by the Student Body President's Cabinet.
Each contestant will be notified as to the time
of her interview by the panel.
4. Photography for all contestants will be
carried out on a uniform basis. No contestant
will be allowed to use her own portrait for the
contest.
5. The Miss Clemson University Contest will
be held on the Tuesday preceding Homecoming
weekend and balloting will take place the next
day. Balloting procedures will be carried out by
the Student Government Elections Board. No
campaigning for candidates will be allowed. The
finalist receiving the largest number of votes will
be declared Miss Clemson University and she will
be crowned at Tigerama.
6. In the event that Miss Clemson University
should forfeit her office or marry , her successor
will be the contestant who received the next
largest number of votes.

POLICY CONCERNING STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONAL REQUESTS TO THE
BUDGETARY COMMITTEE
1. All budget requests from recognized Student Organizations will be sent to the Budgetary
Committee prior to the first of March each year.
2. Hearings will be held, if necessary, to
determine the organization's need for the appropriation.
3. The Budgetary Committee will hold at
least three (3) regular meetings of the membership each year, one of which will be no later
than the sixth of March, for the purposes for
which the Committee exists.
4. The Chairman of the Budgetary Committee is empowered to call additional and emergency meetings of the Committee as the need
arises.
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5. The Budgetary Committee will maintain at
least a five-year file of budget requests, actu ..
appropriations, and uses from the Univent.
Fee. This file is to assist the members of th.
Committee in deciding from year to year on the
credibility of requests from organizations. Thi
file will be entrusted to the Chairman of !ht
Committee, whose duty it will be to see that hli
successor receives it and to explain to his
successor the functions of the Committee.
6. The Budgetary Committee may add am
additional rules it deems necessary to aid 1~
carrying out its duties. However, all such rule,
must be filed with the Chairman of the Student
Organizations and Affairs Committee to b,
approved by the Senate in regular session. All
approved rules must be filed with the Clerk ot
the Student Senate.
7. The Student Senate may enact furth er
regulations to which the Budgetary Committee
must adhere.
8. An up-to-date copy of the "Rules of the
Budgetary Committee" must be maintained IJi
the files of the Budgetary Committee at all
times, as well as with the Clerk of the Student
Senate. Every member of the Budgetary Com
mittee will be given a copy of the Rules when he
takes office and is expected to thorough!\
familiarize himself with them.

CRITERIA FOR THE JUDGING OF
HOMECOMING DISPLAYS
1. That there be a minimum of five (5) andJ
maximum of seven (7) persons selected as judgei
to judge homecoming displays.
2. That no more than two (2) of t~e ju_dge
may be employed by the University in 1
full-time capacity.
3. That judges shall be selected by majoriti
vote of the Student Body President's Cabinet.
4. That the following criteria be establish

I
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for judging both still and moving displays:
A. Color
10
B. Theme (Title of display)
5
C. Effectiveness in carrying
5
out theme
D. Workmanship (attention lo
10
detail, etc.)
5
E. Originality
15
F. Overall effect

points
points
points
points
points
points

50 points
5. That tally sheets of the results be available
for inspection by the participants after the
announcement of the results for a period of 72
hours.

POLICY CONCERNING UNIVERSITY
SPEAKER'S BUREAU
1. The Speaker's Bureau shall consist of six
(6) members: three (3) students appointed by
the President of the Student Body and approved
by the Student Senate to serve terms concurrent
with that of the President of the Student Body;
two (2) faculty members serving staggered twoyear terms and one ( 1) staff member appointed
by the administration to serve a three-year term.
No non-student member of the Speaker's Bureau
shall serve successive terms. The chairman shall
be elected by the members of the Speaker's
Bureau. Additionally, there shall be three (3)
non-voting student members.
2. The Speaker's Bureau shall be charged
with the responsibility of approving and coordinating the requests of student organizations or
individuals to present speakers on the University
campus.
(a) The Speaker's Bureau shall base its decisions solely on the criteria established
herein.
(b) If .a speaker is disapproved, the Speaker's
Bureau shall be required to state a reason
for this decision and the requesting party
shall have the right of personal appeal.
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(c) The President of the University reserves
the right to disapprove any speaker
whose appearance on campus would
interfere with the legitimate academic
functions of the University. If a speaker
is refused on these grounds, the
Speaker's Bureau and/or the requesting
party reserve the right of personal appeal
to the President. Action on recommendations shall take place within two
(2) working days following its receipt.
3 . The Speaker's Bureau shall also be charged
with the responsibility of presenting to the
Student Body and the University community a
program of timely and provocative speakers as
befits the atmosphere of the academic community.
4. Funds for the Speaker's Bureau shall be
derived from Student Activity Fees.
5. The Student Body of Clemson University
and the speakers invited by recognized organizations of the same or individuals shall be free to
say on the University campus such things as may
be said by any citizen of the United States in
any public place, except that public appearances
on the University campus of any individual shall
not be allowed to interfere with the legitimate
academic functions of the University.

SECTION VI
ELECTIONS PROCEDURES
Elections shall be conducted according to the
following rules:
I. Election for Student Senators.
A. Elections shall be publicized at least
forty-eight hours in advance.
B. Polls shall be located on each precinct as
defined by the Elections Board.
C. Polls shall remain open for a reasonable
amount of time in order to afford
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students a chance to vote.
D. The counting and tabulation of ballots
shall be made by the Elections Board
immediately after the polls are closed,
and no votes shall be counted before
that time.
E. No election official while on duty shall
attempt to influence a voter, nor shall
anyone attempt to solicit votes for a
candidates within the immediate vicinity
of the polls.
F. Ballots must be furnished by Student
Government.
G. A recount of ballots will be conducted if
requested by any student within fortyeight hours of the close of the polls.
H. The post of Student Senator shall be
filled by any candidate receiving a simple
majority of the votes.
I. Results of the election shall be posted
within twenty-four hours after the polls
have been closed.
J. In order to run for the post of Student
Senator, each candidate must file an
affadavit with the Elections Board stating that they are residents of the precinct they wish to represent, that they
will not move from the precinct before
the end of their term of office.
K. From the poll, no campaign signs shall
be visible.
L. No more than $10.00 may be spent by
any candidate.
M. Candidates may furnish poll watchers if
they desire.
IL Dormitory Council
A. Elections shall be publicized at least
forty-eight hours in advance.
B. Polls shall be located in each domitory
unit as defined by the Elections Board.
C. Polls shall remain open for a reasonable
amount of time in order to afford
students a chance to vote.
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D. The counting and tabulation of ballots
shall be made by the Elections Board
immediately after the polls are closed
and no votes shall be counted befor~
that time.
E. No election official while on duty shall
attempt to influence a yoter, nor shall
anyone attempt to influence a voter
within the immediate vicinity of the
polls.
F. Ballots must be furnished by Student
Government.
G. A recount will be conducted if requested
by any student within forty-eight hours
after the polls have been closed.
H. The post of Dorm Council Representative shall be filled by the candidates who
receive the greatest number of votes, i.e.,
a majority is not required to fill the post.
I. Results of the election shall be posted
within twenty-four hours after the polls
have been closed.
J. In order to run for the post of Donni·
tory Council, each candidate must file an
affadavit with the Elections Board stat·
ing that they are residents of the donni·
tory unit they wish to represent, that
they will not move from the precinct
before the end of their term of office.
K. From the poll no campaign signs shall be
visible.
L. No more than $10.00 may be spent by
any candidate.
III. Election for Dormitory Visitation
A. Elections shall be publicized at lea t
forty-eight hours in advance.
B. One poll shall be located in each domu·
tory unit as defined by the Elections
Board.
C. Polls shall remain open for a reasonable
amount of time in order to afford
students a chance to vote.

,.
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D. The counting and tabulation of ballots
shall be made by the Dormitory Council
~
under Elections Board supervision immediately after the polls are closed, and no
votes are to be counted before that time.
E. No election official while on duty shall
attempt to influence a voter.
◄
F. Ballots must be furnished by Student
Government, and standard ballot No.
619 C will be used.
G. A recount of ballots will be conducted if
requested by any student within 48
hours of the close of the polls.
H. Results of the election shall be posted
within 24 hours after the polls have been
closed.
I. From the polls, no campaign signs shall
be visible.
J. In order for a dormitory to vote to
engage in dormitory visitation, 2/3 of
the dormitory must approve. Hours and
other visitation procedures will be decided by a majority vote of the residents
of the dormitory unit.
V. Elections for filling the offices of President,
Vice-President, and elected court members.
A. Elections shall be publicized at least
forty-eight hours in advance.
B. There shall be a minimum of four polls
at convenient locations on campus as
determined by Elections Board.
C. Polls shall remain open for a reasonable
amount of time in order to afford
students a chance to vote.
D. The counting and tabulation of ballots
shall be made by the Elections Board
immediately after the polls are closed,
and no votes shall be counted before
that time.
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E. No election official while on duty sha!
attempt to influence a voter, nor shau
anyone attempt to solicit votes for
candidate within the immediate vicini;
of the polls.
·
F. Ballots must be furnished by Student
Government.
G . A recount of ballots will be conducted u
requested by any student within fortieight hours of the close of the polls.
H . The posts of president and vice-president
shall be filled by any candidate receivim
a simple majority of the votes while th;
posts of court member shall be filled b1
those candidates receiving the highe;t
number of votes .
I. Results of the election shall be posted
within twenty-four hours after the poll1
have been closed.
J. In order to run for these posts each
candidate will be nominated at Student
Body nominations conducted by th,
Elections Board and fill out an affadavit
stating that he will not graduate before ,
the end of his term .
1
K. Candidates for the office of President
and Vice-President may spend no more
than $15. 00, candidates for court may
spend no more than $10.00 in campaign
expenses.
L. Campaign signs, posters, banners, etc.
within the vicinity of the polls mu t be
taken down on or before midnight be·
fore the day of the election, or thl
candidate shall be disqualified.
M. If candidates fail to pay the required
$10.00 deposit by the specified date
they shall be disqualified . This deposit
will be returned if all signs are talm
down in the vicinity of the polls befor1
the specified time limit.
N. Academic halls are off-limits for ~
campaign materials.
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v.

Referendums and special elections.
A. Elections shall be publicized at least
forty-eight hours in advance.
B. There shall be a minimum of four polls
at convenient locations on campus as determined by the Elections Board.
C. Polls shall remain open for a reasonable
amount of time in order to afford
students a chance to vote.
D. The counting and tabulation of ballots
shall be made by the Elections Board
immediately after the polls are closed,
and no votes shall be counted before
that time.
E. No one shall attempt to solicit votes at
the polls.
F. Ballots must be furnished by Student
Government.
G. A recount of ballots will be conducted if
requested by any student within fortyeight hours of the close of the polls.
H. Referendums will be passed if the question is approved by 2/3 of those voting
in the election.
I. Results of the election shall be posted
within twenty-four hours after the polls
have been closed.
VI. Write-in candidates.
A. Write-in candidates will be accepted in
all the aforementioned elections.
B. Elections Board will make provisions for
write-in candidates for each position in
all aforementioned elections.
VIL Use of Computer.
A. In student-body-wide elections, use of
the computer shall be required.
B. In all other elections, computer will be
used if feasible.
VIII. Recount of votes.
A. If a recount of votes is requested, the
Elections Board will be responsible for
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conducting the recount. Each party involved must furnish a representative to
be present at the recounting of votes.
B. If additional recounts are demanded, the
High Court will sit to determine if a
recount is warranted.
IX. Procedure for appeal of elections results.
A. Any student may appeal the outcome of j
an election by presenting a written appeal to the Attorney-General stating the
basis and the reasoning of the appeal
within 72 hours after election outcomes
are publicized.
B. Any such election appeals will be tried
by High Court. In the event they cannot
reach a decision, the case shall be turned
over to Appeals Court.
C. Any such hearing shall be held within 96
hours after the Attorney-General has
received the written appeal.
X. Absentee ballots.
A. Absentee ballots may be used by students who desire to vote but will be
unable to because of officially excused
University business.
B. Applications for absentee ballots must
be filed a minimum of 5 days before the
election.
C. Absentee ballots will be signed as witnessed by the chairman of the Elections
Board, placed in a sealed envelope to be
opened only after the close of the polls.
D. All absentee ballot envelopes shall be
held in the safe of the registrar's office
until the day of the elections.
E. Activity card of person voting by absen·
tee ballot must be punched by the
Elections Board at the time his vote is
signed.
XI. Arrangements for Redfern Health Center
in-patients.
A. A poll will be manned at the Redfern
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Health Center for all students that at the
time of the election are in-patients.
B. The poll will be carried to people as
necessary.
C. ID and Activity cards will be required.

SECTION VII
ACADEMIC
PROCEDURES
AND RULES
1. Regular and punctual attendance at all
class and laboratory sessions is the responsibility
of each student. College work proceeds at such a
pace that regular attendance is required in order
for each student to obtain maximum benefits
from instruction. For this reason these class
attendance regulations are not intended to imply
in any way that absences as hereinafter provided
for are . a privilege. In the event that a student
finds it necessary to absent himself from a class,
it is his responsibility to make up resulting
deficiencies through extra study and through
contact outside of class by arrangement with the
instructor concerned.
2. Absences from classes will be excused for
the reason listed below when certified by the
proper authority.
REASON
Hospitalization as in-patient

i

II:

Official representation in
intercollegiate athletic
events

REQUIRED ACTION FOR
APPROVAL OF ABSENCE
Certificate will be issued
indicating time of admission and discharge
Absence certified by the
Athletic Director , or by
the Office of Student Affairs
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REASON
Educational trips
Participation in other activities considered to be
official and authorized by
the Educational Council

REQUIRED ACTION FOR
APPROVAL OF ABSENC[
Absence certified by th,
Dean of the School
College concerned, or b)
the Office of Student Af.
fairs

ROTC Physical Examinations and trips

Absence certified by the
Dean of Education

Personal emergencies of a
serious nature such as
death or serious illness in
the family

Absence certified by th
Office of Student Affair

It will be the duty of the persons authorizine

absences listed above to furnish the studeni
proof of such authorization so the student can
present same to the instructor preferably prim
to the absences but in no case later than one
week after the absence unless an extension ol
time is approved by the Office of Studen!
Affairs and the instructor concerned. A studenl
will be permitted to make up at the convenienc'
of the instructor involved, any work misseo
during any of the absences listed above.
3. It is recognized that students sometime1
have personal emergencies, business, or problem1
that necessitate absences which are not covered_
by the rules in paragraph 2. A limited numberoi
such absences may be permitted, provided the)
do not coincide with a previously announced
quiz. The following principles shall apply m
these cases :
a. For every course numbered less than 200.
absences of a personal nature shall not exceeo
one absence per semester for each time 1
particular phase of the course meets per week
For example, in some courses a student ma)
meet two lectures, one recitation, and on
laboratory per week. Each student would the
be allowed two absences in the lecture, on
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absence in recitation, and one laboratory absence per semester, but not four absences
distributed at random throughout various phases
of the course. During each summer session , for
every course numbered less than 200, absences
of a personal nature shall not exceed two per
session for classes meeting five or six times a
week and only one absence for class meetings
scheduled four or less times per week.
b. For every course numbered 200-299, absence of a personal nature shall not exceed two
absences per semester for each time a particular
phase of the course meets per week. For
example, in some courses a student may meet
two lectures, one recitation, and one laboratory
per week. Each student would then be allowed
four absences in the lecture, two absences in
recitation, and two laboratory absences per
semester, but not eight absences distributed at
random throughout various pha es of the course.
During each summer session, for every course
numbered 200-299, absences of a personal nature shall not exceed four per session for classes
meeting five or six times a week and only two
absences for classes meeting four or less times
per week.
c. When a student attains junior status, he is
assumed to have reached a degree of maturity
such that close regulation of his absences is no
longer necessary. Furthermore, class sizes are
small enough and major interests defined to the
extent that a closer personal relationship between student and instructor should exist. Thus,
for courses numbered 300 and above, no specific
limits of absences are set. However, a professor
may place a student doing unsatisfactory (D or
F) work on mandatory attendance. Professors
shall set laboratory rules for courses numbered
300 and above.
4. Excessive absences:
a. Courses numbered less than 300. When the
total number of absences from a course for
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reasons not covered in paragraph 2 exceeds th
limit specified in _paragraph 3(a) or (b), th:
absences are excessive. In such cases the instru,
tor shall notify Student Affairs through the head
of the department on the card provided for thal
purpose. He may recommend that the student
be dropped from the course.
b. Courses numbered 300 and above. If a
student accumulates unexcused absences in excess of the maximum set by the instructor under
paragraph 3(c), the instructor may recommend
that the student be dropped with a failing gradt
c. The student will be warned in writing b}
the instructor when his attendance record
reaches the point that one additional absence
will result in action to drop under the provision1
of paragraph 4(a). This warning notice will bt
given personally to the student, or, if this is not
feasible, should be delivered through Student
Affairs. A copy of all warning notices should be
forwarded to Student Affairs. Copies of th,
warning notice will be forwarded by Student
Affairs to the student's parents and the head 01
the department in which he is pursuing his major
course.
d. Recommendations that a student be
dropped from the course under the provisions of
paragraph 4(a) shall be reviewed by the Office of
Student Affairs. A student may appeal such
recommendations provided that a written appe~
is presented to the Office of Student Affairs
within five days from the date of the excessive
absence. The student should continue to attend
the class until final action has been taken on the
recommendation.
5. When any student reduces his credit load
below twelve hours, but is still carrying nine or
more hours, he may be suspended for at lea t
the remainder of the semester upon recom·
mendation of the Dean of Students and approval
of the President. When a student reduces h11
credit load below nine hours, he shall be
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suspended for at least the remainder of the
semester.
6. Students desiring to withdraw from a class
shall secure a drop card from the Registrar's
Office prior to terminating attendance.
7. When a student is enrolled in a course
numbered less than his academic classification,
he shall follow the attendance regulations for
that course.
8. Only semester grades shall be recorded
during the last three weeks of classes. Should be
slud ent fail to satisfy class attendance requirements for a course during this period, he should
receive an "F."

Rules and Regulations
on Cheating and
General Classroom
Dishonesty

FIRST OFFENSE
A student guilty of a first offense of cheating,
whether within the classroom or involving outside assignments, will receive a grade of "F" in
the course involved; will be permanently debarred from membership in any honorary society ; and will be permanently ineligible for any
college honors list.
The student will be placed on strict probation
for twelve months during which he may not
represent the University in any public activity,
may not serve on the staff of any college
approved publication and may not hold or be a
candidate for a student government office.
Should circumstances warrant, the student
may receive either suspension for one or more
academic semesters or permanent dismissal. Recommendation for suspension or dismissal shall
be made to the President (via the Dean of the
University by the student's instructor, department head, and school or college dean).
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A copy of the final report will become a part
of the Registrar's files.

SECOND OFFENSE
A student guilty of a second offense of I
cheating will be promptly and permanently I
dismissed from Clemson.
PROCEDURE
a. When, in the opinion of an instructor, a
student has committed an act involving academic honesty, the instructor will so inform the
student in private.
b. The instructor will then notify his department head, who shall notify the Dean of the
University in writing through the Dean of the
School or College. The Dean of the University
will implement prescribed penalties.
c. The Dean of the University will notify the
student and his parents or guardians, the instruc•
tor concerned, the department head, the app
priate deans, the Dean of Student Affairs, a
the Registrar of any action taken involvi
academic dishonesty.

APPEALS
a. The Student may appeal to the Dean
the School or College in which the incid
occurred, provided such appeal is made wi
seven working days following the date of
notification. The Dean shall refer the app
with an appropriate recommendation to t
President (via the Dean of the University).
b. A candidate for graduation, being charg
with academic dishonesty when time will n
allow the case to be decided through nonnal
channels, may appeal directly to the Dean of the
University, who shall make recommendations to
the President.
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY TRAFFIC CODE
General Information
In the interest of safe and courteous motor vehicular
operation and in an effort to create the best possible situation
for those students who are authorized to bring a motor vehiclt
on the campus, the Board of Trustees of Clemson University, in
accordance with the power granted to it by Section 22-232 of
the Code of Law of South Carolina, 1962, has hereby enacted
the following ordinances. A student bringing a motor vehicle on
the campus should realize this is a privilege and carries with it a
responsibility. Therefore, the student is required to farnilianze
himself with these ordinances, as he will be held accountable for
any infraction thereof. The student motor vehicle registration
and traffic ordinances are administered by a Traffic Office in
the Student Affairs and Traffic Office located on the Loggia.
Telephone-656-2270.

Permits may be secured at the Traffic Office during office
hours between 8:00 a.m. and 12:00 noon and from 1:00 p.m.
to 4: 30 p.m. Monday through Friday. To secure a campus
permit, a student must submit an application which is properly
executed and signed. A student may apply in person or by mail
by attaching a check or money order with the application. Any
application received without the fee will not be accepted.
During the second semester of each school year, the Traffic
Office will issue blank applications to currently enrolled
students who have registered vehicles on record, and to any
other student who plans to operate a vehicle for the new school
year. All currently enrolled students should submit applications
and fees prior to the end of the second semester. The Traffic
Office will deliver or mail the permits as soon as each
application is processed. New students may obtain applications
for automobile permits by August 1 and may register their
vehicle during the period of matriculation. Application and fee
received by mail after August 1 will be held in the Traffic Office
without action. It will be a student's responsibility to see that
his application is processed and a permit issued to him during
the period of matriculation.
Unless otherwise specified, students must obtain permits
from the Department of Security or Traffic Office to park in a
dormitory quadrangle or service ramp. Thirty minutes timed
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parking for Post Office use only has been authorized to all
t dents on the lower quadrangle between Dormitories E and F.
~~is time zone will be in effect 24 hours.
As with all other indebtednes~ to the University, no student
will be allowed to re-e~roll or receive a diploma until all fines
have been paid. Expenence has s~own that it is in the best
interest of the student to settle all fines as soon as possible after
assessed penalties have been determined.

General Provisions

Chapter I

The following ordinances shall be known as the
Traffic Code of Clemson University, hereinafter
referred to as the Code.

1-1

The provisions of the Code shall govern the
activities of all persons and vehicles on land
owned by or under the control of Clemson
University, south of State Highway 93 , west of
U.S. Highway 76, north of Hunnicutt Creek and
east of Hartwell Reservoir.

1-2

All prior rules, regulations and ordinances for
the control, direction parking and general regulation of traffic on the campus and streets of
Clemson University are hereby repealed.

1-3

Definitions:

(a) Vehicle means every device in upon , or by
which any person or property is or may be
transported or drawn upon a highway, except
devices used exclusively upon stationary rails or
tracks.
(b) Motor vehicle means every vehicle which is
self-propelled.
( c) Pedestrian means any person afoot.
(d) Driver means any person who drives or is in
actual physical control of a vehicle.
(~) Owner means a person who holds the legal
title of a vehicle, in the event ( l) a vehicle is the
subject of an agreement for the conditional sale

1-4
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or lease thereof with the· right of purchase upo,
performance of the conditions stated in th
agreement and with an immediate right 0
possession vested in the conditional vendee 0
lessee or (2) a mortgagor of a vehicle is entitle
to possession, then such conditional vendee 0
lessee or mortgagor shall be deemed the owner
for the purpose of this Code.
(f) Street or highway means the entire widt
between boundary lines of every way public!.
maintained when any part thereof is open to th·,
use of the public for purposes of vehicular
travel.
(g) Sidewalk means that portion of a streer
between the curb lines, or the lateral lines, of .
roadway and the adjacent property lines, intended for the use of pedestrians.
(h) Intersection means the area embraced with·
in the prolongation or connection of the lateral
curb lines or, if none, then the lateral bounda11
lines of the roadways of two highways which
join one another at, or approximately at, right
angles or the area within which vehicles traveling
upon different highways joining at any other
angle may come in contact.
( i) Crosswalk means (1) that part of a roadwa,
at an intersection included within the connev
tions of the lateral lines of the sidewalks or.
opposite sides of the highway measured from
the curbs or in the absence of curbs from the
edges of the traversable roadway; or (2) an,
portion of a roadway at an intersection or
elsewhere distinctly indicated for pedestrian
crossing by lines or other markings on tht
surface.
(j) Traffic Control Device means all signs, sig·
nals, markings and devices placed or erected b,
authority of Clemson University or an agent of
Clemson University having authority for the
purpose of regulating, warning, or guiding traf·
fie.
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(k) Traffic means pedestrians, ridden or herded
animals, vehicles, and other conveyances either
singly or together while using any highway for
purposes of travel.
(l} Parking means the standing of a vehicle,
whether occupied or not.
( m) Clemson University campus _m~ans the land,
slreets, highways, grounds, buildings, statues,
and other fixtures or appurtenances within the
limits of the municipal corporation of Clemson
University as defined by Sec. 22-231 of the
Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1962, but does
not include State Highway 93.
(n} Recorder means that person commissioned
by the Governor under Sec. 22-232 of the Code
of Laws of South Carolina, 1962 to enforce the
ordinances of Clemson University.
( o) Student means any person enrolled in Clemson University either full or part time.
(p} Employee means any person who renders
services to Clemson University for remuneration and includes all faculty and administrative
personnel in addition to those persons commonly designated as employees.
(q) Visitor means any person, other than an
employee or student who operates or parks a
non-registered vehicle on campus.
(r) Mid-campus means that area of the Clemson
University campus bounded by a point located
on Fort Hill Street opposite Cope Hall ; a point
located on Fernow Street at the intersection of
South Palmetto Boulevard near the Industrial
Engineering Building; and a point near Brackett
Hall on Calhoun Drive.
Clemson University does not guarantee parking
space.

1-5

Clemson University, its officers and employees
shall have no liability for loss or damage to any
vehicle or the contents of any vehicle brought ,
operated, or parked on the Clemson University
campus.

1-6
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1-7

Chapter II

The Board of Trustees of Clemson Universit•
hereby delegates to the Administration, th:
authority:
(a) to fix or amend the amount of administrative penalties imposed by Chapter VI, Article
6-1 on persons who violate provisions of the
Code;
(b) to fix or amend the fees charged for issuing
any decals or permits for vehicles operated or
parked on campus.
However, such actions by the Administration
shall become effective only after notice of the
action and of the provisions of such action have
been published in three (3) consecutive weekh
issues of the University student newspaper.
·

Registration and Campus Decals and Permits

2-1

All Students shall be eligible to register and
operate a motor vehicle on campus regardless of
their classification or academic standing. However, those Students whose right to register ha1
been lawfully revoked by Clemson University
shall neither register nor operate any motor
vehicle on campus. Any Student whose opera•
tor's license is not current, valid, or presently m
force may register his motor vehicle but may not
operate it on campus.

2-2

Each eligible Student shall register his motor
vehicle in the Traffic Office within twenty-four
(24) hours after bringing the motor vehicle on
campus and shall receive a bumper decal. The
fee for issuing a decal during the fall semester
shall be two dollars ($2.00); the fee for issuing a
decal during the spring semester and summer
terms shall be one dollar ($1.00).

2-3

All Employees shall be eligible to register and
operate a motor vehicle on campus. However
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those Employees whose right to register has
been lawfully revoked by Clemson University
shall neither register nor operate any motor
vehicle on campus. Any Employee whose operator's license is not current, valid, or presently in
force may register his motor vehicle but may not
operate it on campus.
Each eligible Employee shall register his motor
vehicle in the Clemson University Police Station
within seventy-two (72) hours after bringing the
motor vehicle on campus and shall receive a
bumper decal. Such decal shall be issued without
charge.

2-4

Any eligible person may register any motor
vehicle whether or not such person is the owner
of such motor vehicle, provided the person
registering the vehicle is subject to the same
eligibility or restrictions for registration as the
. owner.

2-5

I

All decals shall be firmly and permanently
affixed to the left rear bumper within twenty!( four (24) hours
after issuance and shall be
~ clearly visible.

2-6

r:

It
Jn the event the motor vehicles does not have a
1
· bumper on the rear, the decal shall be affixed in
such a manner that it is clearly visible from the
mrear and conforms as much as possible to the
_location of the decal had there been a rear
11
:It bumper.

~~A de_cal which is

2-7

taped on the bumper or other
,utlocation shall not be considered permanently
,mraffixed or properly displayed.

2-8

A temporary decal shall be obtained by:
eri(a) Any person who expects to operate or park
w1any motor vehicle on the campus for more than

2-9
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twenty-four (24) hours but not more than
fourteen ( 14) days per semester or more than
twenty-four (24) hours but not more than seven
(7) days per individual summer term.
(b) Any person who expects to operate or park
any motor vehicle on the campus in the place of
a registered motor vehicle temporarily inoperable.
(c) Students will obtain temporary decals from
the Traffic Office. All other persons will obtain
temporary decals from the Department of Security.
2-10

An Employee decal and a Student decal ma}
each be affixed on the same motor vehicle and
such motor vehicle may use the parking areas
which are permitted under either sticker in the
following situations :
(a) When the spouse of a Student is an Em·
ployee;
(b) When a Student is, at the same time, an
Employee;
(c) When a parent of a Student is an Employee;
(d) When a son or daughter of a Student is an
Employee.
In such cases, the Employee shall register the
motor vehicle under his name as an Employee
and the Student shall register the motor vehicle
under his name as a Student. The Employee
shall park only in those areas to which the
Employee decal is restricted; the Student shall
park only in those areas to which the Student
decal is restricted.

2-11

Any person to whom a decal has been issued
shall remove such decal from the motor vehicle
to which it is attached when:
(a) The decal has expired;
(b) The status of such person as Student or
Employee changes or terminates;
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(c) The ownership of such motor vehicle is
transferred;
(d) Such person has been lawfully denied the
privilege of operating the motor vehicle on
campus.

If a decal issued to any person under the
provisions of these regulations becomes marred,
mutilated, or obliterated, or if the bumper of
the motor vehicle is replaced, such person shall
obtain a new decal if the original decal or
satisfactory evidence of its destruction is presented to the issuing officer. Such decal shall be
issued without charge.

2-12

Any person to whom a decal has been issued
shall be responsible for any violation of the
provisions of the Code in which the registered
vehicle is involved .

2-13

A decal issued to be affixed to one motor
vehicle shall not be affixed or transferred to
another motor vehicle. If the Student or Employee obtains a motor vehicle replacing the one
for which the decal was issued , he shall obtain a
new decal by presenting satisfactory evidence to
the issuing officer that the original decal has
been removed from the original motor vehicle.
Such decal shall be issued without charge.

2-14

Any Visitor visiting the Clemson University
campus for a period of time not greater than
twenty-four (24) hours may secure from the
Department of Security a Guest Parking or
Temporary Parking permit. Any Visitor visiting
the campus for a period of time greater than
twenty-four (24) hours must secure from the
Department of Security a Guest Parking or
Temporary Parking permit. Such permits shall
be issued without charge.

2-1 S
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2-16

The privilege of a Visitor with a permit to part
on the Clemson University campus shall not be
confined to those spaces specifically reserved for
such parking by signs but shall extend to any
legitimate parking space except those which are
reserved spaces. A Visitor without a pennit 15
restricted to those spaces specifically reserved
for Visitors.

2-17

Neither Students nor Employees shall park in
Visitor parking spaces unless they are driving a
motor vehicle owned by a bona fide Visitor who
is visiting the campus at that time.

2-18

No contractor shall operate or park any motor
vehicle or permit his agents or sub-contractors to
operate or park any motor vehicle on the
campus without first obtaining a special permit
therefor from the office of the Department of
Security.

Chapter III

Parking

3-1

Failure by any person to find parking space shall
not be an excuse for a violation of these
regulations.

3-2

The Traffic Committee is an advisory committee
which will make recommendations to the Vice
President for Business and Finance concerning
traffic control including parking restrictions.
The Vice President for Business and Finance
may restrict parking in any area of the campus
to certain categories or classification of people.
Change in restriction of any areas from one
category to another shall be effective only after
erection of appropriate signs.

3-3

Unless there is a clearly marked and visible sign
at the entrance of an area indicating that it is so
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stricted, that area shall be considered an
re
.
h. h
unrestricted area m w 1c any person may park.
No person shall park in any areas or spaces other
than those for which his decal is valid.

3-4

No person unless otherwise authorized by this
Code or regulations promulgated under this
Code or the Chief of Security shall park any
motor vehicle on the campus:
(a) On or adjacent to any yellow curb;
(b) On any sidewalk;
(c) On any lawn or grassed area, except as
otherwise provided in these regulations ;
(d) In any intersection;
(e) In any driveway ·
(f) In any crosswalk;
(g) In any loading zone;
(h) In any "No Parking" zone;
(i) In a manner that obstructs traffic·
U) In a double or multiple manner ;
(k) In a manner that obstructs any sidewalk ;
(I) Blocking a fire hydrant ;
(m) In any place not designated by lines or signs
as parking areas;
(n) Exceeding the posted length of time where
"time" parking is in effect;
(o) In areas of the campus which have been
closed off by the use of barricades, signs, yellow
lines or other traffic control devices;
(p) In any area of the campu which has not
been designated as a parking area;
(q) In any reserved space·
(r) In any service vehicle space.
The Chief of Security may, upon special occasions or under unusual circumstances, order or
permit vehicles to be parked in areas or areas not
customarily used for parking.

3-5
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3-6

The Chief of Security may, upon special occ<tsions or under unusual circumstances, temp(}
rarily appropriate for Visitor use exclusivell
any parking area normally reserved for other
categories of people.

3-7

Reserve parking space for the exclusive use 01
any person who has a severe physical handicap
will be determined by the Vice President for
Business and Finance on recommendation of the
appropriate administrative officer.

3-8

Every person, unless otherwise permitted or
directed by the Department of Security, who
parallel parks a motor vehicle upon the campus
where there is an adjacent curb shall park with
the right-hand wheels of such vehicle parallel
with and within twelve (12) inches of the
right-hand curb.

3-9

Every person, unless otherwise permitted or
directed by the Department of Security, who
angle parks a motor vehicle upon the campus
shall park with the front wheels of such vehicle
toward the curb or away from the center of the
roadway if there is no curb.

3-10

If any parking space is marked off, any person
who parks a motor vehicle in such space shall
park it completely within the marked area.

3-11

Student parking in Employee parking areas shall
be allowed between the hours of 5: 00 p.m. and
7: 00 a.m., Monday through Friday, and between
the hours of 5: 00 p.m. Friday through 7 :00 a.m
on Monday, except as otherwise posted by signs

3-12

No vehicle shall be allowed to park on William·
son Road or on any other roads surrounding th
stadium after 7: 00 p.m. of the evening prior to a
home varsity football game.

,

____________________________
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o,

No person shall abandon any motor vehicle on
the University campus. A motor vehicle which
,
has
remained on the campus parked and unused
1
~ for a period of 30 days may be presumed to be
abandoned. The University may remove any
abandoned vehicle and dispose of it as approi priate.

3-13

:, Operation of Vehicles

Chapter IV

Any person who operates or parks a vehicle on
I the campus shall obey all stop signs, yellow or
white lines for routing traffic, speed limit signs,
parking signs, one-way street signs, traffic lights
or signals, and any other sign, indicator, marker,
or signal for the control, direction, parking and
general regulation for traffic and vehicles on the
campus of Clemson University including, but
not confined to, lawful hand, voice, whistle, or
other commands or signals.

4-1

No Student shall operate his motor vehicle on
mid-campus between the hours of 8: 15 a.m. to
12:00 noon and 1: 15 p.m. to 4: 15 p.m. Monday
1
through Thursday and from 8: 15 a.m. to 12: 00
noon on Friday.

4-2

Any person who has an accident on the campus
shall, if the accident resulted in property damage
or person injury, report such accident to the
Department of Security, in addition to complying with South Carolina law regarding the
reporting of accidents.

4-3

Clemson University shall place and maintain
such signs, markers, and other traffic control
devices upon its campus as shall be necessary
and sufficient to regulate, warn, or guide traffic.

4-4
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4-5

No person, other than those persons who b
nature of their functions are required to do s'
shall drive a motor vehicle upon any pedestn:;
path, sidewalk, grassed area, safety zone, or am
other area of the campus not ordinarily used f~
vehicular traffic.
r

4-6

No person, other than those persons who bi
nature of their functions are required to do so.
shall operate any vehicle in or upon any area 01
the campus which has been closed by the use of
barricades or other traffic control devices.

4-7

Pedestrians in marked cross-walks have right of
way.

Chapter V

Procedure

5-1

The Recorder of Clemson University in accordance with Sec. 22-232 of the Code of Laws of
South Carolina, 1962, shall have jurisdiction to
try any person charged with violation of any
rule or regulation herein set forth.

5-2

Any person charged with such violation ma)
waive his right to trial by paying the assessed
administrative penalty provided in Chapter VI
(a) Student violators will pay the assessed
penalty in the Traffic Office.
(b) All other persons will pay the assessed
penalty at the Bursar's Office.

5-3

Any person charged with such violation who
wishes to be tried must so notify the Depart·
ment of Security or the Traffic Office a
appropriate within five (5) days, excluding
Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, following
receipt of that charge. The Department of
Security or the Traffic Office as appropriate
shall then notify the Recorder. A charge of
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violation shall be considered received when
· notice of such charge is given to the operator of
, the vehicle or placed in a conspicuous place on
, the vehicle.

\

After such notification, no further action may
be taken and no penalties may be assessed
against such person until the appellate process is
completed.

5-4

The Recorder shall set a trial date and send
notice of that date, by mail, to the person
charged with the violation.

5-5

The accused person shall be entitled to know the
names of the witnesses who are directly responsible for having reported the allged violation, or,
if there are no such witnesses, to be fully
informed of the manner in which the alleged
violation came to the attention of the Department of Security.

5-6

The accused person shall have the right to
present evidence and a reasonable number of
witnesses in his own defense before the Recorder and shall be given the opportunity to
hear and question adverse witnesses.

5-7

Such person shall be entitled to be accompanied
and represented by legal counsel or by lay
adviser.

5-8

In all hearings before the Recorder the normal
rules of procedure shall be followed.

5-9

If a student viola tor fails to pay the assessed
penalty within the five (5) day period or fails to
notify the Traffic Office within the five (5) day
period of his wish to be tried by the Recorder or
fails to appear before the Recorder after timely
notification of his wish to be tried, the adminis-

5-10
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trative penalty will be assessed and treated as an
indebtedness to the University.
5-11

Chapter VI
6-1

If any accused person other than a student faih
to pay the assessed penalty within the five (SJ
day period or fails to notify the Department of
Security within the five (5) day period of his
wish to be tried or fails to appear and contest an
action against him after having made timel}
notification of his wish to be tried , then the
Recorder of Clemson University shall issue a
warrant for the arrest of such accused person.
When such accused person is brought before the
Recorder, the Recorder shall set a reasonable
trial date.
Penalties

When violation by any person of any rule or i
regulation herein set forth has been clearly
established by voluntary admission or trial, such
person shall be subjected to an administrative
penalty of two dollars ($2.00) with the follow·
ing exceptions:
(a) Failure to display or improper display of a
University decal or permit shall result in an
administrative penalty of fifteen dollars
($15.00) ;
(b) Unauthorized parking in a dormitory quadrangle or service ramp shall result in an administrative penalty of five dollars ($5.00) ;
(c) Violation of mid-campus area restrictions
shall result in an administrative penalty of five
dollars ($5.00);
(d) Violation of posted speed limits may not be
settled by administrative penalty. All violators
will be cited to appear before the Recorder who
may after trial if the person is found guilty,
impose a sentence of not to exceed a fine of
$100 or imprisonment for not more than 30
days.
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Such penalty shall be paid within five (5) days,
excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays
from the time a final decision or a voluntary
admission in such case has been rendered. If a
more stringent penalty is imposed by any other
Article of this Chapter, the more stringent
penalty shall be .applied in lieu of the abovementioned penalties.
In any case in which the guilt of a person by
voluntary admissions or trial of a violation of
the Code has been established and such person
fails to pay the administrative penalty prescribed
for the violation within five (5) days from the
time a decision has been rendered, such person
shall, upon notice, be required to surrender his
decal or permit and shall have all his operating,
registration, and parking privileges suspended
until such penalty is paid. Such person may
re-register his motor vehicle after the penalty is
paid.

6-2

Any person who is guilty by voluntary admission or trial of more than four ( 4) violations of
the Code during one ( 1) semester or more than
two (2) violations of the Code during the
collective summer terms shall, upon notice, be
required to surrender his decal or permit and
shall have all his operating, registration, and
parking privileges suspended until next August
15. Such person may re-register his motor
vehicle after the period of suspension ends.

6-3

:Any person whose operating, registration, or
parking privileges have been suspended and who
,1 has been requested to surrender his decal or
:permit may petition the Vice President for
1
,Business and Finance for a review . The petition
1 shall be in writing and shall state in a clear and
,concise manner the grounds upon which the
petition is based.
1

6-4
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6-S

Upon receipt by the Vice President for Business
and Finance of a petition duly submitted pursua~t to t~e pr~visions ~et forth in the preceding
Article, said Vice President shall examine the
facts and shall make a determination of the
merits of the grounds presented in the petition.
Upon a finding that the grounds are meritorious,
the Vice President shall order modification or
revocation of the action of the authority upon
whose order the surrender of the decal or pennit
was requested and the operating and parking
privileges were suspended.

6-6

Any person who fails to surrender his decal or
permit or who operates or parks any motor
vehicle on the Clemson University campus after
the date upon which he is requested to surrender
his decal or permit shall have his vehicle impounded. Such person shall be responsible for
the cost involved in removing, impounding, and
storing of the vehicle. Clemson University, its
officers and employees shall not be liable for
any damage to the vehicle occurring during or
resulting from the impoundment, removal, or
storage thereof.

6-7

Clemson University may, in addition to any
other remedy herein provided, remove and
impound any illegally parked or abandoned
vehicle, or any vehicle found on the campu
with no license plates, or any vehicle parked rn
such a manner as to constitute a serious hazard
to vehicular or pedestrian traffic or to the
movement or operation of emergency equip·
ment. The owner of such vehicle shall be
responsible for all costs involved in removing.
impounding, and storing of such vehicles. Clem·
son University, its officers and employees shall
not be liable for any damage to the vehicle
occurring during or resulting from the impound·
ment, removal, or storage thereof.
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Any person who kn~wingly provides any f~lse
infonnation concerning any matter or thing
required by the terms of these rules and regulations shall, upon notice, be required to surrender
his decal or permit and shall have all of his
operating and parking privileges suspended for
one full year.

6-8

For those persons brought before the Recorder
under 5-11, the fine to which such accused
person may be subjected may be increased by
five dollars ($5.00). For those offenses for
which the penalty is not specified, the Recorder
may at his discretion impose a sentence not
to exceed $ 100 or imprisonment not to exceed
30 days.

6-9

BICYCLE RULES

A bicyclist is neither a pedestrian nor a motorist, but he is
, subject to traffic regulations.
There are many rules that a good bicyclist should follow.
, Those given here are all parts of state law.
I. Ride only upon a permanent, attached seat.
2. Do not carry more persons than the number for which the
bicycle is designed. (Only one person should ride on a standard
bicycle.)
3. Never hold on, or "hitch" on, to another vehicle or allow
1a person on roller skates, a sled or any type toy vehicle to
,: "hitch" onto you.
1
1 4. Use the right side of the street or roadway the same as
I motor vehicle drivers, being careful when passing parked
1, vehicles or overtaking vehicles ahead.
1 5. Do not ride more than two abreast. A safe riding practice
uis to ride "single file."
6. Where there is a path for bicycles along a roadway, you
,rr should use the path and not the roadway.
Ir 7. Do not carry packages or articles which prevent you from
~.keeping at least one hand upon the handlebars.

1

ni:
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BICYCLE EQUIPMENT
1. Every bicycle when used at night must have a lamp in
front with a white light visible for a distance of 500 feet. Also
required is a red reflector on the rear of the bicycle, to be seen
from distances of 50 to 300 feet when the bicycle is ridden in
front of the headlights on a motor vehicle. A red light that can
be seen 500 feet to the rear may also be used, in addition to the
red reflector.
2. Bicycles must be equipped with a bell or other device that
can be heard at least 100 feet away. A siren or whistle is not
permitted.
3. Every bicycle must have a brake which will enable the
rider to make the braked wheels skid on dry, level, clean
pavement.
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CALENDAR - SESSION 1972-73
ugust 21. 22 ...
August 23 . • • · · ·
,1gust 24 .•. • • •
ugu t 25 .. • • • ·
ugus t 25 ... • • •
ug~l 31 .. · · · ·
\ugusl 31 .... • •
ptember 7 ... •
ptember 21 .. .
(ktober I 6 .... .
01ember 15
ovember 15
ovember 22
ovember 27
December 11
December 21

FIRST SEMESTER
Mon., Tues. a.m. . Orientation , new students
Wednesday . . . . . Registration , all students
Thurs ., a.m. . . . . Late registration
Friday . . . . . . . . Late registration fee applies
Friday . . . . . . . . Classes begin, regular schedule
Thursday
Last day for registration
Thursday
Last day to add a subject
Thursday
Last day to order diploma
for mid-year graduation
Thursday
Last day to drop a subject
without record of drop
Monday . . . . . . . Preliminary reports due
Wednesday
Last day to withdraw without
having grades recorded
Wednesday
Last day to drop a subject
Wednesday
Thanksgiving holidays begin
after last class
Monday ...... . Classes resume
Monday ...... . Examinations begin
Thursday .. ... . Mid-year graduation

April 30 ..... . .
May 11 ..... .. .

SECOND SEMESTER
Monday . . . . . . . Orientation, new students
Tuesday . . . . . . . Registration, all students
Wednesday . . . . . Late registration
Thursday . . . . . . Late registration fee applies
Thursday . . . . . . Classes begin, regular schedule
Wednesday
Last day for registration
Wednesday
Last day to add a subject
Wednesday
Last day to order diploma
for May graduation
Wednesday
Last day to drop a subject
without record of drop
Monday . . . . . . . Preliminary reports due
Friday . . . . . . . . Spring holidays begin
after last class
Monday . . . . . . . Classes resume
Friday . . . . . . . . Last day to withdraw without
having grades recorded
Friday . . . . . . . . Last day to drop a subject
Wednesday
Honors and Awards Dayclasses suspended at
12 noon
Monday . . . . . . . Examinations begin
Friday . . . . . . . . Commencement

May 21 ....... .
May 22 ....... .
June 27, 28 ... .

SUMMER SESSIONS 1973
FIRST SESSION
(Classes meet Monday-Friday)
Monday . . . . . . . Registration
Tuesday . . . . . . . Classes begin
Wed., Thurs. . . . . Examinations

(Classes
July 2 . . . . . . . . .
July 3 , . . . . . . . .
July 4 . . . . . . . . .
August 4 . . . . . . .
August 8, 9 . . . . .
August 11 . . . . . .

SECOND SESSION
meet Monday-Friday except as indicated)
Monday . . . . . . . Orientation, new students
Tuesday . . . . . . . Registration
Wednesday . . . . . Classes begin
Saturday . . . . . . . Classes meet
Wed ., Thurs. . . . . Examinations
Saturday . . . . . . . Graduation

January 8 ..... .
January 9 . . ... .
January 10 .... .
January 11 .... .
January 11 .... .
January 17 .... .
January 17 . ... .
January 24 ... . .
February 7 .... .
March 5 ..... . .
March 16
March 26 ..... .
April 6 ..... .. .
April 6 ........ .
April 11

